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1. INTRODUCTION'

According to N.Katz (see (Ka4), Introduction), it was B.Dwork thc first person to undcrstand that
classical differential equations with irregular' singlliarities had deep meaning in arithmetic algebraic gcom
etry (against the "prevailing dogmall which held that only equations with regular singular points should
have meaning). Since then, the irrcgular differential equations have been gradually reappropriated into
the mainstream of geometry. Initially only some specifie areas were affected, such as p-adic analysis and

Supported by tbe MPIM-BolIlI.



2 LORENZO RAMERO

positive eharaeteristic geometry, but the trend is now spreading even to the domain of complex analysis,
as witnessed e.g. by thc reeent book [Mal], whieh reports on ideas of P.Deligne, B.Malgrange et al.
towards establishing an irregular lliemann-Hilbert correspondence.

The aim of this paper is to explore a p-adie version of the theory developed in [Mal]. In truth, in our
work the differential equations remaill on thc background, while the emphasis is on the (tdual world" of
etale IDeal systems naturally attached to them. In this we are guided by a weIl known heuristic, whieh
translates many eoneepts arising from thc study of differential equations, into dual topological not ions
(see e.g. the table at the end of [KaI}). In partieular, it is well understood that the notion of irregular
singular point should be related to the appearanee of wild ramification on a loeal system. Now, in our
framework, all the varieties are defined over sorne p-adie field k of characteristic zero. But for such
varieties, the etalc topology is very elose to the dassical eomplex analytie topology, in particular, all
ramifieation is taIlle: in other words, the algebraie etale topology in eharaeteristie zero is too coarse to
describe the monodromy of irregular differential equations.

\Ve remedy this problem by replacing the algebraic etale topology with the much finer analytic etale
topology recently introdueed by V.Berkovieh. In this sense, the upgrade from algebraie to analytie etale
topology is aIlalogolls to the introduction of the space E of Deligne, whieh plays a major role in chapter
XI of [Ivlai] .

In teehnieal terms, what we necd to do is to consider our algebraie varieties as special analytie spaces,
and then work systematieally inside tbe framework developed by Berkovieh. We should stress here, that
our main object of interest remains the category of algebraic sehemes (over a fixed loeal field) and algebraie
morphisms: thc analytic spaces are always intended as auxiliary tools to define the finer topology and
perfdfm ecrtain erucial eonstrllctions.

O~ee wc have our candidate topology, we need to deseribc the dass of aI1alytic etale Ioeal systems we
"j

are interested in. In this paper, we limit ourselves to the study of Ioeal systems on smooth curves (notice
that 'also the book [Mal] is mainly concerned with the one-dimensional ease).

Apriori onc may see no reasons why one should not eonsider the category of all such locally eonstant
sheaves of finite rank. Howevcr it turns out that, if the eurve is not compact (and this is really the only
non-trivial caseL certain bounds On the raIllifieation of the sheaf around the points at infinity must be
imposed in order to obtain a reasonable theory.

In order to eonveniently express this eondition, we introduee first a notion of analytie Ioeal fundamental
group: this is aetually a pro-group 1T'1 (1]/1, x) built out of the inverse system of the fundamental groups of
all small punetured discs eentered at a given point 8 on a curve. More or less tautologieally, any loeally
eonstant sheaf on a small punetured disc around s yields a eontinuous representation of 1T'1 (7]11' x).

Next, to single out our dass of sheaves, we eonstruet a certain canonical quotient J..L(lJII, x) of 11'"1 (7]6' x):
the finite rank representations of 11'"1 (7]11' x) which factor through this quotient, dassify the admissible
ramification behaviours of our sheaves.

Chapter 5 is devoted to this construction. This canonical quotient should really be thought of as a
topologieal inearnation of the loeal differential Galois group of [KaI]. In partieular, the upper numbering
filtration defined in loc.eit. has a very satisfaetory counterpart: that is, we have a eanonieal higher
ramifieation filtration on our loeal fundamental group, whieh behaves pretty mueh the way it is expected
of these gadgets. In terms of this filtration we define also a notion of analytic Swan conductor, which is
one of the main eharacters in our story.

Thanks to Huber's theorem 3.2.11, the theory of abelian representations of the loeal fundamental group
(i.e. the ease of rank one sheaves) is pretty much settled. By contrast, mueh work remains to be done to
c1arify the case of higher raIlk: the theory proposed in this paper should be more properly regarded as a
first approximation towards a better and more intrinsic understanding of the loeal monodromy of analytic
sheaves. But lest the reader should fear of being dragged on some wild SWaI1 chase, let us highlight few
firm points already established: first, tbe definition of the Swan eonductor itself, is given in sectiOIl 5.2,
together with the usual paraphernalia of representations, their slopes and so on. Second, we ean prove
(theorem 5.2.13) aversion of the Arf-Hasse theorem: the Swan conductor of a representation of finite
rank is always an integer. Third, we eoustruet (section 4) a functor of locally algebraic vanishing cycles
for analytic etale sheaves, for a basis of dimension olle (i. e. essentially for a family of varieties over an
open disc). This functor takes values in the category of sheaves with an action of the loeal fundamental
group.

In view of its ties with the local differential Galois grollp, and sinee the latter group dassifies con
nections with poles of finite order, the label "meroIIlorphie fundamental group" whieh we bestow on our
eonstruetion, soems appropriate enough. Hence we derive a notion of meromorphically ramified loeal
system on an open eurve, and the dass of such sheaveB is the chief object of study in this paper.
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Our main tool for the investigation of the meromorphieally ramified sheaves is the Fourier transform.
The eonstruetion of the Fourier transform for analytic etale sheaves of A-modules (whel'e A is some "big"
torsion ring) is accomplished in chapter 7: it is really what one expeets: we take the (essentially unique)
rank one loeal system CTjJ on the affine line which has Swan conductor,equal to one at infinity, then, for
any vector bundle E -t S with dual EI -t S, we have the dual pairing (,) : E x sE' -)- S, and the Fourier
transform on E is the anti-involution

with "kerneP' given by (,)- CTjJ. \Ve actually give a somewhat more general construction of the kernei, using
Lubin-Tate theory: all these alternative kerneis become isomorphie on thc completion of the algebraic
closure of our base field, but the extra generality could be useful for future arithmetic applications.

Our first application of the Fourier transform is contained in section 8.1: there we prove (see theorem
8.1.4) that the cohomology of any meromorphically ramified local system on a curve, has finite rank. \Ve
also show by a counterexample, that finiteness does not hold if the ramification is worse than meromorphic.

\Vherever there is a Swan conductor, one expects also a formula of the Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich
type. As a second application, we prove the formula for a11 meromorphically rarnified sheaves on any
smooth open curve.

The proof makes usc of Huber's theory of etalc cohomology for adic spaces, and in particular exploits
the possibility of working with sheaves which are (a priori) not necessarily overconvegent in the sense of
[Hub]. Huber's and Berkovich's theories do not always agrcc, but they do in the situations which are of

, )nterest for us (e.g. in case of analytification of schemes over k, 01' more generally, of morphisms between
....,'schemes over k). There is little doubt that it would have been possible to write the entire paper in the
ilanguage of adic spaces and their etale eohomology. Regrettably, the additional burden of making this

translation, eOIlling Oll top of an already extensive editing of the previous version, proved to~ much to
'handle for thc author. Instead, we have opted for the more couservative approach of inserting a few
explanatory remarks, just before Huber's theory makes its appearanee in sect.ion 8.3.

On the other hand, some proofs in section 8.3 exploit in an essential way the possibility of working
with sheaves which are (a priori) not l1ecessarily overconvegent iu the sense of [Hub]. For this reasou,
it does not seem to be easy to reproduee the arguments without leaving thc framework of Berkovich's
theory.

In the algebraic geometrie ease, the formula is established via a global argument, basically by some
eonsiderations from group eohomology and by appIying Lefschetz traee formllia.

By contrast, our proof is essentially a local :rvIorse-theoretic argument, inspired by Witten's approach
to Morse incqualities via the principle of stationary phase.

In section 8.4 we prove our principle of the stationary phase, and we sketch a study of the local
Fourier transfonn by the usual global to Ioeal method. The knowledgeable reader will reeognize the
influence of Katz's paper [KaJ] on our presentation (exeept that our pOOl' style cannot match Katz's
elegant exposition). In particular our theorem 8.4.9 is formally identical to theorem 3, pag.114 in loc.cit.

Our last applicatioll of thc Fourier transform is of arithmetic nature: thc inspiration eomes from the
classical work [We] of \Veil. In that paper, a special role is played by certain quadratic charaeters of
a loeally compact topological field F. Let tf; : F -)- CX be a fixed additive charactcr of F, V a finit.e
dimensional F-vector space anel q : V -r F a non-degenerate quaelratic form. \Veil defines a Fourier
transform f Ho 1from the space of distributions on V to the space of distributions on the dual VI. Next
he proves the following formula (see [\Vc],chapt.I,n.14):

(€ E V'")

where ,(q) is a eomplex number of absolute valuc equal to oue, Iql is a volume factor and qt : V' -r k is
tbe transpose of q (see loc'.cit.).
Of the two faetors, thc most illteresting one is, by far, ,(q). In [Wc], the properties of, as a funetion of
the quadratie form q are studied at length. Thc main r€Sult is that the assignment

q H ')'(q)

descends to a group homomorphism from the Witt group lV(F) of the given base field F to thc group of
complex roots of unity.

In case F is a finite field, a simple application of the sheaves-to-functions dictionary of [SGA4~] allows
U8 to recover the value of ,(q) by cohomological mean8. In fact, in this case it boils down to a finite
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(Causs) sum, and one has the formula:

LORENZO RAMERO

(1.0.1) ,(q) = Tr(Fr, H~illl v (Y X F Fa, q• .c1/J)(dim Y/2))

where .c1jJ is the Lang torsor associatcd to the charactcr 1/J (which acts as a kernel for the f-adic Fourier
transform in the finite field case) , Fa is the algebraic dosure of Fand Tr(Fr, M) denotes the trace of
thc action of the Frobenius generator Fr E Gal(Fa / F) on a Galois module M.

Thc cohomology group appearing in (1.0.1) has an obvious analogue in our theory (after all, q. L1jJ is a
meromorphically ramified sheaf), except that für the time being, we can only deal with torsion coefficient
sheaves. But this limitation cannot stop us from considering an inverse system of kerneIs {.c1/Jn} (see
chapter 9 for thc notation) and then define

r(q) = l~ H~im V (V Xk 'ka, q• .c1jJn)(dim Y/2) 0z t Ql.
n

In chapter 9 we show that r(q) dcscends to a homoIlLorphism from the Witt group of k to the group
of isomorphism classes of one-dimensional l-adic Galois representations of (a certain extension of) k.
:fur,thermore, many formal properties of \Veil 's ')'-invariant have adequate counterpart for r. The precise
relationship betwecn r and Weil's invariant is not eompletely deal' yet; nevertheless, we hope that this
example may offer a glimpse of the kind of applica.tions which we foresee for our theory.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Throughout this paper, k denotcs a field of characteristic zero, complete with respect to a non-
_Ipl

Arc!l~medean metric 1·1. For any such fieId, we let kO be the valuation ring of k and kOO its maximal ideal.
AIsü'.Jwe set k = k O

/ kO O which is a field of characteristic p > O. Furthermore, we let ka. be the algebraic

closure of k, and ka the completion of kU
, endowed with the unique valuation which extends I . I.

Some general notation: we denote by JI}{a, p) (resp. IE(a, p)) the dosed (resp. open) disc of the affine
Hne with radius p E lR. and eentered at the point a E At. Also, N denotes the set of positive integers, and
No = NU {O}.

2.1. Lubin-Tate theory. We recall here some weIl known facts from Lubin-Tate theory. The paper
[LT] is the original source, but a complete account can be found in Lang's book [La].

Let ko be a onc-dimensional loeal field (not necessarily of characteristic zero) with valuation I . I;
denote by 1r a uniformizing parameter in kg. Let q be the cardinality of the residue field ko = kg/kgo.
Set p = char ko > O.

FollowiIlg Lubin-Tate [LT], we let Jn- be the set of power serie.'l j E kO [[Xl] such timt

j(X) ~ 1rX mod degree 2

j(X) S!! xq mod 1r.

The simplest example is just the polynomial j(X) = 1rX + xq. Recall that a formal group F is a
power series F(X, Y) = Lij oijXiyj with coefficients aij E !CO, satisfying the identit.ies F(F(X, Y), Z) =
F(X, F(Y, Z)), F(X, Y) = F(Y, X) and F(X,O) = O. A homomorphism of the formal group F iuto the
formal group F' is apower series j(X) E ko[[X]] such that j(F(X, V)) = F'(j(X), j(Y)). In particular
an endomorphism of F is a homomorphism of F into itself. We say that a formal group is defined over
kg if its coefficients aij are in kg.

The following theorem summarizes the main features of the Lubin-Tate construction:

Theorem 2.1.1. a) For each j E 3"'Il" there erots a unique fonnal group F/ I defined over kg such that /
is a (/ornwl) endomorphism 0/ F/. Moreover, /or any two power senes f,9 E Jn- and every a E kg there
is a unique [a]f,g E kö[[XJ] such that [a]/,g E Hom(F/,Fg) and [a]/,g ~ aX mod degree 2.

b) The map a H [a]/,g gives a group homomorphism kg -; Hom(F/, Fg) satis/ying the composition
rule

[a]g,h 0 [a]/,B = [ab]/,h.
In particular, if j = 9, this map is a ring homomorphism kg --t End(F/).

Frao/. This is theorem 1.2, dmpt. 8 of [La]. o
We will write ralf in place of [aJ/,f; in particular notice that [1r]/ = f·
Given j E JlI"' the associated formal group FI converges, as apower series, for all pairs (x, y) of

elements of 'kg such that lxi, lyl < 1. It is dear that F induces an analytic group structure on IE(O, 1).
Any a E kg induees an endomorphism ralf of this group.
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Definition 2.1.2. For any positive integer n we let Gn C kö be the kernel of the iterated power [7rlJ.
Also we define G oo :;::: Un>OGn.

We collect here some weH known results about Gn :

Theorem 2.1.3. 1) The action of kg on lE(O, 1) induees an isomorphism of kg-modules between Gn and
the additive group k8j(kQo)n.

2) The field ko(Gn ) is a totally ramified abelian extension of ko with Galois group isomorphie to
(kg j (kgO) n ) x .

Proof. See theorem 2.1 1 chapt. 8 of [La}. D

'\Te specialize now to characteristic zero, that is char(ko) :;::: O. In this case it is known (see [La]' section
8.6) that for any formal group F over ko 1there exists a formal isomorphism

A: F ~ Ga

where Ga is the usual additive formal group over kol that is Ga (X, Y) :;::: X + Y. The isornorphism A is
called the logarithm of F, and it is uniquely determined by Fand by the condition dA(O)jdX :;::: 1.

Lemma 2.1.4. Let F bc a Lubin-Tate formal group, i.e. F:;::: F! for some f E ~1f' Then the logarithm
A :;::: AF can be written in tlle form:

,: with gi (X) E kg [[Xl].
'I
Proof. This is lemma 6.3 1 chapt. 8 of [La]. D

'J

It follows easily from the lemma that A convergcs over lE(O, 1), therefore it induces an analytic group
homomorphism

A : E(0, 1) -t (Ga)an .

Theorem 2.1.5. Let eF(Z) be the power series (with eoejJicient in ko) whieh is the inverse of AF(X).
Then eF(Z) co1werges on the disc E(O, IrrI1/(q-l)) and ind1,ees thc inverse homomorphism to AF on the
analytie subgroups

(the group on the right coincides set-theoretically with the group on the left, and we use the notation
G(l to emphasize that it is endowcd with additive group structure).

Proof. See lemma 6.4, chapt. 8 of [La]. D

Remark 2.1.6. (1) It can be shown that A is a homomorphism of kü-modules, Le. for all a E kü there
is an equality of power series:

a . A :;::: A 0 [a]!.
(2) Using theorcm 2.1.5 and (a) it is not hard to show that. the kcrnel of A is tohe subgroup Gco'

In what follows we will reservc the symbol PI for the constant ]rrI1/(q-l).

2.2. CompIements of etale cohomoIogy. Berkovich has defincd an 6t.ale topology on his 311alytic
varieties, and has studied the corresponding cohomology. In the work [BI], which is the reference for all
the definitions which are implicit in this paper 1 he establishes the usual properties for his cohomology, like
proper and smooth base change and Poincare duality. In [B2] and [B3] he introdllces two constructions
of vanishing cycles.

We denote by Et(X) the category of etale analytic varicties ov~r X and for any ring A, we let S(X, A)
be the category of sheaves of A-modules on Et(X).

In his paper, Berkovich considers mainly finite rings of coefficients, of the form A :;::: Z jnZ. For Our
pllrposes , these are not quite enough, since we have to consider characters of an infinite divisible group
Goo into Ax. .

In this section we sketch brieft)' some arguments to extend the main rcsults to more general torsion
rings A: we will show that in order to compute the effect of a cohomological functor on a sheaf F of
A-modules 1 it suffices to regard F as a sheaf of abelian groups and compute the cohomological functor
inside the category of sheaves of abelian groups. This will allow us to quickly derive our results from the
theorems of Berkovich.
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To start with, let A be any torsion ring and let D(X, A) (resp.(D+ (X, A)) be the derived eategory
of eomplexes (resp. of eomplexes vallishing in large negative degrees) of sheaves Ke of A-modules and
similarly define D-(X,A); denote by Fx the forgetful fllnetor from D(X,A) to D(X,Z).

Let j : X -+ Y be a map of analytic spaees over k. First of all there is a direet image funetor
Rj.. : O+(X, A) -+ D+(Y, A).

Proposition 2.2.1. The functor Rj.. commutes with the jorgetful functor, i.e.

Rj.. 0 Fx = Fy 0 Rjo.'

Proof. For any sheaf F we will construct a resolution Je by sheaves which are both injeetive as sheaves
of A-modules and flabby as sheaves of abelian groups. One ehecks as in the algebraie case that flabby
resolutions are f ... -acyclic : to do this one ean look at [Mi] chapt. III sectiolls 1,2,3 and convince oneself
that all the arguments work without change in the present situation. Then Je computes at the same time
Rjo. in the categories D(Y, A) and O(X, Z), and the proposition follows.

For each x EX, choose a geometrie point x' localized at x, i.e. an imbedding of the residue field ll(x)
of x in the completion of its algebraic closure. We form the locally ringed space X' = UXExx' that we
endow with the discrete topology. This space is an inductive limit of analytic spaces and therefore carries
a natural etale site X~t. Let 1r : X~t ~ X et bü the obvious map.

The sheaf 1r" F is the direct produet over the stalks FXI = x' ..F at the points x' E X'. For every
x' E X' choase an imbedding into an injective A-module FX' Y. JX' : we see lxi as an injective sheaf of
A-modulcs over the point x'. The produet JÜ = llx l EX' lxi is an injective sheaf of A-modules Oll XI and
clearfy F imbeds into 1r.I. Since 1r.. preserves injective sheaves, we have constructed the first step of an
injectivc resolution of A-madules; if we iterate this cOllstructioll we obtain a full Godement resolution
I e fÖ~ F. On the other hand, I is also flabby as a sheaves of abelian groups (since every sheaf on X' is
ftabby) and 1r. preserves flabby sheaves, therefore I e is also a flabby resolution, as wanted. 0

Next we turn to cohomology with support. For the notation we follow section 5.1 of [BI], to which we
refer the reader for all the relevant definitions.

Recall (see loc.eit) that a 4>-family of supports llJ defines a left exact functor <P~ : S(Y,A) -+ S(X,A)
as follows. If F E S(Y, A) and f : U ~ X is etalc, then

(cP<t>F)(U) = {s E F(U~)ISupp(s) E llJ(j)}.

For example, if 1- is tbc family of all closed subsets, then cP<t> = cP•. If the map <p : X -+ Y is separated
then the family of all <jJ-proper subsets of X is a paraeompactifying <jJ-family, and we get a left exact
functol' which is denoted by cPl.

Wc can derive the functor cP<'P in the two categories D+(X, Z) and D+(X, A), and in this way we obtain
two functors tImt we dünote both by RcP<t>. The following proposition shows that in the cases of interest
no ambiguity arises from this choice of notation.

Proposition 2.2.2. Suppose that the family «P is paracompactifying. Then the two functors defined above
coincide, i. e.

RcP<t> 0 Fx = Fy 0 R<ptJ>.

Proof. The praof of proposition 2.2.1 produces for any sheaf of A-modules a resolution that is injective
in thc category of sheaves of A-modules and flabby in the category of sheaves of abelian groups.

To prove the theorem, it sufRces to show that this resolution is aeyclic for the functor 4>~ defined on
the category S(X, Z), thus thc proposition follows fram lemma 2.2.3 below. 0

Lemma 2.2.3. Suppose that the family llJ is paracompaetifying. Let F be a flabby sheaj of abelian groUp8.
Then R"cP<t> (F) ;;;: 0 for all n > O.

Praof. It. is shown in [BI], proposition 5.2.1, that R"cP<t>(F) is the sheaf associated with the presheaf (U -+
X) I-t H:;(f) (U~, F). Therefore it sufRces to show that under thc stated hypothesis, H:)(f) (U~, F) = 0 for
aH etalc morphisms U ~ X and all n > O. Since the restriction to U of a flabby sheaf of abelian groups
on X, is a flabby sheaf, we have only to prove this for U = X.

Consider the morphism of sites 1r : X et -+ lXI, where lXI is the space X with its underlying analytic
topology. The morphism 1r induces a spectral sequence

H:(IXI, Rq1r.F) => H:+q(X, F).

We will prove that Rq1r.F = 0 for aH q > O. Assuming this for the moment, we show how to conclude.
It follows from the vanishing that H: (I X I, 1r.. F) = H~ (X, F). Since F is flabby by hypothesis, we obtain
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frqm [BI], corollary 4.2.5, that 1r.F is ftabby in the analytic topology. Then 1r.F is r<1l-acyclic, by lemma
3.7.1 from [Gro] and the lemma is proved.

To see that Rq1r. F ::;::: 0, we can look at the stalks of this sheaf. For any point x EX, let C x be the
Galois group of the algebraic closnre of the residue field H(x). According to [BI], proposition 4.2.4, wc
have (RQ1r.F)x == HQ(CXl Fx), q ;::: O. Since F is Rabby, it follows from [BI], corollary 4.2.5 that Fx is an
acyclic Cx-module, as wanted. 0

As a corollary, we get a proper base change statement for sheaves of A-modules.

Proposition 2.2.4. Assurne that char(k) is invertible in A. Let 4J ; Y ~ X be a sepamted morphism
01 k-analytic spaces, and let f ; X' ~ X be a morphism 01 analytic spaces over k, which gives rise to a
cartesian diagram

y,~y

~'! t~
X/~X

Then lor any complex K- E 0+ (Y, A) there is a "canonical isomorphism in 0+ (X', A)

t' ;,Prooj. The llSUal dcvissage reduces to the case where j(- is concentrated in degrcc O. Then the theorem
" ;follows from proposition 2.2.2 and theorem 7.7.1 of [B11. 0

I

Let Db(X, A) he the subcategory of 0+ (X, A) consisting of cohomologically bounded complexes. Let
tP : Y ~ X be as in theorem 2.2.5 and suppose that the fibres of <p have bounded dimension. Then, by
corollary 5.3.8 of [BI] and proposition 2.2.2 we deduce that RtPl takes Db(X, A) to Db(y, A) and extends
to a functor R.tPl ; D- (X, A) ~ 0- (Y, A).

The following projection formula is proved as in [BI], theorem 5.3.9.

Proposition 2.2.5. Suppose that F- E 0- (X, A) and C- E 0- (Y, A) or that F- E Db(X, A) has finite
Tor-dimension and C- E O(Y, A). Then there is a canonical isomorphism

D

Similarly, using the propositions above we can establish thc other main results of [B1]' such as Poincar6
duality and cohomological purity in the contcxt of sheaves of A-modules. We lcave the details as aB
exercise for thc referee.

3. THE ANALYTIC FUNDAMENTAL GROUP OF AN AFFINE CURVE

3.1. The asymptotic Kummer sequence. Let X be any Hausdorff analytic space over the field k.
\Ve introduce the sheaf u1 on the etale site of (t', by setting

Ul(V) ::;::: {I E Ov(V) 11- flsup < I}

for any etale morphism V ~ Xj the usual multiplication of functions defincs an abelian sheaf structurc
on u1. Moreover, t.he abelian sheaf Jipn,;\' is defined as the subsheaf of pn-torsion sections of ult:. \Ve set

J-lpoo ,x =l~ J-lp" ,x·
n

Lemma 3.1.1. (A symptotic Kummer exact sequence) There ewts a short exact sequence oletale sheaves

(3.1.2)
o------+- J-lpoo,X ---+- u1~ Ox~ o.

f ~log(/)

Prooj. \Ve only have to prove the surjectivity of A, and for this we can check on the stalks. Let p E X
be any point, and I E OX,p. Choose same pointed etale morphism (V,q) ~ (X,P) where f extends to
an element fE Ov(V). Take a compact neighborhood W of q in V so that I is bounded on W, and we
can find an integer N such that IpN fl!luP,w < pl/(l-P). Then 9 ::;::: exp(pN f) is defined and belangs to
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Ow(W); moreover, 9 vanishes nowhere on W. Hence 9 defines an analytic map W -+ G~n. Define W'
as the fibrc product in the following square diagram

w'
tjJ

)"W

! f~JPN tg

Gun 3> <G~n.m

Thcn W' is etale over W and h :;:;: gl/pN is defined as an element of OWI (W'). One sees easily that
A(h) :;:;: cP- (f) and the claim folIows. D

I<"X,....

Prooj. It suffices to consider thc usual Kummer exact sequence
, j

~t 0 ------)"0- f.1-p"~ Ul ------)"0- U1 ------)"0- 0

and observe timt thc induced scquence

SllPPOSC in addition, that X :;:;: x an where X is a connected and reduced algebraic scheme over k. Then
HO(xan ,U 1

) is the group u~ of elements x E k O which are congruent to 1 modulo k Oo
• Taking the

cohomology of thc exact sequence (3.1.2) we obtain

(3.1.3) 0 -+ HO(xan ,O:t)/A(U~) -+ H I (xan , {Lpoo) -+ H I (xan ,U 1
) -+ H 1(x an

, O:P)·
For the rest of this chapter we make the jurther assumption that the field k be algebraically closed.

Under this hypothesis, wo havc A(Ut) :;:;: k.

Leluma 3.1.4. Suppose that k is algebraically closed and let X be a reduced k-algebraic scheme. Then
the natural morphism f.1-pcr.J Y Ul o " induces an imbedding in cohomology

Hm H 1 (x an ,f.1-p") '--+ HI(xun,U1
).

n-+oo

o-----+- f.1-p" -----+- HO(x un ,UI ) -----+ HO (x an , U1 ) ------)"0- 0

is exact. D

We notice that, due to the comparison theorems between a1gebraic and analytic etalc cohomology, and
the well-known compactness properties of thc algebraic etale topology, the group l~H 1 (xan, ,Ltp") can

n

bc suggestively rewritten as BI (X, ,Ltpcr.J).

3.2. Huber's theorem. What seems to be happening is that thc analytic and algebraic contributions to
thc (abelianized) fundamental groups are distributed auto respectively HO(xan ,O:t) and H I (xan ,U I ).

Accordillgly, I do not expect any exotic coverings cOIlling from the cohoIllology of U I
, but in general I

do not know how to cornputc it completely. Howcver, for our purpOSCS, the case whcn X is an open
subscheme of thc affine line is thc most urgent. Luckily, this is precisely the case covered by the following
theorem 3.2.11 of R.Huber. We start with some notation and thrce prcliminary lemmas.

Let X be an analytic space over k and for any integer n define cP : HO (X, 0x) -+ H 1(X, ,Ltp") as the
boundary map induced by the Kummer exact sequence. Moreover, let 1/J : H1(X,,Ltp") -+ H I (X,U1) be
thc map induced by thc inclusion ,LtP" Y Ul.

Lenuua 3.2.1. Let X and n be as above. We have

Ker(1jJ 0 cP) = {f E HO(X, 0x) 39 E HO(X, 0x) such that If /9 P" -11 < I}.

Proo/. Let f E HO(X, 0x) bc given. Let q : Y,-t X be the cyclic covering associated to the p7l-root of f.
On Y we have f1/pn E Oy(Y). Let Pl,Pz : YXxY -+ Y be the projections. Then pi(fl/p"),p2Cfl/p")-1 E
Jtp,,()J Xx Y) and cP(f) is givcn by thc cocycle c:;:;: ((Y -+ X),pr(f 1/

p"). p2(f 1Ip")-1). Then 1/J(cP(f)) is
given by the same cocycle but where we now consider pr (flip") 'P'2 (flip" )-1 as an element of u,l.(Y Xx Y).
Since the mapping H I ((Y -+ X), U}) -+ H 1 (X, Ux) is injectiv€, we obtain

1jJ(rjJ(f)):;:;: 0 {::::;:> c == 0 E HI((y -+ X),Ul)
<=> 3t E Ul(Y) with pi (flip") . P2 (flip") -1 :;:;: pi (t) . P2 (t)-I
<=> 3t E Ul(Y) with pi (flip" . t- I ) :;:;: P2 (flip" . t- I )

<=> 3t E Ul(Y) and 9 E HO(X,Ox) with flip" . t- I :;:;: q-(g)
{::::;:> 3g E HO(X,Ox) with If1/pn/q-(g) -11< 1
<=> 3g E HO(X,Ox) with Iq-(f)/q*(9)P" -11< 1on Y
<=> 39 E HO(X,Ox) with If/9P" -11< 1 on X.
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o
We put HO(X,OX)(n) = {f E HO(X,OX) I 3g E HO(X,OX) with Iflupf< -11 < I}.
According to lemma 3.2.1, we are interested in the group HO (X, 0 x) IHO (X, 0x )(n). In the following

lemma we compute this group in a special situation.

Lemma 3.2.2. Let Ir» be a closed disc 01 (Al )an and let EI, ... , lErn be open discs 01 (Al )an such that
~ C [Jl and ~ C Ej = 0 fOT i i:- j. Let ai be an element 01 ~. Put X = [}l- ur ~. We assume that, fOT
every i 1 the boundary 0I ~ is contained in X. Then HO (X, 0x )IHO (X, 0x )(n) is a free Z Ip"Z -module
0/ Tank m with bll3is T - GI, ... , T - Gm (where T denotes the coordinate lunction 01 Al).

Proof. First we show thc following

Claim 3.2.3. For every f E HO(X,Ox) there exists f 1 , ... ,lm E Z, d E k* and r E HO(X,Ox) such that

1 = d· (T - adl1 ..... (T - am)lm . rand Ir - 11 < 1.

rvloreover f 1, ... , Im are uniquely determined.

Praol of the claim: to show the existence of 11, ... , im, we fix 1 E HO(X, 0x). There is acE IR such
that 0 < c< 1 and c < IT-ailx < c- 1 for i = 1, ... , m. There exists N E N and I} E IR, I} > 0 such that, for
every meromorphic function 9 on [JI with glx holomorphic and 11 - g]x < I}, we have LxED ordx(g) = N
([FP} lemma 1.3.3). \Ve fix a Zo E X. The function 1 can be approximated by elements of the localization
A = k[T](T-ad ..... (T-a m ). We choose a 9 E A such that 19(xo)l = lf(xo)l alld g(x) i:- 0 for every x E X

_ '1,and 11 - g\x < min(I},II(xo)l· c2N ). We split. glD into a product
, i

: j(3.2.4) glD = (T - b1)f l ..... (T - bll )f• . g'

,lwhere g' E H°{II1l,Oo), b1 , ... ,bll E u:n~ and 4':1, ••• ,4':.., E {+1,-1} (we do not assume that bi i:- bj for
. i i:- j). Since g' E HO([}l, 0D)' there exist d E k· and TI E HO(D, OD) with

(3.2.5) g' =d . r' and Ir' - liD< 1.

(See [BGR] 5.1.3/1]). For i = I, ... , m put

Li = {j E {I, ... , s} I bj E Ei}
Ei =LjELi 4':j E Z.

\Ve show that, setting r = f· d- 1 . (T - ad-ll ..... (T - am)-lm E HO(X,Ox), we have

f =d· (T - adll ..... (T - am)lm . rand Ir - 11 < 1.

\Ve have to check that Ir - 11 < 1. \Ve have

T =g' d- 1 . (T - aI)-ll ..... (T - am)-lm + (I - g). d- 1 . (T - ad-ll ..... (T - am)-lm.

We will show that

(3.2.6)

and

(3.2.7) 1(1 - g) . d- 1
• (T - ad-ll ..... (T - am)-lm Ix < 1.

From (3.2.6) alld (3.2.7) we obtain Ir - 11 < 1.

Since, for every bj E Li we have I~:::::~ - llx < 1, (3.2.6) follows from (3.2.4) alld (3.2.5).
Since Ig(xo)1 = If(xo)l, we obtain from (3.2.4) and (3.2.5)

Id-1 1= II(xo) 1-1 . Ixo - b1 1f} .... ·]xo - billt•.

Since, for i E {I, ... ,TU} and j E Li, we have lxo - bjl = Ixo - Gil, we obtain

\d- 1
1 = If(xo)I- 1

• Ixo - alilI ..... Ixo - a m ll,,,.

By definition of c we have lxo - ail < c-1 for i = 1, ... , m. Since 11 - gl < (!, we have by (3.2.4) and

definition of N, 11 + '" + I!.m =N. Hcnce

(3.2.8) Id-1
1 < If(xo)I-1 . c-N

.

By definition of ewe have IT - ail- 1 < c- 1• Furthermore, we have \1 - g\x < II(xo) I· c2N (by construction

of g) and 11 + ... + im =N. Hence

(3.2.9) 1(1 - g) . (T - al )-ll ..... (T - am)-lm I < I/(xo) I.cN .

By (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) we obtain (3.2.7). This finishes the existence part of the proof of claim 3.2.3.
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Uniquencss of Et, ... ,im : for evcry i E {l, ... ,m} there is a mapping Vi: Ox(X) - {O} ~ Z which
satisfics thc following propcrties: 1) Vi(g' h) = Vi(g) + vi(h) for cvery g, h E Ox(X) - {O}j 2) Vi(C) = 0
for cvery C E k*'; 3) Vi(S) = 0 for every S E Ox(X) with 18 - 11 < 1; 4) vi(T - ai) = 1 and vi(T - aj) = 0
for j i= i. (Vi is the order function with respect to tbe boundary of JEt j cf. [FP] Prop I.3.1.iii).

Hencc tbc cquation

with Ir - 11 < 1

implics Ei = vi(f). This shows that Ei is uniquely determined and concludes the proof of claim 3.2.3.
We define a group homorpbism

e : HO(X, 0;-) 1----+ zm
11----+ (lI (I), ... , lm(f))

where EI (f), ... , lm (f) are tbc integcrs of claim 3.2.3. We have to show that HO (X, 0x) (n) =e-1 (pn Z m).
Obviously we have e-I(pnzm) C HO(X,Ox)(n). In order to show thc reverse inclusion we use thc
mappings Vi introduced above. Let 1 E HO(X, O';..)(n) be given, Le. f E HO(X, 0;') and thcre is a
9 E HO(X,Ox) with If/gV" -11< 1. Then vi(l/gP") = O. Hence li(f) = Vi(gP") = pnVi(g) E pnzm.
This shows tbat f E e-l(pnzm). D

( T' r' T)fhl x ::; max --.!., ...,~, - ·lhI X J •

Tl rm r l

In particular, fOT evenJ I,g E Ox,(X' ) with 1I - 11x' < I, Ig - llx' < 1 and f(xo) = g(xo) for same
Xo E A:', we have

Let W, 1I}l' be closed discs of (Al)an and let EI, ... ,Ern, JE; , ... ,~ be open discs of (Auan such that
Ei C Et C D C IIJf and ~ n!Ej = 0 for i i= j. Let 7', r ' be the radius of [D, I!Jl' and let r i, ri be thc radius of
~ , ~~. Put .1:' = [D - U;" JEt and X' = IIJt - U;" ~. Then ,,1:' C X'.

~t
Leriuna 3.2.10. With the notation above, fOT eve7'1J h E 0;', (X') with h (xo) = 0 fOT some Xo E X we
have~,.

(
r

l
r' r)I! - glx ::; max -.1.., ... , ...El, - .

Tl Tm T'

Prooj. We may assume Xo = O. For every i E {I, ... , m} we fix an element Pi of ~. We consider the
automorphism rp : (IP1)an --+ (pl)an, x H ~. Then rjJ(O) = 00. By [FP] Prop.I.1.3 every h E O(rp(X')) has
a unique representation

. tVil 2
with an, a~, ... ,a~ E k such that (lanI. rln)nEN and (la~1 .(~)n )nEN are zero sequences. Moreover,

Ihl",(x') = max ({la"I' r'''}''ENo U {la~I' Cp;r)"In E N, i = 1, .. " rn})
and

Ihl"'IX) =max ({Ianl ' r"}nENo U {la~I' c~n n In E N,i = 1, .."rn}) ,
If h(00) = 0 then ao = 0 and so we obtain

(
r

l T' T)Ihltf!'(X) ::; max -.1.., ... ,...El, f 'Ihlq,(x').
rl rm r

D

Theorem 3.2.11 (R.Huber). Let X be an open subscheme 0/ the affine line Al. Then the natural
mapping

l~ H 1(x an ,Jlp") --+ H 1(x an ,Ula,,)
nEN

is an isomorphism.
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(3.2.12)

Praof. In view of lemma 3.1.4 it suffices to show that the mapping of the theorem is surjective. Put
X = At - {al, ... , am}. Let (W" Is E N) be an increasing seqllence of closed discs of (AOan and, for every
i E {I, ... , m} let (~Is E N) be a decreasing sequence of open discs of (AUan such that (Al )afl = U"EN W",

{ad = n"EN ~, ~ c Dt and JEt n Ei' = 0 for i :I j. Put
tn

"1',, = D" - UE~ .
i=l

Then (X" Is E N) is an increasing admissible covering of x an . We assurne that, for every i E {I, .. ,m},
the boundary of JE{ is contained in Xl. For every s, n E N, let H",n C H I (Xs , U I ) be the image of the
mapping HI(X",j.Lp") ~ H1(X",U1). Then, for every 8 E N, (H".nln E N) is an increasing sequence of
subgroups of H I (X"' U I ). Since X. is affinoid and thus H 1 (X., 0) = 0, the asymptotic Kummer sequence
gives

H 1 (X6 ,U1
) = UH",n.

nEN

Since 0 X~ (X,,) is a principal domain, we have 0 = Pie(X,,) = H 1(Xs , 0"). Thcrefore the KUIIlmer
sequence 1 --+ Jlp" --+ 0* ~ er --+ 1 gives a surjection HO (X" , 0") - H1(X/Jl p'P"). Hence by lemma. 3.2.1

(3.2.13)

Then lemma 3.2.2 implies that, for every n, s, s' E N with s' > s, the restrietion homomorphism H ,,' ,n -+
, !ls,n is bijective. With (3.2.12) we obtain

~?(3.2.14) For every s, s' E N with s' > s, thc restrietion map H 1 (X/J' ,U1) --+ H 1 (X., U1) is bijective.

:'Let H be the image of the mapping limH1(Xan,JLp") -+ H1(xan,u 1). Wo have to show H
~ nEN

H 1(x an , U1). Let a E H I (x an , U1 ) be given. By (3.2.12), (3.2.13) all(llemma 3.2.2 there is a. b E H with
alXl = blx1 · Thon by (3.2.14), alx~ = blx~ for every 8 E N. Now the following claim 3.2.15 brives a = b.

Claim 3.2.15. The mapping H I (Xa'l, U1
) --+ H I (X/J' U1 ) is injective.

Praol 01 the claim: Let F be a Ul-torsor Oll x an such that .1ix~ is trivial for every sEN. We have to
show that F is trivial.

For every sEN, we equip HO(Xs,F) with the metric such that for one (and hence for any) trivial
ization F 1x~ ~ UI\:~' the induced mapping of global sections HO (X"' F) --+ HO (Xs , UI) (C HO (X8 , 0)) is
isometrie. (If this mapping is isometrie for one trivialization then it is isometrie for every trivialization,
since for every x E X/J and t E HO(X", U l) we have It(x)j = 1).

\Ve fix an element Xl E Xl and an element a E i" (F), where i : {xd --+ XI is the inclusion. For every
8 E N we put

L" = {t E HO (X/J , F) 1 i * (t) = a}.

Then, for every sEN, (L s' IX/J)"'>/J is a decreasing sequence of non-empty subsets of HO(X", F). For fixed
sand increasing s', the diameters-of (L/J'lxJ in the metrie space HO(X/Jl F) tcnd to zero (by lemma 3.2.10).
Then, since HO(X/J' F) is complete, the sequence (L"'lxJs'~" converges to an element t~ E HO(..-Y/J I F).
The t~, sEN glue to a global section t E HO(x an ,F). 0

Remark 3.2.16. \Ve take the time out to make some side remarks on the cohomology of U I
. These will

not have any hearings on the continuation, so the hurried reader is invited to skip them.
The question of the structure of H I(X, U1) is meaningful and not trivi al even in thc proper case.

Suppose now that X is the analytification of a proper scheme. I propose the following conjectural
pieture. First of all, let us introduce the sheaves U'j/ , 0i! defined by

U.~l (V) = {f E U.~ (V)
O)l (V) = {f E Ox (\I)

11 - flsup < pt}
lflsup < pd

for any etale map V ~ X. The restriction of .-\ induces an isomorphism U'!./ ----=::.. 0';( . The situation

is summarized by the following diagram

. . u l (A) .
HI(X, 0x)~Hl(X,U.~)...E-HI(X,U';t) -----+- HI(X, O~l)~ HI(X,Ox).

We recall that H I (X, Ox) is canonically identified with the tangent space ToPie(X) of Pic(X) at the
point 0 E Pic(X). Hence the following conjectures arise naturally:
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1) the map 13 is injectivc and identifics Hl (X, O']() with an open ncighborhood (with thc topology
inherited from k) of the origin in ToPic(X);

2) the composition it 0 hoHl (..\)-1 corresponds, via the identification in (1) and the standard iden
tification H 1 (X, 0x) = Pic(X), to the classical exponential map for (p-adic) Lie groups.

Then we expect that also the map it be the imbedding of an open disc around 0 E Pic(X). This
should be in fact the smallest open disc which contains all thc p-power torsion elements in Pic(..-Y).

3.3. Flat line bundles and unitary characters. Unitary representations of the fundamental group
play an important role in complex analytic geometry. In this section we propose a (very modest) analogue
of the complcx analyt.ic picture.

Wo consider only the analogue of unitary representations of dimension one, i.e. of maps of thc funda
mental group into the unit drele SI. In our setting, we have a kind of ndiscretized" version of SI, namely
the group 11'00 of roots of unity of arbitrary order. As an abstract group this is isomorphie to QjZ and
we point out the split imbedding P'poo 4 Jioo. The quotient Jloo 1JLpoo is canonically idontified with the
group l~ Iln.

(1: p)=1

Lemma 3.3.1. Let X be an open subseheme 0/ the affine Une. Then

H 1(X an , lim Jln) == H1(X, lim Iln).
(n;)=l (n;)=l

Hi(X II , lim J.ln) == lim H i(X 61 J.ln)'
(n~)=1 (n;;)=l

But it is weIl known that H1(X"',Jin) == H1(X,Jin) for (n,p) = 1. Moreover, for any s' > 8 the restrietion
maps HO(X""JJ.ln) -t HO (X", , Jln) is clearly bijective, hence the claim follows from [BI] lemma 6.3.12. 0

Proposition 3.3.2. Let X be an open 8ubscheme 0/ Al and fix a geometrie point Xo EX. There is a
canonical isomoryJhi.'Im

Homent('rrl(Xan,Xo),ttoo) == r(xan,Oxn)lk EB HI(X,J.loo)

whe1'e Homent(-, Jl-oo) denotes the group 0/ continuous homomoryJhisms into the discrete group Jioo'

Proof. Write X = A~ - {all ... , am } and let ([!l", Is E N) be an incrcasing sequence of closed discs of the
afflIi~' line, with {al, ... , am } C ITht and for each i E {I, ... , m} let (IE~ 18 E N) be a decrca<:iing sequence
of ol)len discs such that ULIEN D", = (Al )an, Ei c Dt, {at} :;::; nLlEN E~ and Ei n Ei = 0 for i 1:- j. Put
x'" ~ [DII - U:n

~. Since XII is quasi-compact, we have
,

Proof. The isomorphism Moo == Jlpoo EB (Mool Jlp<>o) induces a canonical decomposition

Homent (G, J.loo) ::::: Homent (G, J.lpoo ) EB Homent (G, Iloo 1Ilpoo )

for any topological group G. Thc term HOffient(7r1 (x an ,xo), Mool Jipoo) is computed by lemma 3.3.1.
Moreover, since H 1(x an , (YJt) = 0, by (3.1.3) and theorem 3.2.11 we have a short exact sequence

o-t HO(xan,o:t)lk -t HI(xan , Jipoo) -t HI(X, Jipoo) -t O.

A splitting for this short exact sequence is provided by the sequence of imbeddings of sheaves JiP" 4 J.lpoo
for all n E N. 0

In particular, the proposition shows that

(3.3.3) Homent ('rr I ((AZ )an, X0), Jioo) == r((Al) an, oan ) 1k.

More generally, for a smooth connected scheme X over k and a point Xo E X(k) N.Katz defines in
[KaI] the differential fundamental group 7rtill (X, xo) of X (based at xo). This is a pro-algebraic k-group
scheme, whose algebraic representations into an algebraic group GL(n, k) classify the vector bundles of
rank n on X with an integrable conneetion. It is shown in [KaI] that there is an isomorphism

(3.3.4) Homk_9rp.~eh.(7r~ill (AL xo), Gm,d == r(AL 0)1 k.

Comparing (3.3.3) anel (3.3.4) we derive an imbedding

cP : Homk_ yrp.seh. (7rtill (Al, xo), Gm,k) 4 Homent (7rl ((Al) an, Xo), Jioo)

which morally says that all line bundles on Al with an integrable connection "come from" a unitary
character of the rigid analytic fundamental group. It can be shown that in fact cP is a canonical map.
It would be possible to define a Tannakian category of analytic flat bundles on (A1)an and hence a
((rigid differential Galois group", which would induce an isomorphism in place of the imbcdding 4> above.
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However, it is more interesting to make the following observation. Take a field R of characteristic ef. p
and such that JLp<:>o C RX. Then to each ILpo:>-torsor T E Homcnt(7rl (xan, xo), Jipo:» we can associate a
locally constant shcaf of free R-modules of rank Olle on the etale site of x an , which is usually denotcd
T x R (see e.g. [SGA4~] Sommes trig. for the yoga of torsors). Let 1100 be the generic point of

~po:>

henselization of rl at the point 00 E rrl.
Claim 3.3.5. (1) The cohomology groups H-((A1)an, T x R) are finitely generated R-modules if and

IJpo:>
oilly if there exists a Hat line bUlldle (L, \7) on Al such that T = 4J(L, \7). (2) Suppose that T = 4J(L, \7)
for some (L, \7) as in (1). Then we have

x((A1 ym, T x R) =1 - Irr((L, \7)110:»
~po:>

where X denotes the Euler-Poincare characteristic and Irr((L, \7)'7<:>0) is the irregularity index of the
restrietion of (L, \7) to the 1100' as defined in [KaI].

Homcnt(7rl ((Gm.k)an ,XO), JJoo)::::: r((Gm,k )an, oan)/k EIl (Q/Z)
H Omk_yrp.8Ch.(7f~if I (Gm,k' xo), Gm,d ::::= r(Gm,k, 0)/kEIl (k/Z).

Here the terms Q/Z and kfZ due their appearence to the tamely ramified (algebraic) Ioeal systems on
(Gm,d an and rcspectively to the connections with rcgular singularities on Grn,k' More precisely, we
obtain a canonical imbedding 1jJ : Q/Z y kfZ, and the image of .,p consists of the conncctions with
regular singularities, whose residue (at the origin and at infinity) is a root of unit. !vlorally this means
timt the solutions of thc remaining diffcrential equat,ions (i.e. those in the eomplement of Im(l/J)) convcrge
only on small discs, ami hence do not yield any local systems on the etale site of (Gm,k )an. Perhaps the
appropriate language here would be that of Frobenius-crystals , or of unit root crystals.

Part (2) and the "if" direction in part (1) of the claim will be proven Iater in this paper, as special
cases of our .Grothendicck-Ogg-Shafarcvich formula (theorem 8.6.2). We will also illustrate the "only
ifl' direction with an example (see remark 8.6.7). This result suggests that there should be a dass of
analytic etale loeal systems on algebraic curves which we might call ulocally of differential origin" which
should be cspecially well-behaved; in particular , the etale cohomology of such sheaves should be finitely
generated. The attempt to materialize this intuition will lead us to the definition of the meromorphic

/ +;local fundamental group in chapter 5.
.,;( Thc case X = Gm,k is also interestillg. Here we have the two formulas
)

4. LOCALLY ALGEBRAIC VANISHING CYCLES

4.1. a-cornpact spaces. In the following two definitions wc introduce a da.'is of spaees which will play
a special role throughout this chapter.

Definition 4.1.1. An analytic space X is said to bc a-compact if it is locally compact and it is a
countable union of compact analytic subdomains.

If X is also connected, it follows from [Bou] chapter 1.11 exercise 14, that X can be written as an
increasing union of conllccted compaet subspaces (Xi)i?,:O such that Xi C Int(XH1 ) (the interior of X i+1 )

for all i. \Ve say that the a-compaet space X is geometrically connected if t,he Xi can be chosen to be
geometrically connected analytic spaces.

Definition 4.1.2. Suppose timt. X is a connected a-compact analytic space and write X = UXi for a
family of compact connected subspaces as above.

The category CovX of locally algebraic coverings consists of all the surjectivc connected etale morphisms
J : Y --+ X whcre Y is any analytic space which can be obtained as an increasing union Y = Ui>O i'i
such that J restriets to a finite etale covering Yi --+ Xi for all ~ O. In particular , Y is a-compact. 

Fix a geometrie point x localized inside X o. The locally (dgebraic fundamental group of X (based at
x) is the topological group

- (X' -) I' aly (X -)7fl ,x =. 1m 7r1 i, X
J ..... OO

endowcd with the direct limit topology.

Rernark 4.1.3. By a compactness argument, it is not hard to show that neither Covx nor 7i\ (X, x)
depend on the choice of the Xi' Noticc that a locally algebraic covering is an ctale covering in the sense
of [deJ]; the converse is not necessarily true. \Ve also observe that a composition of locally algebraic
eoverings is again locally algebraic (the corresponding statement for etale coverings is false), and tImt if
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XI --+ X is a morphism such that X' is also a-compact, then for any locally algebraic covering Y --+ X
the fibre prodllct Y I =Y X X X' --+ XI is a disjoint union of locally algebraic coverings.

Let X be any conneeted k-analytic space. Recall (see (de.)] theorem 2.10) that für any geometrie point
x E .X thc fibre functor

wX,x: Covx --+ 71"dX, x) - Set

is fully faithful, and induees an equivalence bctwecn the category of disjoint unions of etale cüverings of
X, anel the category 71"I(X, x) - Set. Similarly, if X is cOIlIlccted and a-compact thc map Y .....-+ Y x x x
defines a fibre functor

wX,x: Covx --+ 7rl(X,X) - fulli
with target thc category of diserete sets with a continuous action of 7f1 (X, x).

Proposition 4.1.4. The fibre /unctor wx.x is /ully /aithful and every 7f l (X, x)-set consisting 0/ a single
orbit is contained in the essential image 01 wX,x'

Proof. Locally on X, this redllces to a question about finite etale coverings and their morphisms, and
fully faithfulness follows easily. H 0 is a set consisting of a single orbit, let S be the stabilizer of some
point ofO. This is an open subgroup ofift(X,x), which means that the preimage of S in 71"~19(Xi'X) is a
subgroup of finite index, which by [deJ} theorem 2.10 correspünds to some finite etale covering Yi ....... Xi.

It is easy to check that these Yi glue to give Y E Covx with Yx =::: O. 0

Definition 4.1.5. Let e be a prime number different from the residue charaeteristic p of k. An l
coeffipient ring is a loeal Artinian ring A in whieh f is nilpotcnt, such that A is thc induetive limit of the
direct system of all its finite subrings and such that J-lpoo C A X.

J.
~

Ini the following we shall be primarily interested in sheaves of A-modules where A is an f-coefficient
ring> Denote by A - Loc.\' (resp. by RePcn/7fl(X,x),A)) the category of locally constant sheaves of
finitely generated A-modules on X (resp. the category of eontinuous linear representations of 1f1 (X, x)
irrto finitely generated A-modules).

Lemma 4.1.6. Let X be a compact analytic variety and F a locally constant shea/ 0/ finitely generated
A-modules on X, where A is an l-coefficient ring. Then we can find a finite subring A C A and a locally
constant shea/ F' 0/ A-modules on X such that F =::: F' 0A A.

Proof. Sinee X is compact, we ean find a finite covering Ui Ui =X by open subsets, and far each i a finite
etalc lIlorphislIl Vi ---t Ui such that G = FW. is the constant sheaf assaciated to a certain finitely generated
A-module Mi. The descent data for F from Vi to Ui is then essentially a finite set of automorphisms of
Mi. These automorphisms are then defined already over some finite subring Ai C A. Hence we can find
a locally constaut sheaf Fi of Ai-modules on Vi such that F1U; ;;:; F i ®A; A.

Similarly, let Uij =UinUj , so that Fis defined by a cocycle system of morphisms 4>ij : (Fi 0A; A)IU;j ---t
(Fj 0Aj A)IU;j' Again, these morphisms are already defined on some big finite subring A ij :,) Ai + A j and
the claim folIows. 0

Proposition 4.1.7. Suppose Xisconnected and a -compact and A is some e-coefficient ring. Then there
is an equivalence 0/ categories

A - Locx~ RePcn/1fl(X,X), A).

Proof. Write X ;;:; Ui>o Xi as above and pick a geometrie point x localized at a point x E X o. Let
F-x be the stalk of F at x. By lemma 4.1.6 the restrietion of F to Xi is already defined on some finite
subring of A, hence FIX; corresponds canonically to a representation of 71"~19 (Xi, x) on Fx . For different
i, these representations are compatible, hence they define a representation of 7fl (X, x) on Fx ' Viceversa,
a continuous represcntation gives rise to a sequcnce oE sheaves F i on Xi which glue Qver aU X. 0

Proposition 4.1.8. Suppose that X is a-compaet and geometrically connected. Tlten the sequence

7Tl(X Xk ka,x) --+ 7rl(X,X) ---t Gal(kafk) ---t 1

is exact.

Proof. Sinee a direct limit of exact sequences is exact, this follows immediately from [deJ} proposition
2.13. 0

Proposition 4.1.9. Let X be a a-compact space and G be a discrete group which is the inductive limit
0/ its finite subgroups. Then every G-torsor over X is a disjoint union 0/ a-compact space.s.
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Froof. We ean assurne that X is eonneeted, SO that X :=:; Ui>O Xi as usual, Let T be some G-torsor on X.
The restriction ofT to Xi is a G-torsor on Xi, and henee itis dassified by same dass in H 1(Xi ,G) (see
[BI] eorollary 4.1.9). Sinee Xi is eompact we have HI (Xi, G) :=:; lim H 1 (Xi, F) where the limit ranges

F
over all the finite subgroups F C G. The claim folIows. o

Corollary 4.1.10. Suppose that X is connected and a-compaet. Then for any group G as in proposition
4.1.9 there is a canonical isomorphism

H 1(X, G) ~ Homcnt(if l (X, x), G).

o
4.2, pro-analytic spaces. We reeall here a few generalities about pro-analytic spaees and ind-sheaves
in an equivariant setting.

Let F : I ----+ Cat be a funetor from the cofiltered small category I to the category of all small
categories. We define a new eategory l~ F as folIows. The objects are all thc pairs (x; i) such that i E I

I
and x E F(i). A reprcscntativc of a morphism (x, i) ----+ (y, j) is a tripie (a, ß, u) where a : i ----+ land
ß : j ----+ I are arrows in I and u : Fa(x) ----+ Fß(y) is a morphism in F(l). Two representatives (a,ß,u)
and (a', ß', u') of a morphism (x, i) ----+ (y, j) are said to be equivalent if there exist arrows '"'( : l ----+ q and
'"'(' : I' --+ q such timt '"'( 00' ::::; a' 0 "j/, '"'( 0 ß = '"'(' 0 ß' and F"((u) :=:; F"(, (n').

Let us specialize and assume that F : I ----+ AbCat is a fUBetor from I to the category of all small
'.'tl abelian categories satifying the axioms (AB1) - (AB5) of Grothendieck. Then l~ F is an abelian eategory
, I

"~ as weil. NIoreover, if all the categories F(i) have enough injeetives and all the funetors Fa take injeetives
: to injeetivcs, then we obtain enough injeetives.in l~l F by taking all the objeets of the form (x, i), where

I
x is injeetive in F( i).

Next, let N be the set of natural numbers with its natural ordering, whieh we view as a eofiltcred
category in the standard way, Let F : N ----+ Cat be a funetor. \Ve construet the category pN as
folIows, Thc objcets are all the pairs (x; a) :=:; ({XdiEN; {aij}i<j) whcrc Xi E F(i) for all i and
aij E HomF(j)(Fij(Xi),Xj) for all i < j, and such that aij 0 ajk :=:; aik for all i < j < k. The morphisms
Hom((x, a), (y, ß)) are all thc sequences {')'i}iEN where '"'(i E HomF(i) (Xi, Yd and ßij 0 Fij('"'(i) ::::; rj OO'ij
for all i < j.

Next, suppose that F : N ----+ AbCat is given. Then F N is also abelian. \Vc say that an object
(x, a) is evcntually zero if Xi :=:; 0 for all i larger than some i o. The eventually zero objeets form a thick
subeategory, and we form a new category i~ F by localizing with respeet to the eventually isomorphisms.

N
Clearly i~ F is again abelian, For all i we obtain an additive functor

N

F(i) ----+ iE-?F
N

by sending an objeet x of P(i) to the sequenee (Xj! aij) such that Xj :=:; 0 if i > j and Xj :=:; Fij(x) if
j 2: i, and such that O'ij is the identity of Xj. \Ve say that (Xj, aij) is the stahle ind-object associated to
x. Any objeet of iE-? Pisamorphie to some object of this type will bc said to be stahle. Notice that thc

N
fnll subeategory of stable objeets is equivalent to the limit eategory 1!.T F(i) (cf. [B2] sectiOIl 2).

iEN
On the other hand) we can also form the derived eategory O+(pN) and then define a eomplex {Ki}iEN

to be eventually zero if for all integers i > i o the complexes 1<; E D+(F(i)) are quasi-isomorphie to
zero. The localization of O+(pN) relative to the family of eventually quasi-isomorphisms will be denoted
0+ (iE-? F). It is a triangulated eategory with a canonieal faithful funetor

N

i~F ----+ D+(iEjF).
N N

\Ve also have a notion of stable ind-complex defined in the obvious fashion.
Suppose now t.hat F, G : N -4 AbCat are given, together with, for cach i CL left exact additive functor

tPi : F(i) ----+ G(i) is given such that tPjFij :=:; GijtPi' This data yields a 1eft exact functor

4JN : p N --+ GN
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R(ind 4» : D+ (ind F) ~ D+ (ind G).
N N N

Finally we return to analytic spaces. A pro-analytic space Z =

in a natural way. Suppose moreover that for all i thc category F(i) has enough injectives, and that all
the funetors Fij ,Gij are exact. We consider the o-functor whose component in degree q

Tq: F N ~ GN

is defined as

(x,a) M ({Rq</Jo(Xi)}iEN ; {a~j}i<j)

where aij : GijRqcPi(xd --.. RqtjJj(xj) is the composition of thc canonical morphisms

Gij 0 nq4>i(Xi) --.. Rq(Gij 0 4>i)(Xi) = Rq(4)j 0 Fij)(xd --.. Rq4>j 0 Fij(Xi) ~ RQ4>j(xj).

It is clear that Tq is effaceable for all q > 0, henee the o-functor {Tq}qEN is universal. In this way we
obtain a derived functor

lim Zi is a functor from a small
iEI

cofiltered category I to tbe category of analytic spaces. For an analytic space X we dünote by X - An
thc category of X-analytie spaees, defined in the obvious way. For all 4> E HomI(j, i) the corresponding
IIlorphism 4>z : Zj ~ Zi induees a functor

Zi - An ~ Zj - An: Xi M X j = Xi XZi Zj.

Th~~~ thc eategory of Z-analytic spaces is by definition the direet limit eategory

Z - An = lim Zi - An.
f i~O
/i

Rell}ark 4.2.1. The category of pro-analytic spaees admits fibre products and cofiltered projeetive lim-
its. The category of Z-analytie spaces admits fibre products.

Definition 4.2.2. Let X be a Z-analytic space. With the notation above, let 4>x : X j ~ Xi be the
morphism indHeed by 4> E HOffiIo (i, j). \Ve derive a eollection of functors

4>x : S(Xi , A) --+ S(Xj, A)

i. e. a functor F TO -T AbCat. Then we define the category 01 abelian sheaues on X by setting
S(X, A) = l~ F.

IO

If all the morphisms tjJZ : Zj --+ Zi are etale, the category S(X, A) has enough injectives. In this case,
for any morphism f : Y -+ X of Z-analytic spaees, the usual cohomological functors f., Rf., ... extend
naturally to the corresponding limit catcgories.

Next , a pro-group f = {fi}iET is a functor from the small filtered category ~ to the eategory of
topological groups.

Definition 4.2.3. Let Rep(fi' A) (resp. RePcnt(ri, A)) be the category of all A-modules (not necessarily
finitcly generated) endowed with a fi-aetion (resp. a continuous ri-action). The morphisms f i --+ f j

(i > j) induce restriction functors

Pij : Rep(fj , A) --+ Rep(fi , A)

(resp. tbe restriction pf,r to the subcategories of eontinuous rcprescntations) and hencc a functor P : N --+
AbCat. Thc category of ind-representations of the I>ro-group f is defined as Rep(f, A) = ind p. The

-- N
eategory of continuous ind-representations of fis Rep t(f, A) = indpcnt . Similarly, if X is an analytic-----=--cn _

N
space, we get a system of functors

Pij : S(X, A[fj)) --+ S(X, Affi))

on the categories of sbeaves of continuous A[fi]-modules on X. Then we define the category S(X, A[f))
of ind-sheaves of continuous r-equivariant A-modules on X as i~ p.

N

Remark 4.2.4. In definition 4.2.3 the continuity of the fi-action 011 an objeet of S(X, A[fiJ) is meant
as in thc weak sense of [B2] section 1.

Proceeding as above we ean extend thc usual eohoIllological formalism to the eategories Rcp(r, A) and
S(X,A[f)). -
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4.3. Construction of the functor. As customary, the functor of locally algebraic vanishing cycles will
assume its values in a eertain eategory of equivariant sheaves under the action of same fundamental
group. The problem is that we do not know whethcr the family of all open normal subgroups of thc
locally algebraic fundamental group of a a-eompact spaee farms a fundamental system of neighborhoods
of thc idcntity. Henee we must proeeed a bit more earefully than usual.

Proposition 4.3.1. Let X be a-compact and connected, and write X = Ui>o Xi as usual. Then for'
every open subgroup S C 7f1(X, x) nnd for every integer' i ~ 0 there exists anofher open subgroup S' C S
whose preimage in 7r~19 (Xi, x) is anormal subgroup of 7r~19 (Xi, x).

Proof. Let T be the prcimagc of S in 7r~lg (Xi, x). Sinec the latter group iE! profinite, wc can find a largest
subgroup T' C T which is open and normal. Clearly T' = ng g-lTg where 9 ranges over all the elements

of 7r~lg (Xi, x). By eompactness, thcre is a finite set P such that we have already T' = ngEP g-lTg. Then
we ean take S' = ngEP g-1 Sg. 0

Let C be a smooth curve defined over k, and s a k-rational point on C. We consider the associated
pro-analytic spaee C(s). Coneretely, if we fix a Ioeal coordinate z around 5, C(s) is isomorphie to a
projeetivc system of sIllall discs E(s, r) = {x : 0 ~ lz(x)1 < r} ecntered at s. Clearly for all r > 0 thc
spaee E* (s, r) = IE(s, r) - {s} is a-compaet. The projective system of all such E* (s, r) forms a pro-analytic
space whieh we denote TJs. Similarly, we denote by 77"i the pro-analytie space formed by the projective
system of alllE'" (s, r) x k ko

.

Ta start with, we want to eonstruet a eertain pro-analytic space 1}& with a map of pro-analytie spaces

- :}116 -7 TJ&· For each r > 0 eboose a geometrie point xr E F'(s,r) and set 7r~r) = 7fl (E'" (s,r),xr ). For a1l

\ }rl > r2 > 0 pick a system of morphisms cPr l,r'}. : 1ry'}.) -t 1T~rd (induecd by the imbeddings E* (s, r2) C
\ F' (s J Tl)) such timt cPr\ ,r'}. 0 cPr'}., r3 = 4>r\ ,r3. These maps are unique only up to inner automorphisms, but
. we do not mim!. \Ve rcmark the exaet sequenee

(4.3.2) 7rl (r/s,x) -7 'lTl(TJ6'X) -7 Gal(ka/k) -t 0

whieh follows immediatcly from proposition 4.1.8.
The obvious uext step would be to define the fundamental group of 11& by taking the inverse limit

of the projeetivc system defined above. Unfortunately very little is known about these groups and
homomorphisms, henee for the time beiug I see no alternative to bringing along the whole structure.

Definition 4.3.3. The loeal fundamental groUJl 7r} (1}&, x) is the pro-group indexed by the ordered set of

positive real numbers aud defined by the family of groups {7r~r)}r>O and their homomorphisms {4>r l ,r'}. :

(r'}.) (r\)}7rl -7 7r l rl>r'}.>O.

\Ve denote by D+(X, A[7rl (11&, x)]) tbe derived eategory (in the sense of sectioll 4.2) of S (X, A[7rl (11& ,x)]).
The usual global seetion functor (and its derived funetors) for A-sheaves extends to ind-sheaves in the
obvious manner

For any r > 0 ehoose a left inverse Ir of the funetor Wz- r : CovE. (&,r) -7 'lT~r) - Set. Then for all open

subgroups 5 C 7r~ r) wc obtain a loeally algebraie eovering ts : Ir ('lT~r) / S) -7 JE'" (s, r) and using thc maps
cPrl,r'}. we also get morphisms

ts1,s'}. : 1&(7r~r'}.) /Sd -t Ir(7r~rtl /S2)

whenever r} > r2 and cPrl ,r'}. (3d C S2· By eonstruction we have ts'). 0 tS I ,s'}. = tSI for aB SI, 52 as above.
We define a small eofiltered eatcgory 'I whose objeets are aB pairs (1', S) where S is an open subgroup

of 7r~r) and with morphisms Hom((rl' Sd, (r2, 52)) equal to the restriction of cPr'}.,rl : SI -7 S2 in ease
rl ~ 1'2 and cPr'J,r\ (Sd C S2, the empty set, othcrwise. The data above defines a funetor t : 'I -7 Et(11&)
i. e. a pro-analytie spaee whieh we denote 1}&.

With this prcparation, we ean now define our funetor of vanishillg eycles. Let X be a C(s)-analytie
spaee so that X = X Xc C(s) for some C-analytie spaee X and setX1/. = X xC(&) 116' X l1• = X xC(&) 7]&.
The morphisms Prl ,r']. : X Xc E* (s, rt} -7 X Xc JE'" (s, 1'2) induecd by the imbeddings lE* (s, 1'd '-+ lE* (s, 1'2)
(rl ::5 r2) define a system of functors

P;j ,r'J : SeX Xc F' (s, 1'2), A) -7 sex Xc lE* (s, rd, A).

Set I(X 17., A) = iE..? p. Let also D+ (X"., A) be the derived category D+ (iE..? p) defined as in seetion 4.2.
r r

Moreover, for any T E 'I set X T = X Xc t(T) and let FT be the restrietion of the sheaf F to Xr. The
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image of T inside Gal(ka / k) is a subgroup of finite index, corresponding to some finite extension kr of
k. If we let X kT = X Xk kT we obtain a diagram

Xr iT X ir X'")" kT of "i

! ! 1
t(T) ------+ C x k kr~ 8.

Let. Ir be the fuH subcatcgory of I consisting of all the objects of the form (S, r) for arbitrary Sand

dcnote by ~~:) : SeX Xc JE* (s, r), A) -r S(X"i, A[1ri r)]) the 1eft exact functor

(4.3.4) F t-t lirn irjr.(FT).
rar

This collection of functors determines a functor on the corrcsponding categorics of ind-sheaves:

~tI. = i~ ~~:) : I(X tI., A) ~ S(X"i, A[1rl (1}8' x)])
r

whose derived functor RlP 'I. is the junctor 0/ locally algebraic vanishing cycles. The only point. whieh

rcquircs explanation is the 1rt (1}81 x)-action on Hit'l. (F.). Here is how it is obtained: fix rand let

F = Fr E S(X Xc JE* (s, r), A). Clearly it suffices to producc a compatible system of 1r~r)-actions on the
right-hand side of (4.3.4). To this purpose, write JE. (s, r) = Ui>O Xi for an increasing sequence of compact

conl}~ctcd subspaces. Now, for fixed r, it suffices to producc ~ compatib1e family of 1r~lg(Xi, Xr )-actions
for a;V i 2:: O. But for any given i, it follows from proposition 4.3.1 that the set Ir.i of all open subgroups

of 1ri;) whose preimage in1r~lg(Xi,Xr) is normal, farms a cofinal family in I.,., heuce we can replace the
indeJi: category Ir in (4.3.4) by the smaller I.,..i and then the action of1frI9 (Xi ,xr ) is apparent.

We review bermuter thc standard properties of Rq1t1•. For any F. E I(X tI., A) set

H O(X1j.,F.) = {1~1 HO(Xr, Fr) }r>O.
TEIr

By the remarks above this defines a functor

HO (Xff• , -) : I(X tI., A) ~ Rep(1Tl (1}Sl x), A)

whose derived functor is the cahomology of the general fibre of X.

Proposition 4.3.5. Let f : Y -r X be a smooth morphism 0/ C(s)-analytic spaces. Then /or alt
F E O+(XtI., A) there is a canonical isomorphism in 0+ (Y8' A[1rl (1]8' x)])

f; (Ri! tI. F) ~ Ri!,.,. (f;. F).

Pro0/. Follows directIy from smooth base change. o
Proposition 4.3.6. Let J : Y -t X be a compact morphism 0/ C(s)-analytic spaces. Then for all
F E D+ (Y,.,., A) there. is a canonical isomorphism in D+(Xj , A[1Tl (1}8' x)])

Rq1T/.(Rf,.,•• F):::: Rfi.(R~7J.F).

Prao/. Follows directly from compact base change. o
Corollary 4.3.7. Let X be a compact C (s) -analytic space. Then for all FES (X'I. , A) there is a 8pectral
sequence of 7fl (1}s, x) -ind-representations

Ef,q = HP (Xi", R.q~tI. (F) => Hp+q (Xff., F).

o
Theorem 4.3.8. Suppose that X is smooth ouer C(s). Then iP 7J• (Ax) ~ Ax• and Rii!T/. (Ax) = 0 for
i > O.

Proo/. By smooth base change it sufficcs to consider the case X = C. It is deal' that ;j;tI. (A x ) ~ Ax .,.·
From Poincare duality it follows easily that RiiP tI• (Ax ) = 0 for i > 1. For i = 1, it sufficcs to show that
for any T = (S, r) E I and any f E H 1(t(TL A) we can find T' which dominates T and such that the
image of f in H 1 (t(T'), A) is zero. The dass f defines a certain A-torsor over t(T). Hut according to
proposition 4.1.9 every connected component Y of this A-torsor is locally algebraic over t(T). Hence Y
is a locally algebraic covering of E· (8, r) corresponding to some subgroup S'. ClearIy TI = (S', r) will do
tbe job. 0
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qorollary 4.3.9. Suppose that X is smooth over C(s). Then /or any locally constant shea/ F 0/ finitely

gcnerated A-modules on X we have ~'I. (F) = Fs und Ri~1}. (F) = 0 /or i > O. 0

An argument like in the proof of theorem 4.3.8 also shows the following

Lemma 4.3.10. Let F be a locally constant shea/ 0/ finitely generated A-modules on 778' Then Hi(Tj8' F)
vanishes /or all i > O. 0

Slightly more generally, for any algebraic extension E of k we let 5' = S X k E and wc considcr the
family of contilluouS morphisms

Pr : 7f} (JE" (S, r) Xk E, zr) -.. 7f) (E" (S, r), zr).

\Ve introduce a category Lk (and also Lk,r) consisting of all the pairs (S', r) such that 8' is a subgroup of

1fl (JE" (S, r) Xk E, zr) of the form S' = p;:-l(S) for some open subgroup S C 7fdE" (5, r),zr)i the morphisms
are defined as for L. For all C(8) Xk E-analytic space X we define a funetor

~ 1J,' jk : I(X1J•1l A) --t S(Xi", A[7r l (7]", x)]): F. r-+ { Hm iYir. (Fr) }r>O.

TEl",,.

For the derived functor of ~1}.'lk we can prove the obvious analogues of proposition 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. But
I da not know whether the analogue of theorem 4.3.8 also holds. However, it follows from the following
proposition that theorem 4.3.8 does hold in case X is obtaincd by base change from a C(s)-analytic space.

Proposition 4.3.11. With the notation above, let F : S(X:fl A[7rl (7J", , x)]) -.. S(Xs, 1\[7[1 (7]8" x)]) be the
I,

"_lnatural forget/ul funetor. Let F. E I(X,/., A) and denote by F~ the inverse image 0/ F. on X 1J•, . For all
/ntegers q 2: °there is a eanonieal isomorp~ism _

- F 0 RQ\I!1J. (F.) ~ RQ\I!1J,,/k(F;).

Prao/. Clearly it suffices to trcat the ease q = O. For this, given two pairs T = (S, r) and T' = (S', r)
related as above, it suffiees to remark the isomorphism

iy,jT' .. (FT') ~ irjT.. (FT).

o

5. LOCAL THEORY IN DIMENSION ONE

5.1. The merolnorphic quotient of the loeal fundamental group. In this chapter we construet
our category of sheaves whieh are "locally of differential origin" (see the discussion in section 3.3).

Lemma 5.1.1. Let 1/J : X -4 Y be a loc(jlly algebraic covering 0/ a -eompaet sp(jces ovcr k. Fix a geometrie
point x on X und let Ti = W(x). The induced group homomorphism

'IjJ. : 7fl (X, x) --t 1f1 (Y, y)

is injective.

Proo/. For any loeally algebraic eovcring 4> : C -7 X we obtain a eovering 1/J 0 4> : C --t Y. By virtue of
proposition 4.1.4, the map 4> I-t 1/J 04> eorresponds to a functor

\I! : 7fl (X, x) - Sß.1-.. 7fl (1", y) - Set.

On thc other hand we have a natural pullback functor

1/J* : 7f} (1", y) - Set -.. 7f1 (X, x) - Sgt

whieh is dual to the group homomorphism 1/;... Hut for every 8 E 7fl (X, x) - Set there is an equivariant
imbedding

and the claim folIows.

S '-+ w* 0 w(S)
o

Choose a Ioeal eoordinatc taround 0 (so that t(O) = 0) on (Al )an. For any p > 0, N E N and any
finite extension kl of k, we let E(p) be an open disc of radius p in (AUan centered at 0 E (Al)an, we set
JE"' (p) =E(p) - {O} ami we consider the morphism

(5.1.2) 1./JN,k' : E" (pl/N) xk k' --t E" (p) t r-+ t N.

Our point of departure is Levelt's theorem (see [KaI] (2.2.2) and theorem 2.4.6) aecording to which (1)
any eonnection on 1]00 (see seetion 3.3 for the notation) extends canonically to a eonuection on Gm,k with
regular singularities at the originj and (2) given any eonnection V on Gm,k with regular singularities at
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the origin, there exists a finite extension k' of k and an integer N > 0 such that ('I/J'N k' V) is a sueeessive
extension of ftat line bundles whieh extend to all Gm,k' with regular singularities at tbc origin.

\\Tc eook up our mcromorphic quotient of the Ioeal fundamental group just in such a way to eilsure
that a topological analogue of Levelt's theorem becomes true, basically by definition.

From the asymptotic Kummer sequencc (3.1.2) we derivc an imbedding

(5.1.3)

Lemma 5.1.4. Choose a geometrie point Xl E IE(p). The map (5.1.3) induces an imbedding

t- l
• k[t- l

] Y HOllicnt (1r1 (jE. (p), xI), J-Lpoo),

Proof. From corollary 4.1.10 we know that H I (jE. (p), /-l.poo) ~ HOIDcnt(1rl (E· (p), xd, /-l.poo). Henee it
suffices to show that k[t- 1 ] n log(HO(lE*(p),U I )) = k.

Claim 5.1.5. the restrietion map HO (IE{p) ,U l ) --+ HO UF: (p), U I ) is a bijection.

Proo/ 0/ the claim: One proceeds as in the proof of lemma 3.2.10. The details are left to the reader.

From the claim it follows that log(HO(lE· (p), U1
)) C HO(E(p), 0). Now the lemma follows by the

stronger equality k[t- 1
] n HO (E(p), 0) = k. 0

~qW, for any integer N > 0 choose a geometrie point XN E lE* (pl/N) and a eoorrnnate t l / N on
iE(p\(j) such that 'I/J'N ,k' (t) = (tl /N) N and 'I/JN,k' (xN) = Xl for all N E N. We abtain a system of group
hom'omorphisms,

.,1 'l/JN,k' .: 1r1(JE·(pl/N) Xk k',XN) -4 7ft(lE·(P),Xl)
'i

and we let

P(p) = n n Im(1,bN,k'*) C 7ft (E'" (p), Xl)'
kCk'Ck" NEN .

From lemmas 5.1.1 and 5.1.4 we obtain a homomorphism

(5.1.6)

where k' ranges over all the finite extensions of k.

Definition 5.1.7. For each a E Adenote by Xa : P (p) -4 {LpOO the corrcsponding character dcfined by
(5.1.6). The essential ramification subgroup of 11\ (JE'" (p), xI) is defined as

Pe88 (P) = nKer(Xa) C P(p).
aEA

Lemtna 5.1.8. Pes8 (p) is anormal subgroup 0/ 7f l (E'" (P), xd.

Proof. Let 'Y E 1r1 (JE'" (p),:cd and a E A. After replacing k by some finite Galois extension k' (and hence
7rl(lE·(P),xI) by its open normal subgroup 1r1(lE·(p) Xk k/,x.)) we can assume that a E t- I / N k'(t- 1 / N ].

Then Xa : P(p) -4 {Lpoo extends to a character Xn(t-1/N) : Irn('l/JN,k'.) --+ JLpoo for some N. The conjugate

'Y(Ker(Xa)}),-t depends only on the class

;:y E ?Tl (JE'" (p) XI;: k', Xl )/Im('l/JN.k',") ~ Z/NZ.

Clearly Z/NZ aets as the group of deck transfonnations of the covering 'l/JN,kl E" (pl/N) Xk k' --+
E'" (p) X k k', i. e. 'Y corresponds to a morphism

wherc (is some N-th root of 1. Unwinding the definitions one checks easily that ;y(Ker(Xa(t-1/N)));:yl =
Ker(Xn(.t-1/N)) which means that Pe81J (p) is normal in nkCk ' KI (lE· (p) X k k', xd. To descend to the base
field k, we need to consider the Galois action. However, let u E Gal(ka / k)j unwinding the definitions we
see easily that

a(I(er(Xa)) = Ker(Xaa)

where a 1-+ a ff is the obviollS Galois action on the group A. The claim fallows. o
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Definition 5.1.9. (1) Thc meromorphic quo tient of 7[1 (lE* (p), Xl) is the topological group f-l (JE- (p), Xl)
obtained as follows. As a group, we let

A topology is specified on f-l(~ (p), Xl) by declaring that the intersections of finitely many subgroups

(a E A; k C k' c kn
)

introduced in the proof of lemma 5.1.8, form a cofinal system of open neighborhoods of the identity
element. (Ey [Bou] chapter III.2 the topology is weIl defined and unique).

(2) Let C be a smooth curve defined over k, s a k-rational point on C and t a local eoordinate on C
around s. Recall from seetion 4.3 that. the pro-analytie space 71& is isomorphie (as a prO-üllalytic space)
to a projective system (indexed by p > 0) of pointed discs E- (s, p) = {x : 0 < Jt(x)l < p} eentered at s.
Choosing geometrie points xi E JE- (s, p) for all p > 0 gives us, as in seetion 4.3, thc pro-group 71"1 (71&, xd.
The meromorphic quotient of 71"1 (1]8' xt> is the topologieal pro-group p..(71s, xI) indexen by the ordered set
of positive real numbers anel defined hy

(p > 0)

where, for P2 > PI , the morphism 4>P'l ,Pi : IL (lE* (s, PI), xii) -+ IL(lE* (s, P2), xi:l) is induced by thc morphislll
rPP:I,Pl : ?Tl (JE'" (s, PI), xi t

) -+ ?Tl (E- (s, P2), xr) (see section 4.3 for the notation). Similarly we defillc thc
pro-groups P(1]s) = {P(p) I p > O} and Pes8 (11&) = {Peu(p) \ P > O} with morphisms for P2 > PI given

.: Py the restrietions of rPP:I,Pt'

j
Remark 5.1.10. Notice that the definition clepends on thc choice of a local coordinatc taround thc

'Ipoint s. \Ve use the same coordinate for the construetion of all the quotients p..(E,- (s, p), xn (for varying
'p) which occur in part. (2) of the definition. After that, it is easy to see that, givCIl a(t- 1

/
N ) E A, the

eDInposition

coincides (up to inner automorphisms) with Xn : 1/'N,k' _ (?Tl (E- (s, p~ / N), x~}) -+ ILprx>. This shows that the
maps r.PP'J,Pt deseend to the respcctivc mcromorphie quotients.

Remark 5.1.11. (1) I tend to think that the topology of JI(11&,xd eoincidcs with the quotient topology
induced by the projeetion

(5.1.12)

but I do not know how ta provc (ar disprove) this statement. In any ease, the homamorphism (5.1.12)
is eontilluouS (i.e. all the surjections (for varying p) from the first projeetive system to the seeond onc,
whieh dcfine (5.1.12), are continuous).

(2) \Ve remark the natural imbeddings of pro-groups (by this wc just mean that they are induecd by
imbeddillgs on the eomponent groups, for varying p)

(5.1.13)

\Ve diseuss thc dependance on thc parameter t. Givcn any t.wo Ioeal coordinates t, t' as abovc, wo ean
assume that t' = t . (1 + h(t» whcre h(O) = O. For all small p > 0 we obtain an automorphism

r : E(s, p) -+ E{s, p) t H t· (1 + h(t»)

such that r-(t) = t'. In correspondenee with the two parameters we obtain two meromorphic quotients
JI(E(s, p) ,Xi) (resp. Il(178' xd) and ,/ (JE.(8, p), xi) (resp. JI' (178' xd)· I da not know how to eompare
direetly these two pro-groupSj however we have the following result.

Proposition 5.1.14. The automorphism r induces an equivalence 0/ categories

r- : limjj/(E(s,p),xi) - Set~ limJL{E(s,p),xi) - Set.
p p

In other words, the category 0/ stable 11(17&, x)-sets is an analytic invariant 0/ 71s. The same holds tor
the category 0/ s table ind- representaUons 0f JL (1]& ,x) on finitely generated A-module.s (whe re A is any
i-coeiJicient ring).
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Prooj. Let a(t1/ N ) E A. Choose N-th roots t 1/ N and t'l/N for t and respectively t'. We have two
morphisms 'l/JN,k l , 'l/Jkkl : E;-(S,pl/N) Xk k' ~ El«s,p) defined by 1/lN,k,(t l / N) = t and 'l/JN,k' (t fl

/
N ) = t'.

We can find a positive real number E < pl/N smaIl enough so that thc function 1 + h(t) has a N-th root
g(t) on E(s, e). Define an automorphism

'Ve obtain a cOIllmutative diagram

E* (S,e) Xk k'~~(s,c) Xk k'

~N,.'t t~~",
JE. (s, p) T.. lE* (s , p) .

It follows that riJ·(t l /N ) = (. t"/N for some N-th root of unit ( E ka . After base change to k' = k[(] we
can cvan obtain that riJ·(t I / N ) = t fl

/
N . Hence we can replaee p hy E and assumc that N = 1 and that

a = a (t) induees a character Xa : 7fI (JE(s, p) ,x) ~ J.lp""" Then we can find a positive real number E: < P

small enough so that

t- I - t'-I = t- I - t- I . (l + h(t))-I E log(Ho{E·(s,c),U1)).

By lemma 5.1.4 it follows that for any a E t-1k[t-1] the characters Xa{t),Xa(t') : 7f1 (lE"' (s,c),x) ~ J.lp"'"
coincide. The proposition follows from this and from the definition of the topology on /L(11,Jl x). 0

'i!

D;~e to this proposition, we will sometime omit to specify the choke of the parameter t.
'V~ remark that the category of groups can be imbedded in the category of pro-groups (indexcd by

some'fixed smaIl category I) by assigning to a group G the pro-group {Gi; riJij I i,j E I} such that Gi = G
for all i E I and aIl thc maps cPij : Gi ~ Gj (i < j) being the identity of G. Denotc by 1r~lg (178 , 174) the
usual algebraic local fundamental group of thc gcneric point of the henselization C~l of the curve C at
thc point s. In other words, this is the Galois group of the aIgebraic closure of the fraction field of O~,8'
With this notation we havc the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1.15. Therc are natural exact sequences

o~ P(118)/Peu (11s) ~ tt(11s! -Xt} ~ 7r~lg (T}sJis) ~ 0
/L(11~ Xk k'a, x) ~ 1J{1]~, x) ~ Gal(ka / k) ~ O.

Proof. The first sequence just restates the definitions. The second one follows easily from proposition
4.1.8. 0

Now, let us take C = Al and 8 = O. For the coordinate t we choose aglobal algebmic section
t E HO(A1, 0) such that t(O) = 0 and HO (Al, 0) ::::: k[t]. This is determined up to sealar multiples. All
thc construction of thc mcromorphic quotient can be repeatcd over ?Tl ((Gm,k )an, x) : we define P{Gm,k)
as the kernel of the canonical map 1i\ ((Gm,d an , x) ~ 1r~19 (Gm,k, x). Then, inspecting the previous
argumcnts, we obtain also a map

X: A ~ Horncnt(P(Gm,d,/Lpoo)

anti for each p > 0, thc imbedding jp : JE. (0, p) Y (Gm,k )an induccs a group homomorphism jp. : P(p) ~
P(Gm) such that Xa 0 jp. = Xa for any a E A. Therefore wc define Pes4 (Gm ,k) and J.l((Gm,dan ,x) as in
thc Ioeal case, and clearly there is a canonical homomorphism

(5.1.16)

(Hcre Jl(E· (0, p), x) is defined by the same eoordinate t chosen above).

Definition 5.1.17. The category ~Gm,fo)an of meromorphic coverings of (Gm,k)an is the full subcat

egory of COV(Gm.fo)aft consisting of all the locally algebraic coverings X ~ {Gm,k)an such that the action
of ?Tl ((Gm,d an ,x) on the fibre W;c(X) factors through a continuous action of J.l{ (Gm,k )4n, x).

Lemma 5.1.18. (1) The fibre functor W;c restriets to a fully faithful functor

Wx : COV(Gm,1o )"n ~ IJ( (Gm,k )an, x) - Set

and every ?Tl (X, x)-set con,<~isting 0/ a single orbit is contained in the essential image 0/ wx,~.
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o

(2) For an integer N > 0 let "p-N : Gm,k -4 Gm,k be the morphism t H t- N . Then tor any covering
X E Cov(Grn,.I: )an there exists an integer N > 0 and a finite extension klO/ k such that 1/J~N (X) x k k'

extends to an abelian eovering 0/ (At, )ao.

Prao/. Part (1) follows from proposition 4.1.4. To prove part (2) we can replace k by some finite extension
kl and then assume that CJx(X) is of the form tl((Gm,k )l1n, x)/(Ker(X

111
)n."nKer(Xarn )) for same ([1, ... , ([m.

Then we can find N > 0 large enough so that al, ... , Um E t-l/Nk(t- l /N]. It is clear that 1/J':-N(X) Xk k'
extends to an abelian covering on (Al, )an. 0

Proposition 5.1.19. The continuous map Jp " in (5.1.16) induces a homeomorphism tram J-L(E" (0, p), x)
onto a dense subset 0/ J-L( (Gm,k )an, x),

Proof. For the injectivity ofJp• we need to show that j;}(Pe8 /1(Gm,k))::::; Pe",,(p). This follows directly
from the equality Xl1 0 jp. ::::; Xa for any a E A. We show that Jp• has dense image: for a given open
subgroup S c IL( (Gm,k )an I x) we obtain a map of discrete sets:

It suffices to show the following

Claim 5.1.20. For any S as above the map J~" is bijective.

~/Proo/ 0/ the claim: Let S be the preimage of S in ?Tl ((Gm,dan , x). Then S is an open subgroup
:-: and the quotient IL((Gm,k )an, x)jS ::::; ?TI ((Gm,k )an, x)jS represents a connected locally algebraic covering
':: Xs -4 (Gm,k )an. By general nonscnse, the claim amounts to saying that the restriction Xs(p) ::::; XSIE' (O,p)

is still connected, Take an integer N and a Galois extension kl as in lemma 5.1.18(2) such that W':-N(XS)
extends to an etale covering over all of (Al, )an, The group G ::::; ZjNZ)l3 Gal(k' j k) of deck automorphisms
of 1/J-N : Gm,k' -4 Gm,k acts on the set of connected components 1rO(t/J~N(XS)) (resp. 1rO(tJ;~N(XS(P))))

of t/J~N(XS) (resp. of t/J':-N(XS(P)))' The action is transitive on 7rO(tJ;~N(XS)) and induces a bijection
between the G-orbits in 1rO('IjJ~N(XS(P))) and the set 1ro(Xs(p)). Hence we can assume from start that
X is an abelian covering which extends over all (IP1)an - {O}. Then , from the definition of the topology
of JL((Gm,k ym, X), we see that there exist polynomials al, .", Um E t- l k[t- l ] such that Ker(xa1 ) n ... n
Ker(Xa.J C S. Hence it suffices to check that J~. is bijective when S = Ker(XaJ n ... n Ker(Xarn )'
!\1oreover, using the imbedding Xs 4 (XKer(Xat)) x ... x (XKer(x"rn)) we reduce to the case S ::::; Ker(Xa)

for an a E t -1 k [t-I]. In this case the claim follows from lemma 5.1.4. 0

Combining tohe maps Jp • of (5.1.16) for varying p we obtain a homomorphisIll of pro-groups

which is well defined up to inner automorphisms.

Corollary 5.1.21. The map 1. induces equivalences 0/ categories

for any l-coeffieient ring A.

Finally we return to thc case of a general analytic local coordinate t.

Corollary 5.1.22. Let t be any loeal (analytic) coonlinate centered at the point 0 E (A1)an. Form the
cOrreBponding pro-group IL(TJo, x). For any stable objeet X E J-L(TJo, x) - Set there exisi.s a meromorphic
eovering X E Cov(Gm ,.I: )"n such that X :: "r 0 CJx( X). A similar statement holtls troe for stable continuous

ind-representations 0/ J-L(1Jo, x). 0

\\Te regard corollary 5,1.22 as the analogue of Levelt's theorem; of course in our situation, the result is
just built into the definition.
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5.2. Swan conductor. In this section we eonstruet a higher ramifieation filtration on the loeal funda
mental group and establish some basic faets about the linear representations of JL(T]tll x). By virtue of
eorollal'Y 5.1.22, it is equivalent to study the represent.ations of Ji((Gm,d an , x), i. e. the eontinuous group
homom orphisms

p : ~((Gm,dan, x) ~ GL(n, A)
whcre A is an f-eoefficient ring.

\Ve introduee an increasing filtration on A by subgroups A(r), indexed by the orden~d set of positive
real numbers, as follows. For an element a(t- l / N ) E A we define the degree deg(a) E Q whieh is the
highest power of t- l oecuring in a. (So, for instance, deg(t- 1/ N ) = l/N). Then, for r E IR, r > 0, we let
A(r) = {a E A! deg(a):S r}.

Definition 5.2.1. The higher ramification filtration on JL(E'" (s, p), x) (resp. on JL((Gm,k )an, x)) eonsists

of a sequenee of subgroups I~r) (resp. /(r)) indexed by the real numbers r ~ 0, defined as follows. We

set I~O) = p,(lE'" (S,P),X) (rcsp. J(O) = p,((Gm,k)an, x)). For T > °wo set

I~r) = n Kor(Xa) C P(p)/Pe.ss(p)
aEA(r)

(and similarly for J(r) C P(Gm,k)/Pes.(p)). For varying p, the morphisms 4>P'J,Pl (see definition 5.1.9(2))

cnrry J{pd to J{P2) and henee the sequenee It) = {I~r) I p > O} defines an injective morphism of
pl'O-groups

~ It) y JL(T]8, x)

for e~very T 2:: O. It is clear that, given T2 > Tl, we have JtJ
) C It1

) (resp. I{r'J) C I(r 1 )) henee this defines
a de~cending higher mmificaion filtration on ~(118'x) (resp. on p,((Gm,k)an,X)) by closcd subgroups.

Using thc lIigher ramifieation filtration we will define a Swan conductor for stable illd-representations
of Il(T]s, x). Proeeeding as in definition 5.2.1 we also obtain a parallel notion of Swan conductor for
p,(Gm,kJ x). Everything has been set up in such a way that the eorrespollding reprcsentation theories
become equivalent (via eorollary 5.1.21). In particular, this allows to work as if the meromorpruc quotient
of the Ioeal fundamental group were an actual group, rather than a pro-group, whieh sometimes may be
cOHvellient. For this reason, in the sequel we will write simply J(r), P and Pe8tJ to denote indifferently
thc Ioeal pro-objeets or their global counterpart.

Lemma 5.2.2. The morphism 'l/JN,k 01 (5.1.2) induces an isomorphism

'l/JN,k'" : I(r) ~ J{r/N).

Praof. It follows easily by lemma 5.1.1 and by remarking that the map 'I/J'N,k : A ~ A is an isornorphism

(YOll can always take an N-th fOot of t l / M ). 0

Let G be some group and p : G ~ GL(V) a representation of G on some finite rank free A-module V.
For any eharaeter X E Hom(G,Jipoo) we let Vx be the maximal submodule of V on whieh G acts as X i.e.

p(g)v = X(g)v (g E G, v E VJ.
Notice that this definition makes sense sinee any l-coefficient ring contains f-jpoo.

Proposition 5.2.3. Let G bc a finite commutative p-grou.p and p : G ~ GL(V) a representation 01 G
as above. Then there is a canonical decomposition

v::::: EB vx '
xEHom(G,JipOO )

Proof. Let 9 be some element in G. Let pn be the exponent of G and choose a primitive root of unity
( E IJopoo of order pn. First of all we remark that all elements of the form (i - Ci (i ~ j mod pn) are
invcrtible in A. This follows easily from [Wal proposition 2.1. For 1 :S j ::5 pn we define

Cj = rr (Ci - Ci).
i::pi

Clearly we have

(5.2.4) II (p(g) - (I) = 0
l~i~pn
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as an element of ElldA(V). Define thc element 7fj E EndA(V) by setting

7fj = Ci l TI (p(g) - (i).
j-ji

From (5.2.4) it follows that the image of 7fj lands into the submodule Vg,(i = Ker(p(g) - (j).

Claim 5.2.5. The morphism

EBl:Si:Sp.. 7rj : V ~ EB Vg,(i

l:Si:Sp"
is injective.

Prao! 01 the claim: For any subset S C {1, 2,,,.,pn} define more generally

1rs =II(p(g) - (i).

i'l-S

For any such 5 and any two distinct elements i, j in the complement. of 5 we show that

(5.2.6) Ker7fSU{i} n Ker1rsu{j} = Ker1rs.

The claim will follow easily from (5.2.6) and a simple induction argument.
Let v E Ker1rSU{i} n Ker1rsu{j} and set w =1rs(v). Then we have

(p(g) - (i)W = (p(g) - (j)w = 0

which itnplies «(i - (i)w = O. Since «(i - (i) is invertible, this yields w = 0 and proves (5.2.6) .
.~~ .~

l' Next we show that thc cmnposition
:j

ffi V V $i
1f

i
Wj 9,(i " "

(Vl l ••• , vp,,) I--------+- L:j Vi

is the identity map. This is a direct ea1culation:

1ri(Lk Vk):;::: e;l TIi:;fi(P(g) - (i)(Lk Vk)

=Lk Cj-
1 TIjji(P(g) - (i)Vk

=eil TIi#i(P(g) - (i)vi
= C

J
-:-

l TIj#i«(i - (i)Vj

=Vj.

Together with claim 5.2.5 this shows timt V is isomorphie to the dircct surn of G-stable A-modules
EBi Vg,(i.

Let gI, ... , gm be a set of generators of G. To conclude the proof, it suffiees to remark that, for any
character X E Hom(G, ppoo),

Vx = Vg1,x(g!l n ... n Vg... ,x(g... )

and that this intersection of A-modules is a direct summand of V. o
Corollary 5.2.7. Let p: P ~ CL(\!) be a repre.sentation 0/ P into a finite mnkfree A-module V. Then
there is a direct BUffi decomposition

v ~ EB Vx '
xEHom(p,/-lpOO )

- -
Proo/. Since V has thc discrete topology, p factors through a discrcte quotient P of P. Then P is a
commutative p-power torsion group, and hellce it is thc direct limit of the filtered family :F of its finite
subgroups.

Wc argue by inductioll on the rank r of V. Thanks to proposition 5.2.3 we can choase far cach subgraup
5 E :F a character Xs : 5 ~ J.LpOO and a non-zero C-stable direct summand Vs in V such that

1) PlVs =Xs;
2) VT C Vs and XT restricts to xs Oll 5 for any 5, T E :F such that SeT.

Then, since tbc rank T is finite, the submodule

V' = lim Vs
SEFo

is non-zero and it is clcarly a direct summand in \!. On V' the action p is given by the character lim Xs
SEJ:D

and the camplement of V' has rank strictly less than T, which shows the claim. o
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Lemma 5.2.8. Any continuou..s chamcter X : PIPess --t f.Lpco is of the form X = x(J) for some element
f 0/ the algebm A.

Praoj. Sincc X is continuous, wo can find !I, ... , In E A such that Ker X(!I) n ... n Ker X(/n) C Ker X.
Define

P = PInKür x(fd·
i

Thc morphism (h J ••• , Jn) : P --+ f.L~oo induces an imbcdding P '--t {t~co. Since f.Lpc<> is injective in the
category of commutative p-groups, we derive a surjection

Hom (J-L~co , {tpco) --t Hom (1:J, J-Lpco ) •

Clearly X factors though P, hence it lifts to an element XE Hom(J-L;co, J-Lpco) :::: Z;. Let us say X=
(al, ... , an) for certain Gi E Zp. Then we conclude X = I:i ai . x(fd =x(I: i adi)' 0

Proposition 5.2.9. Por any J E A we have

deg(J) =inf{T E IR j(r) C Ker(x(j))}.

(5.2.10)

Prao/. Using lemma 5.2.2 we can reduce to the case that j is a polynomial in t, hence in particlliar
n =deg(j) E N. Next, it is obvious that j(n) C Ker(f), so that the infimum over the set of real Illlmbers
with this property is smaller than or equal to n. Suppose that this infimum r is strictly smaller than n.
For any 9 E A of degree less than T, set Cg = f(Ker(g)) C JLp"'" By hypothesis:

~ nCg=O.
~ 9

Sinte all the proper subgroups of J.lp"" are finite and nested into each other, this means that for some 9
wo hiwc already C9 = O. Take N an integer large enough so that both JN = 'l/JNk(j) and gN = 1/JNk(g)
extcnd to homomorphisms 1f1 ((AUan, x) --t J-lp"'" "

By construction we have Ker(gN) C Ker(fN) and therefore we can find an endomorphism w of {tp""

wbich rnakes tbe following diagram commutc:

- ((Al )an -) IN H

~l gN'17~P~

We have End(JLp"") ::= Zp, thc isoIllorphisffi being given by

"f H (( H (') h' E Zp,( E J-Lp"")'

SlIppose that w = (_)1 and consider the ladder diagram with exact rows

o~ J.lP""~ U1~ Ox -----+- 0

1(-)' 1H'). 1,
O----+J.Lp"" ~Ul ----+Ox ~o.

From the long exact ladder for the cohomology of (5.2.10) we derive that

IN =W.gN ="f·gN·

But this is a contradiction, since the degree of gN is strictly smallcr than the degree of IN.
folIows.

The claim
o

Definition 5.2.11. Thc slope of the character x(f) is the degree of the elemcnt f. If M is a A-module
on which PIPetJs acts through its character X(f), then the slope .-\(M) of M is defined as the slope of
x(f). In particular, the slope of a simple PIPess-module is always a rational numbcr.

Finally, let V an arbitrary PI PellS-module free of finite rank. Corollary 5.2.7 shows that V decomposes
a.s direct surn of P-stable rank one A-submodules. We denote by '\(V) the set of the slopes of tbe simple
rank one components of Vj clearly '\(V) is a finite subset of Q, whose elements are called the slopes of
V. Gathering the simple components of V which have same slope, we obtain a canonical decompositioll
of V as direct surn

v = EB V>.
>..E>.(V)
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where each V,\ is purely of slope A.

Definition 5.2.12. The Swan conductor sw(V) of a PI Pellli-module V, is the rational numbcr

sw(V) = E'\E>.(v)A . rk A V)..

The next result is our version of tbe Hasse-Arf theorem.
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Theorem 5.2.13. Let V be a finite rank /ree A-module with an action 0/ 1-L(1]6 , x) (te. a stable ind
representation which is a free A-module). Then 8W(V) is a positive integer.

Proof. For an element f(x 1/
N

) E A let us denote by Mf the one-dimensional A-module on which PIPeslI

acts tbrough the character x(f). Tben the P-module V has a decomposition of the kind

V ~ EBMj/
fES

for some finite set S of elements of A. Let 'Y E 7r~19 (T/II' fj11) be any element. We can clefine a new action
of PIPC6lI on V, by setting

(p,v) H- "P'Y-1(v) (p E PIPe61l "E 7fa19 (T/., TJIi))'

Let V1' be the module V with the new PI Pellll-action. Since ,,(PIPellll),,-l = PI Pe 11 11 as subgroups of
/J(T/Ii ,x), it follows that, V1' ~ V. On tbe other hand, we can write

·'-l AI] = Mf"T

',"!wbere f1' E Adenotes an element of the form f«(x 1/ N ) for some ( E I-LN. Hence we see that thc set
:S must be stable under the substitution I H- f1' for any " as above. Suppose that N has been chosen
minimal among thc integers such that we can write f as a polynomial in x 1/ N . Then it is easy to see that,
thc orbit {Fr I " E 7r~lg (T/II ,fjs)} consists of exactly N elements. On the other hand, A(Mf) = A(A1f"T) is
a rational number of the form nlN (n E N). The claim follows directly from these facts. 0

Definition 5.2.14. Let (V, p) be a represcntation of J1(1111' x) into a finitely generated free A-module V.
\Ve say that (V, p) is t(nne if tbe action of /1- (11s ,x) factors through the quotient 7rf

1
9 (11s, Tis). We say that

(V,p) is irreducible if it does not contain any non-trivial IL(T/II,x)-stable free A-submodule (this means
that for all p > 0, the IL{E" (s, p), x)-module (V, p) does not contain any free {t(IE" (.'1, p), x}submodules).
\Ve say that (V, p) is absolutely irreducible if for all finite flat extensions A -+ A' of f-coefficient rings,
(V, p) 0A A' is an irreducile A' [/1-(1111 , x)]-module.

Remark 5.2.15. (1) We caution the reader timt our terminology does not agree with the standard usage
of the terms uirreducible", resp. "absolutcly irreducible". (2) An easy induction argument shows that
for all rcpresentations (F, p) as in the definition, there exists some finite flat ring extension A -+ A'
and a IL(T/8' x)-stable filtration on (V, p) 0/\ A' such that all the associated subquotients are absolutely
irreducible.

Let <PN : 110 -+ 1Jo bc the etale covering of pro-analytic spaces induccd by the morphism Gm -+ Gm :
X H x N . It induces a morphism <PN .. : J1(7Jo, X) -+ JL{11O, X) and we let. SN bc the image of ePN... Clearly
SN is an open normal subgroup of index N in J1(TJo, x) = Sl.

Theorem 5.2.16. Suppose that k is algebraically closed. Let (V, p) be an absolutely il'reduciblc re]Jl'csen
tation 0/ JJ(7111' x) into a /ree A-module F 0/ m.nk n. Then there erist a positive integer d dividing n, (l

finite flat extension lV 0/ A, a representation (L, X) 0/ SO/d into a rank one free A'-module Land a rank
d absolutely irrcducible tame A' -representation (T, p') 01 SO/d such tlw.t

(F, p) 0/\ A' ::: Ind S
Sl (L C?> T, X C?> pi).

"Jd

Proof. (ep. [KaI] theorem 2.6.6) By corollary 5.2.7 and lemma 5.1.18(2), there exists sorne N such that
the restriction of p to SN decomposes as direct sum of characters. Pick such an N and consider the
SN-isotypical decomposition of V

R

F = EBVx;
i=1

where Xi ranges on a finite set of characters of SN. Since V is Sl-irreducible and SN is normal, SI acts
transitivelyon thc set of isotypical cornponcnts. Conseqllently d = dim(Vx) is independent of X and
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n = dR. Let SXi C SI be the stabilizer of VXi ' Then SN C S.Xi and SXi has index R in SI' Since StlSN
is a cyclic group, we must have SX.i = SR, independent of i. Therefare, as a representatian of SI we have

V = Inds1 (V)Snld X

fal' any X = Xi. Clearly Vx is an irreducible Snld-representation and we must show that Vx ~ L 0 T
for apprapriate L, T. Renaming Vx' Sold. as V, SI we are reduced to the situation: V is an irreduciblc
representation of SI of rank d, but for some N 2: 1 the subgroup SN acts on V by scalar matl'iccs, i.e.
there exists a character X of SN such that

p(')')(v) = X(')')(v)

for all ')' E SN' By a simple camputation wc see that thc character X is inY'driant by SI-conjugation.
Sinee SI ISN is eyclic, we can then replace A by some finite flat extension and find an extension of X to
a character X of SI. Twisting V by the inverse of X, we reduee to the case where V is an irreducible
representation of SI which is trivial on SN, i. e. V is tame and absolutely irreduciblc, as stated. 0

Remark 5.2.17. (1) When k is algebraically closed, it might weIl be that every absolutely irreducible
tame rcpl'esentation has rank one. This is certainly the case for representatians which factor through
some quotient Zim of the tame local fundamental group, when m is prime to e. (2) It follows easily
from lemma 5.2.8 that every character X as in theorem 5.2.16 is of thc form x(f) 0 Xl whel'e f is some
polynomial and X' is a tame character.

.1i} 6. THE LUBIN-TATE TORSOR

IWthis chapter we introduce and study the sheaf that plays the role covered by the Lang torsol' in
positive characteristic. I believe thc name "Lubin-Tate torsoI''' is appropriate enough for this object.
We 'tetllrn to the setllp of chapter 2: here ko is a one-dimensional local field of zero characteristic, i.e.
a p-adic field. Let F be a fixed Lubin-Tate group. As in chapter 2, wc view Fasan analytic group
law for the analytic space E(O, 1), and the associated logarithm AF as a morphism of analytic groups
AF : lE.(O, 1) --+ (Ga,ko )ao = (Alo )an.

6.1. Construction of the torsor.

Lemma 6.1.1. The logarithm AF : E(O, 1) --+ (Alo )ao is an Ctale covering 0/ (Alorm .

Proof. Let (A1Jrm = Ur>oIl](r) be the covering of the affine line by c1ased discs of radius r ccntered at.

the origin. Denote by E(r) thc connected component of A-1 (D(r)) containing O.
FrOIIl remark 2.1.6(1) we get an equality of formal power series: A 0 [nT! = 7rn

. A. By analytic
continuation, this formal identity gives rise to a commutative diagram of analytic maps:

[lfJj
E(O, 1)~ lE.(O, 1)~ E(O, PI)

~! ~! ~1
(A1Jan~ (AlJan~ Ga (pd.

Wc remark that, for sufficiently large n r , E(r) is the connected component of the inverse image of
eF(7r~IIJ>(r)) by (7r;]. Looking at the diagram above, wc see that thc restriction of A to E(r) is a finite
map, heilce E(r) is an affinoid domain in IE(O, 1) for all r and IE(O, 1) = Ur>oE(r). Note that for r < s,
E(r) is contained in the interior of E(s). It follows easily that A is etale and surjective if and only if the
induced maps E(r) --+ lIll(r) are etalc and sul'jective for a11 r.

Given r > 0, choose an integer n r large enough such that [7rJ J
r (E(r)) C E{O, PI)' By theorem 2.1.5,

thc power series CF converges on E(O, PI)' This means that CF defines a morphism on the quasiaffinoid
space lE(O, PI), and therefore the restrictian of A to lE{O, PI) is an isomorphism of quasiffinoid spaces.
It follows that A : E(r) --+ ~r) is an etalc covering if and only if [7rlt : E(r) --+ 7rn... D(r) is an
etale covering. Let 9 E ~1r be any other power scries; the homomorphism [1][,9 : lE(O,I) --+ E(O, 1) of
quasiaffinoid spaces has an inverse [1]9,[ and thercfore it is an isomorphism. From theorem 2.1.1(b) we
sec that [1]/.9 0 [?T]/ 0 [1]9./ = [7r]9' Thereforo it suffices to prove that for some g E ~ the morphism
g = [7r]g : IE(O,I) --+ IE(O,I) is finite alld etale. Thon we select g(Z) = 7rZ + zq. Now consider the
map of sehemes Alo --+ Alo defined by the polynomial g(Z): this map ramifies over a finite set of points
Xl, ... , X m E Alo (kö) = kö, and using thc jacobian criterion one checks easily that IXi I 2: 1 for all i. On
the complement of Xl1 ••• , X n , 9 restricts to an etale covcring U --+ Al- {Xl, ... , X n }. By proposition 3.3.11
of [BI], it follows that thc rnap gan : unn --+ (AlJao - {Xl, ... , xo} is also an etale covering. But eleariy
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[7r]9 is obtained from gan by base change to E(O, 1) C (Ale )an, and the lemma follows from corollary 3.3.8
of [BI]. D

Remark 6.1.2. The proof of thc lemma shows in particular that thc restriction of the analytic covering
.>. : IE(O, 1) --+ (AL )nn to any bounded disc E(O, p) Y (Alo )an factors as a trivial (split) covering followed
by an algebraic covering of finite degree.

For any positive integer n, let k n = ko(Gn ), koo = Un>okn and koo the completion of koo . Recall
(remark 2.1.6(2)) timt Goo = Ker(.>. : IE(O, 1) --+ (AiJnn). In particular, this kernel is contained in koo .

As usual we obtain a sheaf of sets (in the analytic etale topology) ovar (Ale )an by taking the etale
local sections of the morphism .>.; let us denote by 4' this sheaf.

For any givcn complete field extension k of kOI there is a base change map p : (Al )an --+ (Al
o

)an and
wo can form the pull back 4Jk =p*4'. For our purposes , the really usefnl shcaf is 4>kt""; for brevity we will
denote it simply by cPoo.

Definition 6.1.3. The shea! ePoo acquires a translation action of the discrete group Goo I which as usual
makes it iuto a Goo-torsor. We call 4J00 the Lubin-Tate torsor associated to F.

Let A be SOUle torsion ring in which the residue characteristic of k is invertible, and 'ljJ : Goo --+ Ax be
a character of G00' \Ve can form the associated sheaf

Ct/J = 4>00 xt/J A

":-'1which is a rank one loeal system of A-modules on (Att"" )an .

.'.' A note about notation: for a map f : X --+ (Al"", )an sometime we will write C(f) in place of j* C.

.tAIso, if k is a complete extension of koo , t,he base change map 7r : (Al)an --+ (A1:t"" )an gives us a new sheaf
Ck = 7r* L. If it is clear from the context which base field we havo in mind, wo will omit the subscript k.
Given a linear coordinate t on (A1)an I somctime we will write Ga (p, t) for the analytic group obtained
by restricting the addition law ofGa to the disc E(O,p) = {x E (A1)(ln Ilt(x)\ < p}.

\Ve list here some elementary properties of L1/J' that follow from the general yoga of torsors. Let
m : Ga X Ga --+ Ga be the addition map, and pr I , pr2 : Ga X Ga --+ Ga the projection maps on the first
and second factor. Then CT/J comes with:

LT1) a rigidification at the origin:

Lf/l,{O} ~ At/J,{o}

LT2) a trivialization:
m* L.t/J 0 pr~ C~l 0 pr;.c~l ~ AGa xGa

compatible with the rigiclification at the origin {O,O} induced by LTl.
LT3) In particlllar:

Lt/J-I ~ L~I.

\Ve will denote by p( 'l/J, t) the supremum of all real numbers p such that L.TjJ trivializes on Ga (PI t). If t
happens to be the same parameter which wo chose to give the power series expansion for the morphism
.>., we get p( 'l/J, t) .2: .PI and cquality holds if and only if tf; is injective. ~1/loreover p( 'ljJ, t) = 00 if and only
if tf; is trivial.

Before lIloving on, wo shonld remark that the differcnce between one choice or another of the underlying
Lubin-Tate group, is purely arithmetic. By this we mcan the following: suppose that F, F' are two Lubin
Tatc groups, and Goo ,G~ the respective torsion groups. Take two characters 'ljJ, 'ljJ' of Goo and respectively
G~. Thcn over the completion of k(Goo ) (resp. of k(G~)) we obtain the Lubin-Tate torsor [,1/J (rcsp.

CIjJI ). \Ve can pull-back both of them to the CQInmon overfield 'kg, and there we have

Proposition 6.1.4. For a E kg, let l1a : (Aj;" )an --+ (Ai" )(ln be the morphism x H ax. Then there exists
o 0

a E k8 such that, with the above notation

Proof. I am grateful to G. Faltings for furnishing the following explanation. It suffices to eompare a
general Lubin-Tate torsor F with thc classical Gm. To distinguish the two analytic groups, call Ep (resp.
F.<;m) the analytic space lE.(O, 1) endowed with thc group law F (resp. the multiplicative group law). The
torsion of Gm is of course I1p t"". Ta prove the claim it suffic..:s to show that the group homomorphism

1jJ : Goo --+ JJ.pc<> is induced by a morphism of analytic groups t/J : EF --+ IE4;m' because in that case we can
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find out the right a E köby noticing that AG", o;j; 0 Apl is an endomorphism of Ga, henee of thc form /La

for a eertain a. Now, the rnap 1jJ induees a map on the Tate groups ;j; :T(F) -+ T(Gm ), or what is the
same, an element of T(G)· := T(Gt ) (here Gt is the Cartier dual group of G). This is the same as giving
a eompatible system of group seheme homomorphisms

;PTJ. : F(n] -+ J1.p" (n > 0)

defined over (kö)o. In turns, this is a map of p-divisible group schemes F[pCQJ -+ J1.P"" which determines
the needed morphism ;p :EF -4- IF.e... over (ka)o. D

The proof of the following proposition is taken from [SGA4~J, Sommes trig. We reproduce it here to
stay on the safe side.

Proposition 6.1.5. Let k be a complete extension 0/ koo . Let 'ljJ : GCQ -+ Ax be a non-trivial character.
Then:

/or all p > p(1/1, t).

Proof. Let ß p be the connected eomponent of A-1 (Ga (p, t)) containing O. For a kCQ-rational point x of
ß p , let 7;1; be tbe translation 7;1;(g) = g[+/]x Oll ß p , where [+/] is Lubin-Tate group law. Also, let 7~

be the translation by y E Ga, with respect to wmal addition law on Ga' The formula A 07;1; = 7~(;I;) 0 A
stat~s that the pair (7;1;' 7~(x)) is an automorphism of the diagram ß p -+ Ga (p, t).

L.$,t 'ljJ(x) be the induced automorphism of (Ga (p, t), L.p). For x E Goo this automorphism gives the
identity on Ga (p, t), alld multiplication by 'ljJ(X)-1 Oll [w'

Let Wll(X) be the automorphism of H:(Ga (p, th"", [,,p) induced by 'ljJ(x). Then 1/JH(X) is multiplication
by 1/J(x)-l. On the other hand, the following "homotopy" lemma (applied to W: D. p x Ga (p, t) -----+
ß p x Ga(p,t) defined as "p(x,y) = (x,y + A(X))) shows that 'ljJH(X) = 'l/JH(O). Since by hypothesis
p > p(1/J, t), we can find x E G(p, t) n Goo such that 1 - "p(X)-1 is invertible; but we have seen that
multiplication by 1 _1fJ(x)-l is the zero map, therefore the claim folIows. 0

Lemma 6.1.6 ("Homotopy" lemma). Let X and Y be two analytic spaces over a complete valued field
k, with Y conneeted. Let 9 be a shea/ on X and (1jJ,c) a family 0/ endomorphisms 0/ (X, 9) pammetrized
by Y, Le.:

1fJ : Y x .X -----+ Y x X is a Y -morphi.<Jm and
c : 'l/J·pri9 -----+ pr:i9 a morphism 0/ sheaves.

Assume'l/J is·propcr. For y E Y(k), let 1fJH(y)· the endomorphism 0/ H;(X,9) induced by 'ljJy : X ---t X
and Ey : 1/J; 9 -----+ 9. Then"pH (y)" is independent 0/ y.

Proof. In fact, RPpr11pri9 is the constant sheaf on Y with stalk Hg(X, Q), and 1fJH(Y)" is the fiber at y
of the endomorphism :

o

6.2. The character induced by Galois action. We conclude this chapter with same observations
about. the Galois action on [,lP' Let (jj be the pull back of ePoo to (Ah )aTJ.; by transport of structure we

o
get a natural action of Gal(k8/koo ) on (jj, covering the action on (~Q )an. This action is inherited by

o
L.1• -ka ' In particular, if p is a kCQ-rationai point of (A!. )an, then the stalk C.,. p becomes a representation

'/'. 0 kg '/'.
of Gal(k8 / koo ) of rank one. For any n ~ 00, let k~b denote the maximal abelian extension of kn. It
is clcar timt thc action on [,lP,p factors through Gal(k~/koo)' I do not know the complete structure of
Gal(k~/koo); in particular I don't know whether there is a caIlOnical generator that takes thc place of
the Frobenius element as in the finite field ease. Instead we do the following. Let kür be the maximal
unramified extension of ko. Clearly kür C k~ and kür n koo = ko. We say that an element (j E
Gal(k~ / koo ) is a Frobenius element if the image of CI in Gal( kür / ko) is the canonical Frobenius generator.
Our aim is to give an explicit formula for the trace Tr(O", LTjJ,p) of the cndomorphism induced by the
Frobenius element 0" on thc stalk of [,lP at the point p. We start with two elementary lemmas:

Lemma 6.2.1. The map p H Tr(lJ", .[w,p) is a continuous group homomorphism Tru : koo -+ Ax.
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Proof. It follows easily from LTI and LT2 that the map Tru is a group homolUorphism. Moreover, it
follows from lemma 2.1.5 that the rcstriction of cPoo to E(O, p('lj;, t» is the trivial Goo-torsor; therefore thc
restriction of Lt/J to the same disc is a trivialline bundle, and we conc1ude that the kernel of Tru contains
this entire disc, Le. the map is continuous. D

Lemma 6.2.2. k: = UnENk~b.

Proof. It is dear that k~b C k~. On thc other hand, let x E k: and let Xl, ... , X m be the orbit of x
under the action of the fuIl Galois group Gal(k81 ko); take n big enough such that [kn(XI' ... , xm) : kn] =
[koo(XIl ... , xm ) : koo]. vVe get an isomorphism Gal(kn(xI' ... , xm)1 kn ) ~ Gal(koo (xl' "'1 x m)/koo ), and
this last group is abelian, being a quotient of Gal(k~/koo). D

It foIlows from the lemma that the choice of a Frobenius element a in Gal(k:lkoo ) is equivalent to
the choice of a sequence l10,l1I, .. ' of liftings of Frobenius l1n E Gal(k~b / kn ) such that the restriction of
l1n+l to k~b acts as l1n . Let ßn E kn such that the Artin symbol (ßn, k~b /kn ) acts on k~b as l1n . Then by
local dass field theory, it follows NlUkn+t/kn (ßn+d = ßn. Also, by Lubin-Tate theory it follows ßo = tr.
Conversely, the choice of a compatible system of elements ßn E kn as before is equivalent to the choice
of a Frobenius element l1.

For the next result we need some notation. First of all we select for each positive integer n:
1) a generator Vn of Gn as an k8-module, such that [trm-nlf(vm ) = Vn ;

2) an element ßn E kn such that the sequence of these elements satisfies thc compatibility condition
above, and corresponds to the choice of a Frobenius element aß;

~ 3) apower series bu(z) = z . rn(z), where r(z) E kO[[z]] satisfies r(O) i:- °and such that bn(vn) = ßn
_'(Finally, let Tu be the trace map froIll kn to ko.

~Proposition 6.2.3. Let]J be a point in Alo (koo ) = kool and choose an integer n such that (a) l'lrnpl < PI
and (b) [ko(p) : Jen] ::; n. Let m be any integer ~ 2n + 1. Then, with reference to tILe notation abovc:

Tr(ufJ,L:,p,p) ='" (["Ln T", (",rum) (~;' Iz~JL(Vn)) .
Proof. First of aB, notice that the group Gal(kglkoo ) acts also on E(O, 1) Xko "kg in such a way timt the
logaritlun becomes an equivariant morphism. Let' q E ..\-1 (p). Let (j be any lifting of aß to Gal (kö/koo );

then essentially by definition we have:

(6.2.4) Tr(aß, L.p.p ) = 'lj;((j(q)[- flq)

(where [-lf denotcs subtraction in the formal group). Obviously this formula is independent of the
choices involved. Take n such that (a) is satisficd; by inspecting the proof of lemma 6.1.1 and the remark
that follows it, we obtain:

..\-I(p) = [7Tn]/l(e('lrllp)[+f]Goo'

In particular we can take q E [7Tn]/l (e('lrup) in (6.2.4). We recall now thc definition of the generalized
Kummer pairing, introduced by Fröhlich in [Fr]: let F(kn ) be the subgroup of E(O, l)(koo ) cOllsisting of
thc elements rational over kn ; then there is a bilincar map:

( , )~ : F(kn ) x k~ ---+ Gn

defined as foBows. If ß E k;:, let Tß be the element of the Gal(k~b1kn ) which is attached to ß by thc
Artin symbol. If a E F(kn ), choose, in IE(O,l)(kCl

) such that [trn]f(,) = a. Then (a,ß)t'; = Tß(,)[-flf·
Clearly, if we take n such that both (a) and (b) are satisfied, the right-hand side in (6.2.4) translates as
1jJ((e(1l"np), ßn)~). Then the formula of the theorem follows immediat.ely from [\Vi] theorem 1. 0

6.3. Semilinear Galois action. Since the sheaf cP is already defined over ko1 it is natural to expect the
fuIl Galois group Gal(kg/ko) to act on L.p. In this section we show timt this is indced the case, at least
when thc Lubin-Tate formal group under considcration is the dassical multiplicative group Gm' The
action thus obtained will not be linear 1 but rather semilinear in a prccise sense. In this way, our theory
acquires a "p-adic flavour" which is unusual in an l-adic setting.

As announccd, in this section we restriet to the Lubin-Tate group Gm. Take a prime l whose residue
dass generates Z/p2; by Dirichlet theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions, there are plenty of such
e. With this choice, the Galois group of (b (tLpco) over (b is easily seen to be isomorphie to Z;. Let I{ll

be the ring of integers of Ql (tLpco) and set An = 01 in .
The group Goo attached to Gm is just IJpoo and any character 'lj; : IJpoo 4 A~ lifts to a charactcr

;p ; IJpoo 4 {)X; conversely, we can start with ;p and then obtain 'l/J by projecting onto A;:. Clearly
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wc can assign ;j; by identifying the two copies of jjpc>o, aue in tQl (p,pe<:» and the other in Qp (J1-poo ). Such
ideutification also indllces a unique isomorphism X between Gal(Q! ({tpc>o ) /fb.) and Q' = Gal(Qp (rtpc>o )/Qp),
givcn explicitly by thc rule

~(J;(g)) = ;j;(X(~)g)

fol' all a E Gal(Ql (lipe<:> )/Q!) and alt 9 E Ilpc>o. Another way of seeing this is a.s saying that ;p becomes
Q-equivariant, if we endow (b (,lpc>o) with the Q'-action

(~, x) I-t x(a)x

for a E Q', x E Ql(Jlpc>o). Having equivariance für q; is exactly the condition needed to transfer thc
Q-actian from 4Joo to thc associated locally canstant sheaf Lw' The Q-action on Lw is not linear, but has
the following semilinearity property:

a(b,~) = (x(a)b) . ~(s)

for any local section s of Lw and all a E Q, b E (b ({tpc>o ).

Next, let [( be any algebraic extension of koo , and j( its completion. There is a natural surjection
71" : Gal(l</ko) -4' Q and thc Q-action on L1jJ,koo lifts in a natural way to an action of Gal(K/k) on L1b ,K'
which satisfies again the same scmilinearity condition above (after replacing X by its composition with
71"). For a detailed treatment thc reader is referred e,g, to [B2] proposition 1.4.

Remark 6.3.1. In thc algebraic setting, one usually introduces the topos Sx of sheaves of sets on the
scheme ..IX" 1 and then, for any given ring A, assigns to Sx a structure of A-ringed topos, by selecting thc
ring~bjectAx dcfincd by thc constant sheaf on X with stalks isomorphie to A. As thc above construction
illus.trates, in the etale analytic setting, the choiee of the constant An-sheaf is not thc most natural: one
shml(d rather take thc geometrically constant sheaf An,x, twisted by tbe semilinear Gal(kö/ko)-actioll
defitled in this section,

7. FOURIER TRANSFORM

We are now ready to define the Fourier transform, With the set-up of thc previous chapters, we
only have to mimic the construction of the Deligne-Fourier transform, The proofs of most of the main
properties reduce to routine verifications, carried out by applying projection formulas, proper base change
theorem and Poincare dualitYl exactly as in Laumon's paper.

7.1. Definition and main properties. We consider complcxes of sheaves of A-modules, where A is
an f-coefficient ring, Let L1b be the locally constant Lubin-Tate A-sheaf of rank 1 associated to the
Lubin-Tate group F defined over the field kD, and the character 'ljJ : Goo ---t Ax. In this chapter and the
/ollowing one, the base field is a complete extension k 0/ koo .

Let S be an analytie variety over k and 11" : E ---t S an analytic vector bundle (defined in the obvious
way) of constant rank T ~ 1. We denote by 11"' : E' ---t S the vector bundle dual to E ---t S, by
(,) : E x S EI -4' (Al ym the canonical dual pairing and by pr : E x S EI ---t E, pe : E x s E' ---t EI the two
canonical projections,

Definition 7.1.1. The Fourier trans/orm for E ---t S, associated to the character 1/J, is the triangulated
functor

defined by

We will usually drop the subscript 'lfJ, unless we have to deal with more than one character at thc same
time. For later use we also introduce a special notation for a closely related functor: the operator :F1b,.
is given by the following formula:

Next we would like to show that :F shares some interesting properties with the Fourier transform deflned
over finite fields,

To start with, we state and establish involutivity: denote by 1f" : Eil ---t S the double dual vector
bundle of E, The previous construction applies to E' and its dual Eil to give a Fourier transform F' (and
thc related nmctor :F~), We consider thc composition:

Db(E, A) ~ Db(E', A) ~ Db(E", A).
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Dcnote by (l : E ~ E'/ the S-isolIlorphism defined by a(v) = - (V, .). Also, let (J' : S '-+ E, a' : S '-+ E',
a" : S Y Eil thc zero sections of :rr,:rr' , :rr" respectively. \Ve denote by S : E x s E -+ E (resp. by
Si : E' Xs E' ~ E') the addition law in the vector bundle E -+ S (resp. in E' -+ S) and by [-1] : E -+ E
thc inverse map for this addition law.

Theorem 7.1.2. There is a functorial isomofJJhism:

:F' 0 :F(K-) ~ a,,(K-)(-r)

fOT K- E Db(V, A) (The brackets denoting Tate twist, as usual).

Frao/. (Cp. [Lau], theorem (1.2.2.1)). We fix some notation: let 0 : E Xs E' xs Eil --+ E' Xs E" be
defined as o(e, e', eil) = (ei, eil - a(e)) and ß : E x Eil --+ Eil as ß(e, eil) = eil - a(e).

Consider the commutative diagram:

/-. "

~,

where the two squares are fiber diagrams.
It follows easily from property LT2 that

(7.1.3)

Then wc have:

:F' 0 :F(Ke) ~ :F'(Rpr;CC((,») 0 pr" J(-)[r])
~ Rpd'(.c((,») 0pr'''(Rpr:(.c((,») 0pr,,](e»)[2r]
:::: Rpr;'(.c((,») 0 Rpr23Ipri2(.c(C» 0 pr"K-»)[2r]
::= RprJ' Rpr23 ! (pr:h.c( C») 0 pri2.c( (, » 0 pri2pr" J(e) [2r]
::= Rpr;' Rpr231 (o".c( (,» 0 pri2pr" ](-)[2r]
:::: Rpr:' Rpr13 ,(o* .c((,» 0 pri3pr" ](-) [2r]
== Rprhpr* J(- 0 Rpr I 3!o* C((, »))[2r]
:::: Rpr;' (pr" K- 0 ß* Rprf' .c ((, ))) [2r].

To end the proof we apply to 1r' : E' -+ Sand L = A the lemma 7.1.4 below.

Lemma 7.1.4. For any Le E Db(S, A) we have:

:F(1r* Le[rJ) == a:Le(-r).

Praof. By the projection formula:

(proper base change)
(proj.fonnula)

(by formula (7.1.3))
(functoriality)

(projection formula)
(proper base change)

o

On thc other hand, llsing proper base changc, property LTI and proposition 6.1.5, we get:

a'* Rpr:.c( (,» =R:rrIA =As( -r)[-2r]
Rpr;C((, »)IE'-u'(s) = o.

o

Corollary 7.1.5. :F is an equivalence 0/ tJ-iangulated categories of Ob(E, A) onto Ob(E', A), with intJerse
a*:F'(-)(r). D
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In the case of the Fourier transform over a finite field, it is known moreover that :F preserves the
t-st.ruct.ure coming from middle perversity. As explained in [Lau], this boUs down to the equality of
functors :F1/1 = :;:1/1,,,. Even in absence of a theory of perverse sheaves for analytic varieties, we ean still
prove the eorresponding statement:

Theorem 7.1.6. The canonical map oJ ''fol'get support" induces an isomorphism 0/ Junctors:

Prao/. Fix a.., ustlal a eQordinate t on (Al )an. First of all , an arguIllent like at thc bcginning of thc proof of
[Ka-La] Theoreme 2.4.1 reduces us to the ease r = L Moreover, the assertion is obviousIy Ioeal on S, henee
wo can suppose that there exists a fiberwise linear isomorphism x : E ..:+ (Al)an x k S = (Al )sn. Then
also E' is trivialized by a coordinate y : E' ~ (Al ):r such that t(e,e'») =x(e)y(e' ) for alllocal sections
€, c'. Next we ean find a unique E ::> E such that x extends to a (unique) isomorphism x : E~ (lId )sn,

Let j : E x s E' y E x sE' be thc natural imbedcling. Clearly it suffices to show that for all points of
thc type (00, p) E E Xs E'

Rj" (Lw ((,») 0 pr" K-)(oo,p) =O.

We consider the map T : E' xsEx s E' --7 E x S EI defined as (e~, e, e~) I-t (e, Si (e~ ,e~)). We form the
fibre product diagram

~q

,~
}'
"f

and by smooth base change

T· Rj.(L((,») 0 pr· K-) ~ RjZTO" (L((, » 0 pr"1(·).

In particular

Rj" (L( (,» 0 pr" K-)(oo,p) ~ Rj~To", (.c( (,» 0 pr" I<-)(p,oo,O)'

Let CS' be the partially ordered set of all the etale neighborhoods of (y(p), 00, 0) in (lV rr Xs (Ir l )Sn x
(Al )Sn. We introduee the family C~ eonsisting of all the varieties of the form W Xk B such that

1) B is an open disc in (Al )an, centered at zero, i.e. B = {a E (A1)an I It(a)1 < TB}, and W .!Ä.
(At)sn Xs (IPt)sn is an etale neighborhood of (P,oo) E (IPI)sn Xs (AI)sn;

2) the image 4>(W) is eontained in an open subset of the form N(P) x k C, with C an open disc in (Ir1)an
of radins TC around 00 i.e. C = {a E (!Pl)an Ilt(a)1 > re l

} and N(p) some fixed open neighborhood of
y (p) in (A:) ~sn;

3) the ratio rB/rc is equal to the constant d.

Lemma 7.1.7. For any real number d > 0 the Jamily C~ is cofinal in Cs.

Proof. Let a : U ~ (Al )sn x S (IPI )sn x S (Al )sn be any etale open neighborhood of (p, 00,0) and q E U
a chosen lifting of (p, 00,0). We have an indueed map of germs

(U, q) --7 ((Al )sn x S (Ir l )sn x S (Al ):r, (p, 00,0».

Notice that the rcsidue fields of the points (p, 00) E (Al )sn x s (Ir l )sn and (p, 00, 0) E (Al )sn Xs (Ir l )sn x S

(Al )sn are naturally isomorphie. Therefore, it follows from theorem 3.4.1 of [BI} that the genn (U, q) is
isomorphie to a product ofgel'ms (W',ql) Xk ((Al)an,ü), where <p: (W',q') ~ ((AI)sn xs(pI)sn,(p,oo»
is a morphism of germs with an etale representative. Concretely this means that there exists an open
subset V C W I X k (A1)an with an open imbedding V 4 U which make the following diagram commute

W I Xk (AUan """'0(----- V ------~~ U

~Xl.,! 10
((A: rr Xs (!PI )sn) Xk (A1)an ===== (Al )Sn x S (!PI )Sn x S (Al )Sn.

Then proposition 3.7.8 of [BI] says that we ean find inside V a subset of the form W" x B' whieh
fulfills condition (1) above. Conditions (2) and (3) are easy to fix, by taking open subsets B C B' and
W C W". 0
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Fix areal number 6 strictly greater than p(1/J, t). Let Hf xk B E C~ be any neighborhood as above
alld set Es = y-l(B XI.; S), Co = C n (Al)an, Cs= x- 1 (CO XI.; S), Wo = W X(Al XP1)S" (E' Xs E).
Furthermore, we obtain obvious projection maps a : ~Vo -+ Csand ß : Cs-+ Co.

In view of the lemma, the theorem will follow if we show that

(7.1.8)

\Ve remark the commutative diagram

(7.1.9)

pr}"
E' Xs E Xs E' ----~~ E' Xs E

,o! pr !pr,

E Xs E' -------)0,.. E.

Moreover, let IL : E' x s E -+ (Al)an be the map (e', e) I--t (e, e')j an easy application of the Yoga of torsors
yields

(7.1.10)

We apply the Leray spectral sequence for the morphism pr12 : Wo x k B -+ Wo.
Set AI- = pr;I<- ® C(jL); tlIen, in virtue of (7.1.9) and (7.1.10) it suffices to show that

Rpr12. (pr23 C( (,)) ® pri2A1-)w = 0

OXIB ßXIB
Hf 0 Xs Bs -------..)0 CsXs Bs ----~)oCo xk B

I
! I pr" ! I (,) ( IJ)Hl

E Xs E Xs E -------)00.)0 E Xs E -----..)0 Ak an

~ :ror all points 1V E W"o. \Ve consider the commutative diagram
J ~
-.;

where rn(a, b) = ab. Set u = ß 0 a(w), take a small open neighborhood U C Co around u, and let
E(r) =m(U XI.; B). Ülle checks easily that, if U has been chosen small enough, then E(r) is some open
disc of finite radius r, centered at the origin. Denote by E thc connected eomponent of ..\-I (E(r)) C E(O, 1)
which contains °E E(O, 1). \Ve form thc fibre diagram

I

E ~o( m VI ~o!-------- V
2

>.! f! (ß
O

O)
XI

8 g!
E(r) 0( m U Xl.; B ... ((ß 0 o:)-IU) XI.; B.

By construction, the sheaf m·C trivializes on the ctale covering of finite degrec f : VI -+ U X k B. It
follows that m· ClUx ,," B is a direct summand in f.A and henee we obtain an imbedding

(7.1.11) RQpr12.(pr;3C((,)) 0 pr~2l\1-)I(ßoa)-1(U) y RQ(pr I 2 0 g).(pr I 2 0 gr 1I{I(ßoa)-l(U) (q ~ 0).

Notice also that for all y EU, the geometrie fibre (prI 0 f) -1 (y) is a fini te union of open discs. In order to
apply this observation, we need the following lemma, which is a minor variation of [BI] Corollary 7.4.2,
and whosc proof wc lcave therefore as an exercisc for the referee.

Lemma 7.1.12. Let t/J : X -+ Y be aseparated smooth morphism 0/ pure dimension d, ond s'Uppose that
the geometrie fibres 0/ fjJ are non-empty and have trivial eohomology groups Hg with coefficients in A /or
q < 2d. Then /or all F E S(X, A) we have RQt/J.4>· F = 0 /or q > O. 0

Next, sincc we have takcn W X k B E C~ and 6 > p(1/J, t), we see that the sheaf m· CIUx/eB is never
trivial on any of the geometrie fibres {V} Xk B (y EU). From this, together with (7.1.11) and lemma
7.1.12 (applied to prI2 0 g) we derive easily that

RprI2.(pr23C((,}) 0 pri2A1)Hßoo)-IU = O.

This proves (7.1.8) and the claim of thc theorem. 0

Remark 7.1.13. it is weil known that theorem 7.1.6 formally implies that the Fourier transform corn
mutes with Vcrdier duality. A Verdier duality thcory for etale analytic sheavcs has been established by
Berkovich in [B5].
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\Ve list hereafter a few of thc other main formal properties of the Fourier transform. The proofs have
the same fiavour as the previous proof of involutivitYl and proceed exactly as in Laumon's paper, therefore
we limit ourself to give the statements and refer the reader to the corresponding results in [Lau].

Theorem 7.1.14. (Cp. [Lau], the01'em (1.2.2.4)) Let EI --t E2 a morphism 0/ vector bundles over S
0/ constant ranks rl and r2 respectively, and let J' : E; -+ E~ be the tmnspose 0/ f. Then there is a
crlnonical isomorphism

o
Corollary 7.1.15. There is a canonical isomorphism

R1f:F(I(e) ~ a- K e(-rH-r]

o
Definition 7.1.16. The convolution product on E --t S is thc operation

* : Db(E, A) x Db(E, A) -+ Ob(E, A)

defined as
L

Ki * K; =RSI(Ki l8J K;).

Proposition 7.1.17. (Cp. [Lau], proposition (1.2.2.7)) There is a canonir..nl isomorphism
<~

~{ F(K; *K;) ::::: F(K;) 0F{I(;)[-r]
.- h

/or ~ll Ki,l(! E 0 (E,A). 0

Proposition 7.1.18. (Cp. [Lau], proposition (1.2.2.8)). There is a canonical "Plancherel" isomorphiBm

L L
R7I':(:F(Kn 0 F{I(;))::: R1f!(K; 0 [-l]*K;)(-r)

for all K~,K; E Ob(E,A). 0

Proposition 7.1.19. (Cp. [Lau], proposition (1.2.3.5)). Let 8 1 -4 S be a morphism 0/ k-analytic

varieties. Let EI .::.+ S} and E; ~ SI the vector bundles over 8 1 obtained by base change /rom E ~ 8

and E' ~ 8. Denote by JE : EI --+ E and JE' : E; --+ E' the canonical projeetions. Then there exists a
canonical isomorphism

F(RfE,Ke) ::: RfE'r FI (Ke)

for all K e E Ob(E11 A) (we have denoted by F l the Fourier transfonn for tlle vector bundle E} --+ SI)' 0

7.2. Cornputation of some Fourier transforms. The following examples of calculation of Fourier
t.rasforms are taken from [Lau], with the exception of proposition 7.2.4, which has no analogue in positive
characteristic.

i .L il. I
Proposition 7.2.1. Let F '--t E be a vector sub-bundle over 8 of constant mm s. Denote by F '--t E
the 07thogonal of F in EI. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

F(i .. AF[s]) ::: i;AFl. (-s)[r - s].

o
Proposition 7.2.2. Let e E E (8) (i. e. a section of E ~ 8). Denote by Te : E --+ E the translation by e.
Then there is a canonical isomorphism

o

Proposition 7.2.3. Let 0 : E ..; E' be asymmetrie isomorphism. Denote by q : E --+ (AUan and
q' : EI --+ (A1)an the quadratic /01"'ffiB associated to a (i.e. q(e) = (c, a(e)) and q'(e' ) = (0- 1 (e'), c')). Let
[2] : E' --+ E' be. m7LItiplication by 2 on the. vector bundle E'. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

[2]* F(.c(q)) ::: .c(_q') ® 1r'*R1r1L:(q)[r].

o
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8. GLOBAL THEORY IN DIMENSION ONE

For the next result, we suppose E ~ S has rank one for simplicity. Let B ~ S be a sphere bundle
inside E, i.e. a fibrc bundle over S with an opcn imbedding d: B 4 E whieh is a morphism of S-varieties,
and such that over each point sES, the restriction j. : ß-1 (8) 4 71"-1 (8) is thc imbedding of an open
ball of finite radius eentered at a(s) E 71"-1 (s).

We also fix some linear coordinate t on (AUan and let D ~ S be the dual bundle of B -+ S, i.e. the
fibre bundle over S with a elosed S-imbedding i : D -+ E', defincd by the equation

It((e,e'))l < p('IjJ,t) (e E B,e' E D).

In other words, thc restriction i. : ß'·(s) -+ 7I"'·{s) is thc imbedding of a elosed disc centered at 0-'(8).

Proposition 7.2.4. With the notation above we have
i) :F(i.A D ) = j!AB[l],
ii) :F(jI1\B) = i*AD(-l)(-l].

Proof. By theorem 7.1.2 we see that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. \Ve will prove (ii). By proper base
change we can assume that S is a point; then B is an open disc Ga (a, t) and D = Dß is a elosed disc of
radius ß = p(1/J,t)/o.. Set T = Ga(o.,t) Xk Dß . Note that the condition aß = p(1jJ,t) implies that L({,))
trivializes on T. It follows that the restriction of :F(jIAG,.(Q,t)) to Dß coincides with A[-I]. Therefore it
sufficcs to show that. :F(j!AG:,. (CI,t)) vanishes outside Da. To this purpose we can eheck on the stalks, alld
then the elaim follows from proposition 6.1.5. 0

21
• In this chapter we study the eohomology of a loeal system with meromorphic ramifieatian on an affine

..~ellrve (see definition 8.1.1 below). We start by cstablishing the finiteness afthe cohomology, then we makc
'a detailed study of the Fourier transform of a meromorphic local system, in case Cis an open subscheme of
thc affine line. Finally we refine our finiteness result into a formula of type Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarcvich
for our class of sheaves.

8.1. Finiteness properties. Let C be an affine smooth geometrically connected curve over k, and
let C be a compactification of C. Let C - C = {SI, ... ,Sm} and F a locally constant shcaf of finitely
gCllerated A-modules Oll can. For each i, choose a local parameter ti on (;n, centered around Si' We
obtain a family of discs l1i = {E(Si, p) I p E IR} and the restrietion of F to JE. (Si, p) = lE(Si' p) - {sd
yields a representation of 7f t (JE. (Si, p), xp ) (we choose some base point xp ). Hence F determines a stable
71"1 (17i, x)-modulc of finite rank F(Si) = HO(fh, FJ1J.

Definition 8.1.1. We say that F has me7'Omorphic ramification, if the action of 7fl (l7i, x) on each of the
A-modules F(sd factors through J-L{11i, x).

Definition 8.1.2. Let X : 7I"f1
9 (Gm,k, x) -+ Ax be a non- trivia! character. It defines a locally constant

sheaf of A-modules Kx an (Gm,k )an which we call thc Kummer sheaf associatcd to the charaetcr X.
Similarly, for a givell tame character X' : Jt(lE* (0, p), x) -+ Ax we obtain a sheaf of A-modules of rank one
on E· (0, p), which we call the Kummer sheaf associated to X'.

Proposition 8.1.3. Let L1/1 be a rank one sheal of A-module associated to some Lubin-Tate torsor und
a characte.r tf; as in section 6.1. Let G(X, 1jJ) be. the A-module with continue Gal(k ll fk)-action defined as

G(X,'IjJ) = H~((Gmtn Xk ka,Kx 0 L!J;).

Then: 1) G(X,1jJ) is a free A-module 01 rank one and the H~((Gm )an x k ka, Kx 0 LljJ) vanish for i -::j:. 1;
2) if j is the imbedding 01 Gm,k in AL there is a carwnical isomorphism

:F1/J(j.KJ ':::. j.Kx-t 0 G(X, 'IjJ).

Praof. Thc second statement can be infered, mutatis mutandis, from the praof of proposition 1.4.3.2 of
(Lau]. It is easy to verify that the cohomology of Kx 0 L!JJ vanishcs in degrces i -::j:. 1. To show that
G{X, 'IjJ) has rank one, we can use (2) and the involutivity theorem 7.1.2 to abtain

L L
(-1)* j.Kx(-1) ':::. j.Kx 0 G(X, t/J) 0 G(X-1

, 1/J).
L

This implies that G(X,1/J) 0 G(X- 1 , 1/J) fiUSt be free of rank one, hence the claim. 0

Theorem 8.1.4. Suppose that F is a locally constant sheal 01 finitely generated A-modules on can
,

with meromorphic ramification. Then the cohomology groups H; (can X k kll
, F) are finitely generated

A-modules.
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Proof. Choose loeal parameter t1 , .•. , tm as above. Let JEl (p), ... , Ern (p) be small open discs in van
, with

Si E lF.t(p) for i = I, ...m. Set lEi(p) = ~(p) - {sd and V = can - U;:1 E;(p). By lemma 4.1.6 the
restrietion of F to V is already defined over some finite subring A' c A, and then, by [B3J eorollary 5.6,
it follows that H- (V, F) is fini tely generated. Henee it suffiees to show that all the groups H; (rEä (p), F)
are finitely generated for sufficiently small p.

For any N E N, let tPN : Ei (p) --+ Ei (pN) be the morphism ti H tf'. From the equality

(8.1.5) H;(fF-'i(p),F) ~ H;(~(pN),epN_F)

and from theorem 5.2.16 we derivc that it suffiees to eonsider the case whcn F = L0T whcre L has rank
one and T is tarne of finite rank. Let m be the maximal ideal of A. Using inductively the short exact
sequcnce

o --+ mF --+ F -4 F --+ Fj(mF) --+ 0

wc ean reduce to the ease when A is a field. Thcn, by standard modular representation theory we ean
assume that T has rank one, hence T = K-x. is a Kummer sheaf associated to a tarne character X of
It(lE'" (p), xp ). Moreover, by lemma 5.2.8 we know that L is of thc form f-(LTjJ) where Ltj; is a raIlk Olle
sheaf associated to a Lubin-Tate tarsal' as in seetion 6.1 and f is a polynomial f(td E k[tiJ (since we are
only interested in geometrie results, the choice of the Lubin-Tate torsor does not matter).

Let n = deg(f). By standard arguments, after reducing the radius p, we ean find an alltomorphism
a : JEi (p) --+ lEi (p) such that a-(Ctj;(f)) ~ ep~(Lw)' Moreover, after further reducing p, we ean also
aehieve that a- (T) ~ T. Hence we can assume that f(ti) is a monomial f(ti) = ti. Using the formula
f. (Lt/J(f) 0 T) ~ Lw 0 f.T tagether with (8.1.5) and same standard modular representation theory, we
ean 1-educc to the ease when F = Lw 0 K-x ' Then the result follows from proposition 8.1.3. 0

~1
8.2. 1Canonical calculation of cohomology. The followillg very useful results are shamelessly adapterl
from,[Ka2] sections 2.1 and 2.2.

Let C be a proper smoath geometrieally eonnected curve over k and U C C a non-empty open sub
scheme. We are concenlCd with locally canstant sheaves F of A-modules with meromorphie ramification
OIl Uafl , where A is an t'-eoefficient ring. For 8 E C - U we may speak oE the slope deeompasition of
F(s). The slopes whieh occur in it are ealled the slopes of F at s. We say that F is totally wild at s
if F(s)Prn

•
r = 0, where Pmer = P('tJs)jP~ss(TJs) C J-L('tJs, x) is the meromorphie rarnifieation subgroup. In

other words, F is totally wild at .~ if 0 is not a slope of F at s.

Lemlna 8.2.1. For A as above, and s a chosen point of C - U, denote by W the abelian category of
locally constant sheaves 0/ finitely generated A-modules on Uftn which are meromorphically ramified at alt
points of C - U and totally wild at s.

(1) HO(uan Xk ka , F) = 0 = H;(uan Xk 'ka , F) for any F E W.
(2) The funetors F H H~ (uan X k 'kU

, F) and F H Hl (uan X k "ka , F) are exact functors from W to
the category of finitely generated A-modules.

(3) Both functors in (2) above carry A-flat F in W to free A-modules 0/ finite rank. Their formation
is compatible with extensions 0/ scalars A --+ AI of l-coefficient rings.

Prao/. (ep. [Ka2] lemma 2.1.1) (1) We have HO = 0 because F1i~ has no non-zero Pmer-invariants. By
corollary 5.2.7, F1j~ is semisimple as a Pm~r-module, henee it has no eoinvariants either, whieh shows that
H; = O. (2) follows immediately from (1) and from theorem 8.1.4. (3) If N is any finitely generated
A-module, take aresolution K. --+ N by free finitely generated A-modules. For F E W we obtain a
complex F 0A !(. of objects in Wand by exactness, thc functor Hi carnes its homology objects to thosc

of thc complex Hi(uan
Xk kU

, F 0A K.) = Hj-(uan Xk "kU
, F) 0A K •. This mcans that

Hi (uan
XJr. ka , Tor~ (F, N)) = Tor~(Hi (uan

Xk ka , F), N).

Therefore, if F is A-flat, then so is HJ (uan Xk ka , F). Taking i = 0 also yields compatibility with
extensions of sealars. 0

Lemma 8.2.2. Suppose that C - U = D1 U D2 is a decomposition of C - U into two disjoint non-empty
finite sets of closed points. Denote by jl : U '-+ C - D2 and j2 : U 4 C - D 1 the corresponding
partial compactijications of U. Then for A as above and F any locally constant sheaf of finitely generated
A-modules on uan with meromorphic ramification at all points of C - U we have

(1) Hi((C - D2 )an XJr. ka ,hIP) = 0 for i ::j:. 1.
(2) The Hl is an exact funetor to finitely generated A-modules.
(3) This functor cames A-flat sheaves F to free finitcly generated A-modules. fts formation commutes

with extensions A --+ A' of t.·coefficient rings.
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Proof. (Cp [Ka2] lemma 2.2.1) The only point which requires attention is the proof that H 2 = O. In
the absence of clean-cut results on the cohomologicaI dimension of affine varieties, we offer the following
somewhat ad hoc argument. Let m be the maximal ideal of A. Using inductivcly the short exact sequence

o~ mF ~ F -+ F -+ F / (mF) ~ 0

we reduce to the case whcn A is a fie1d. Since C - D 2 is affine, we can find a scqucnce of affinoid domains
(Vi)IEN with Vi C Vi+l for all i, such that Ui Vi = (C - D 2 )an. Since F is meromorphically ramified, the

groups Hi(l~ Xk /ia, h!F) are tinitely generated, and by Mittag-LefHer (see [BI] lemma 6.3.12) it follows

Hi((C - D 2 )an Xk /io,jllF) = ILrEHi(Vi Xk ka,jllF).
i

ConsequentIy, it suffices to show that H 2 (V x k 'ko 1 jl!F) ::::: 0 for aB sufficiently large affinoids V. Since
V is quasi-compact wc have

H 2 (V x k kO, Jl!F) ::::: H;(V x k kO, jl!F) ::::: H;((V n U) Xk ka
, F).

\Vrite V n U = Au B where A is an affinoid domain and B is a smooth analytic space of dimension one
such that B n A = 0. \Ve consider the short exact sequence

0-+ FIß ! -+ F -+ FIA - -+ 0

with obvious notation.- Taking cohomology with compact support we obtain an exact sequence
1 -- 0: 2 -- 2 -- 2-'(8.2.3) H (A Xk ka,F1A ) -+ Hc(B Xk kO,F1ß ) -+ Hc((VnU) Xk kO,F) -+ H (A Xk kO,FIA)'

:~

. JThe rightmost term in (8.2.3) vanishes by [BI] theorem 6.4.1(i). Hence it suffices to show that a is
.~surjective for some choice of A and B. Suppose first that HO(uan Xk /io,FV

) ::::: O. Given V as abovc,
take an affinoid W C V such that B C W. Let A' ::::: A n W. It is dcar timt 0: factors through
a' : H 1(A' Xk kO

, F1A,) -+ H;(B x k kO, FIß ). \Ve show that the natural morphism ß : H 1 (A x k ka
, FIA) -+

H 1 (A' x k kA
, FIA') is surjective if A is sufficientIy Iarge and AI is sufficiently small. Since both A and

A' are quasi-compact, this can be checked in Huber's theory. Thc cokernel of ß injects into H; ((A 
AI) Xk ka,F) :::::: HO((A - A') Xk 'kR

, FV(I)). Since by hypothesis HO(U Xk 'ka,Fv ) :;:;: 0, it foBows that
for A sufficiently large, and A' sufficiently small HO ((A - A') x k 'kA

, F V (1)) = O. Hence for sufficiently
large V and sufficiently small W, the map ß is surjective as required. Consequcntly, in order to provc
that D: is surjective, we need only to show that cl.' is surjeetive for sufficiently small AI and B. Let
N =HO(B Xk ka,Fv ). We can find a sufficicntly smaB affinoid A" c W such that. All n uan = All n B
and such that the constant sheaf N A"nu on A" n uan injects into F1A"nu">\. Replace V by A", and find
new A, B eVas above, so that we have a short sequence of locally constant A-sheaves on V n uan

(8.2.4) 0 ~ Nvnu"" -+ F V
-t Q -+ 0

and N c HO(B Xk kR
, FV ). If NI = HO(B Xk kA! FV

) is strict.ly larger than N, wc can repeat thc abovc
procedure and find smaller V, A, B such that the exact sequence (8.2.4) holds with N' in place of N amI
such that N c Nie HO (B x k ka

, F V
). The sequence N C N' c ... obtained by iterating this procedure

nmst stabilize, since the rank of F is an upper lwund for the rank of aB these modules. Hencc wc can
assurne that N ::::: HO(B Xk 'ka,FV). \Ve take Huber's cohomology of the exact sequence (8.2.4) : sincc
H~(A Xk ka,Q) 0 we get an imbedding H~(A Xk ka,N) -t HJ(A Xk 'kn,FV) which dualizes to a
surjection

1 -. 1 -. V I -. v
H (A Xk ka,F) -+ H (A Xk ka,N ):::::: H (A Xk kA,A) @i\ N .

Again, the same surjectioll holds in Bcrkovich's cohomology, and thercfore we obtain a commutativc
diagram

Hl(A Xk ka,F)~ H1(A Xk ka, N V )

! !
H~ (B x k ka

, F) --.::::... H~ (B x k ka , N V
) •

Thus we are reduced to the case where F is the constant sheaf A and we need to show that the morphism
H 1 (A Xk kfl

, A) -+ H~ (E x k ka , A) is surjective. Going back to (8.2.3), wc sec that it suffices to show that
H;((Vnuan) xkka , A) ::::: 0, which is easily done. This concludes the proofin case HO(uan Xk 'ka

, FV) = O.
In thc general case, let M = HO(uan x k "ka,F V ); we get a short exact sequence of A-sheaves on U

o---+ [(1 -+ F ---+ MU"n -+ 0
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we havc

whence an exact cohomology sequence

H 2 ((C - D2 )an Xk ka,h!/(d -t H 2 ((C - D2 )an Xk 'ku,hIF) -t H 2 ((C - D2ym Xk ka,jl!A) 0A MV -t O.

One check.e; casily that thc rightmost term vanishes, and hence we are reduced to verify t.he claim for the
sheaf /(1. Proceeding inductively we obtain a finite sequence of locally constant sheaves /(r, /(2, ... , ](n

with tbc property that H 2 ((C - D 2 ym Xk kfl,juIC) =0 => H 2 ((C - D 2ym Xk ka,juF) = 0 for all i, and
such tImt HO(uan x k 'kG

, /(~) = 0, so the claim follows by the previous case. 0

Now let us consider thc following situation: U is an affine open subset of C, D c U is a finite set of
closed points amI j : U - D y. U is the inclusion. For F locally constant on U we have a long exact
cohomology sequence

o-t HO(uan Xk ka,F) --+ JrJ(D Xk ka,FiD) ~ H 1 (uan Xk ka,jü·p) --+ H1(uan Xk ka,F) -t O.

This means that we can calculate the cohomology groups Hi (uan X k 'ka, F) as the cohomology of the two
term complcx

*(F): HO(D Xk ka,F1D ) ~ H 1 (uan Xk ka,jd·F).

Proposition 8.2.5. (1) For A as above, the construction F H *(F) is an exact /unctor from the category
0/ meromorphically ramified locally constant 8heaves 0/ finitely generated A-modules on uan to the category
0/ two-tcnn complexes 0/ finitely generated A-modules.

(2) // F is A-fiat, then *(F) is a two-tenn complex 01 free finitely generated A-module.s.
(3) The formation 01 *(F) commutes with extensions 0/ l-cocfJicient rings.
~,1

Proof. (ep. [Ka2] Key lemma 2.2.5) Thc essential part is a special case of lemma 8.2.2 with (U, D1 , D2 ) =
(U J/D,D,C - U). 0

N~xt we consider how to "calculate" cohomology with compact support. For a locally constant sheaf
F of fillitely generated A-modules on uan , the cohomological purity theorem [BI] 7.4.5 yields a short
exact sequence on uan

o-t F -t Rj.rF --+ (F(-l)ID)[-l] -+ O.

Notice now that H;(u an Xk ka , Rj.(j· F)) = O. Indeed, in terms of the diagram of inclusions

H~(uan Xk ka , Rj.U·F)) = Hi(can Xk ka , k2JRj.U·F))
= Hi(can Xk ka , Rkh j2J(j· F))
= Hi((C - Dym Xk Jia, hl(j· F))

which implies thc claim by virtue of lemma 8.2.2. We derive a long exact cohomology sequcncc

o -+ H~ (uan
Xk Tia 1 F) -t H~ (uan

X k Tia, Rj.. (rF)) -+ HO(D x k Jia 1 F1D )(-1) -+ H;(uan
Xk Tio" F) --+ O.

Therefore the two-term complex placed in degrees 1 and 2

*c(F) : H~ (Uan
X k ka, Rj .. (j" F)) -+ HO(D x k Tia, FID)( -1)

calculates the H~(uan Xk ka, F). The analogue of proposition 8.2.5 is valid for tbc functor F H *c(F),
with the same proof.

Definition 8.2.6. For A as above, let F be a locally constant sheaf of free finitely generated A-modules
on uan . Then by proposition 8.2.5, the complexes *(F) and *c(F) consist of free finitely generated A
modules. The Euler chamcteristics X(uan x k ka , F) and Xc(uan x k Tin 1 F) are the alternating sums of
thc A-ranks of the components of *(F) and of *c(F) respectively.

Remark 8.2.7. (1) Of course, if each of the cohomology groups Hi(uan Xk ka,F), i = 0,1 is itself a
free A-module, then the alternating sums defined above are equal to thc literal alternating sums on the
cohomology groups themselves. (2) It can be shown (left to the reader) that the Euler characteristics do
not depend on the choice of tbe finite set of points D.
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8.3. Constructibility properties. In this and the following section we study some special features of
the Fourier transform on rank one vector spaces. Henee here the base variety S of seetion 7.1 is redueed
to a point and both E and its dual E' are affine spaees of dimension one, identified with (Al )on. The main
result of this seetion says that the Fourier transform of a meromorphically ramificd sheaf !( Oll (A1)°n
is loeally eonstant outside a finite set of points S; moreover the set S can be eompletely determined in
terms of the ramifieation of !( at infinity. Since we are interested only in geometrie results, we ean and do
assume that F is the formal multiplicative group Gm. Our method eonsists in studying in detail eertain
one-parameter contilluouS dcformations of some special loeal systems on the affine line (see lemma 8.3.3
below).

\Ve fix an l-coefficient ring A and we denote by Lt/J the rank one sheaf of A-modules associated to
the Lubin-Tate torsor Land to a character 1/J : J-Lpoo -t Ax. Let j : Gm,k -t Al be the imbedding. \Ve
choose linear coordinates y and x on the first and seeond factor of Al x k A~ and a linear eoordinate t
on Al. Then the dual pairing C) of seetion 7.1 reduees to a map 1n : Al x k Al --+ Al defined by the
ring homomorphism k[t] -t k[x, y] which sends t to xv. For a eomplex !(- of A-modules on (Ak)Gn, the
Fourier transform in degree i is then the fundar

:Fi(K-) = Ri+ 1m(p· K- 0 m· L)

where q, p are the two projections of Al x k Al on the two fadors.

Lemma 8.3.1. Let f(t) = t n be a monie polynomial, seen as an algebraie map J : Al -t Al and denote
by K-x the locally constant sheaf 0/ free A-modules on (Gm •k )Gn associated to some tame representation X

~~o/ 1f1(Gm, x). Then Hl ((Gm )00 X k kO ,Lt/J(f) 0 JC-x) is a /ree A-module (md

~~ rk H~ ((Gm rm x k ka
, Lt/J (J) 0 JCx ) = deg(f) . rk (K:\J

'Proof. The isornorphism

H~ «(Gm t 1l x k kU
, Lt/J (J) 0 K-x) ~ H~ ({lGm)un X k kO

, Lt/J 0 J.. (Kx ))

rcduees to thc ease whcre dcg(f) = 1. Freenes follows from lemma 8.2.1.(3) which also shows timt to
eOInpute the rank we ean assume that A is a field of characteristic l. By lemma 8.2.1.(2), after a finite
extension of sealars, we can cven assume timt the taIlle representation K x is absolutely irreducible. In that
case, it follows by standard modular representation theory that X is a character, i.c. rk(K:x) = 1. Finally

we are redueed to show that H; ((Gm )ao X k kO
, Lw 0 K:x ) has A-rank Olle, whieh holds by proposition

8.1.3. 0

In the remaining part 0/ seetion 8.3 we will switeh to Huber's theory 0/ etale cohomology /or adic
spaces. Formally this means that in plaee of a Hausdorff strictly k-analytie spaee X we consider the
associated rigid analytie variety, which is denoted s(X) in [BI] seetion 1.6. Ey [Hub](1.1.11) the eatcgory
of rigid analytie varieties over k is a full subcatcgory of the eategory of adic spaces over Spa(k, k O

) (see
loe.eil. for the notation). Then, according to [Hub] proposition 0.7.15 one associates to the functor s a
morphism of sites

8 x : s(X)u --+ X et .8

where s(X)et is the etale topology of s(X) and X et .6 is a certain site on X (defined in [Hub] section 8.3)
with a natural morphism of sites X u --+ X Ü .8 whieh induces an equivalence on the associated toposes.

Huber stuclies thc eohomology of sheaves on the site s(X). We will clenote with the usual symbols
(Hi(s(X), -), R.i f! ... ) the respeetive functors defined as in [Hub]. Moreover, we will actually denote thc
rigid analytic variety s(X) again as X.

Apriori this notation could lead to some eonRiet with our previous use of these symbols, since in
general the cohomology 0/ [Hub] does not agree with Berkovich's theory. However, Huber proves that
there is agreement in a number of important eases. Notably, if J : X ---+ Y is a clused morphislI1 of
analytie spaees (see [Bl](1.5.3iii)), then one obtains a natural isomorphism of functors

Gy 0 Rf! ~ Rs(J)! 0 8 x.
Moreover, for any X as above, any abelian sheaf F on X et.8 and every n E No,

H O(Xet.6' F) ~ Hn(S(X)etl e"F).

Dsing these results, most of the results proved so far remain available after we switch to Huber's theory.
We will lcave to the referee the task of checking that in the following we make indeed a legal use of thc
eomparison theorems between the two theories.
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Lemma 8.3.2. Keep the notation of lemma 8.3.1. Then for all real numbers r large enough, the natural
morphism which ('lorgets supports"

H~ (lTh{O, r) xk kCl
, LI/J (f) @ jdCx ) -4 H I (IIll(O, r) x k kCl

, Lt/J (f) @ j!JCx )

is an isomorphism.

Proo/. For any r >°we have a commlltative diagram

Hl (IO(O, r) x k kCl
, LW (f) 0 jrKx ) ---. H I (1Th(O, r) Xk 'k Cl , Lt/J(f) 0 jlK,J

"e1 r'e

!f.l «A~ )Cln X k kCl I LI/J (f) 0 j!Kx )~ H I «Al )Cln X k kCl I LI/J{f) 0 j!Kx )

and for all r large enough, both maps ar and br are isomorphisms, as one sees easilYI since all these
cohomology groups have finite rank. Hence it suffices to show that a is an isomorphism.

By lemma 8.2.2.(3) we know that both groups are free A-modules, whosc formation is compatible with
scalar extensions, hunce to show that a is an isomorphism we can assurne that Ais a field of characteristic
e. By lemma 8.2.2.(2) we can also take a scalar field extension to reduce to the case when K.x is absolutely
irrcducible, i. e. it has rank one.

Suppose first. that X is not the trivial character and let j' : Al y lPl be tbe natural imbedding. We
consider thc following sequence of maps of complexes

r'
jr(L~I(f)0jIKx) -4 j:(L1jJ{f)®j!K.x ) ~ Rj:U:,t/J(J)®j!JC:d ..; Rj:{Lt/J(J)®j.K.x) -4 Rj:(L1/;(J)®Rj.K.x )'.....~ r
By the Leray spectral sequence, the maps in cohomology induced by ß and "y are injective, consequently
wo obtain imbeddings

H~«Altn
Xk ka, L1jJ(j) 0jlK.);.) Y H 1«A1)an Xk k\ L1/;(f) 0jlKJ Y H 1 «Gm,k)an Xk kU

, LI/J(J) 0 KxJ

By lemma 8.3.1 (and by Poincarc duality), thc first and thc third terms havc the same rank, henee tbe
claim in case X is not trivial.

If X is trivial, we eonsider the short exact sequence

which shows that

Now an argument similar to the previous case concllldes thc proof. D

Now, let f{y) ::: Lj ajyj, g(y) ::::: Lj bjyj be any two polynomials wit.h coefficients aj, bj E k and
R > °auy real number. We consider the following diagram

(Al )an~ (Al )an x k 10(0, R)~ D(O, R)

l~/'R"
(AUan

where f-lf,R,N(X, y) ::: f(y) +x' g(y) and PR, qR are the natural projections. Moreover, for any two positive
real numbcrs r > c > Odefine U (J, c, r) C (Al)an as folIows:

- if deg(f) > deg(g) then U(j, c, r) ::::: U{r) ::::; W(O, r);
- if deg(J):S deg(g) then U(f,c,r) = ~O,r) - ID(-adeg(g),c).

Notice that /lo,R,1I coincides with the restrietion of thc multiplication map m : Al x Al ~ AL henec for
j ::: °and g(y) = y we recover the Fourier trausform:

:F(I<) ~ lim RqRl(pjlK Q) f-lo R 11[,1/;)·
R~oo ' ,

Lemma 8.3.3. With the notation above, for any two real numbers r > E > °we ean find Ho > 0 :m.ch
tllat the for all R 2: Ho the natural morphism

(}R : R1qR!(PnKx 0 f-lj,R,gL1/;) -4 R1qn", (P'RK.x 0 f-lj,R,gLI/J)

restriets to an isomorphism over the open subset U(f l c, r).
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Froof. For any two real numbers R 2 > R I > °we have imbeddings (and a projection)

(AUun x 11)(0, Rd~ (AUan x ~(o, R2 )~ (Al )un x (lIJl(o, R.2 ) - DCo, Rd)

liD
q

(Al)un 00( (Al x k IPl)un.

Set G = pnK.x ® Jij,R,gLw' We obtain a morphism of exact triangles in the derived category:

(8.3.4)

Rjo-j!j"'G~ Rj[}t.G~ Rj[}t.i.i·C

where the map Q is a quasi-isomorphism. Let U C (AUun be any open subset. By applying the
triangulated functor RQ* to (8.3.4) we derive the following equivalence

RlqR'J!GIU :: RlqR'J.CIU <==> RlqR'J!(i!FC)IU :: RlqR'J.(i!i·G)IU

which says that the cone of (JR'J depends only on the behaviour of the sheaf G on (Al )un x (lß{R2 ) -lIl{RI )).

Now, suppose that deg(f) = M > deg(g). Then for any r > °we can find Ho sufficiently large, so
that for all R2 > R1 > R(j there is a commutative diagram

,'4
\
I

J(8.3.5)

IIJ>{O,r) x (ID!(O,R2 ) -lIb(O,Rd)~ ID!(O,r) x (lIJl(0,R2 ) - D(ü,Rd)

t"IO,n"o l"I,R",
(Al )un (Al )UU

where fo(x, y) = aMyM and ß is an isomorphisrn. Then to decide whether eR is an isomorphism it suffices
to check on the stalks over the points x E ])(0, r). Finally, by quasi-compact base change we reduce to
thc situation of lemma 8.3.2, which shows the claim in case deg(f) > deg(g).

For the case deg(f) ~ deg(g) =N, let yo(y) = bNyN and !I (y) =aNyN. Pick real numbers r > E > O.
Then, again for R2 > R 1 > Ro all large enough, we find a diagram like 8.3.5, except that we must take
U(f,E,r) illstead of ID!(O, r) and IlJi,R2,go instead of JLfo,R'J,O. Again we can check on the stalks, and reduce
to lemma 8.3.2 as in the previous ease. 0

Theorem 8.3.6. Let 1< be a sheaf 0/ free A-modules 0/ finite rank on (Al )un, which is the extension by
zero 0/ a loeal system mcromorphically ramified on the complement 0/ a finite set 0/ k-rational points.
Then ;:0(1<) i.'I loc(111y constant on the complement 0/ the finitely many k-ratiorwl points Xl, ... , Xn E
(Al )Qn such that the Swan conductor 0/ (p. I< 0 m· L1,/I){:t;} X (Al, ),"" is lower than its generic value.

Proof. \Vith the notation above, set G = P'RI< 0 JJö,R,1 Lw. To start with, we would like to find same
large open subset U C (Al )an over which the following map restriets to an isomorphism:

eR : Rl/R!G --t RqR.G.

An argument like in lemma 8.3.3 says that. the cone of eR depends only on the behaviour of the sheaf 1<
on some annulus ~R) - D(r), and in partieular we can assume that 1< is the extension by zero of a loeal
system on (Gm.d un , by replacing K with the canonical extension of 1<'/0:> (provided by corollary 5.1.21).
Then K will even be tamely ramified at ü. Let us introduce the map

't/JN : Al --t Al y t-t yN

Clearly eRN is a direct summand of the map

~R: Rqfll(1 x 't/JNtC --t RqR.(1 x 'l/JNtG.

We know that for some N the shcaf 'l/J'NK is unramified at zero, and sinee by hypothesis it is meromor
phically ramified at infinity, we have (by lemma 5.2.8)

'l/J'N 1<:: EB fj L1/1
j

for some polynomials /j. Thus (1 x VJN)·C :: EBj P,jj,R,1,/INL1/J and we can apply lemma 8.3.3 which shows
that for all r > E > ü we can find Ho such that for all R > R{J the map ~R restricts to an isomorphism
on the set V(r,cd =nj U(h,r,cd·
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This in turns means that also f}n is an isomorphism over V(r, cd. Now, let VI, ..• , Vn be the ramification
points of the sheaf K, contained inside IDl(O, R). Let lE(Yi' c2) C IID(O, R) be thc open disc of radius C2

centercd at the point Vi. "Ve can choose C2 small enough so that JJ.Ö,R,lI.(l/J is a geometrically constant shcaf
on each of thc open subsets V(r, cd x E(Yi I C2) C V(r, ed x IID(O, R). Let W(C2, R) = lIJl(O, R) -U i IE(Yi' c2).
We have the usual project.ions

V(r,cd"":!'!- V(r,cI} x W(c2,R)~ W(c2,R).

By [Hub] theorem 6.2.2, we know that RIq~!(p;K 0/lö,R,yC,p) is a constructible sheaf. Since by hypothesis
!( has only meromorphic ramification, this easily impties tImt also R1q!G is constructible on V(cI,r).
On the other hand, by [Hub] theorem 8.3.5 we know that R1q",G is an overconvergent sheaf, hence by
[Hub] lemma 2.7.11, Rlq!G is locally constant on V(r,c:d.

FinallYl lctting r --+ 00 and Cl --+ 0 we obtain that PJ(K) is locally constant outside finitely many
points, as stated. Ey inspection, it is clear that these points are exactly those x E (Ak )an where thc Swan
conductor of the sheaf GI{x}x(~)"n drops from its generic value. D

Remark 8.3.7. Thanks to the remarks above, we see that theorem 8.3.6 also holds true in Berkovich's
thcory as weIl. I do not how to prove this theorem without making use of Huber's theory.

8.4. Stationary phase. We return to Berkovich's etale cohomology of analytic spaces. In this section
we establish our version of thc principle of stationary phase.

'Va apply the constructions of section 4.3 to the pro-analytic space C(8) = IP1(oo). Let X denote the
pro-):thalytic space (Al Xkr~) xPLlP'l(oo). The shcafm"'.c induces a sheafon X 11"", , which we will dünote by

the #IIle name. Then for each i ~ 0 we may form R i ~ '7"", (m '" C) 1 which is a sheaf on X oo = (Al )ao X k 'ka .

A~~bit more generally, suppose that k is the completion of an algebraic extension of a complete subfield
k' which contains koo . All the varieties and shcaves introduced above are obtained by base change from
corresponding objects dcfined over k l

, and we can considcr the functor R~I1<>o/kl.

Proposition 8.4.1. With reJerence to the notation above, Ri~I1"",/kl (m'" C) = 0 fo1' all i ~ 0.

Proof. Thc proof is basically a variation of the proof of theorem 7.1.6 (with the two affine axes swapped
in Al Xk lPl x k Al). Thanks to proposition 4.3.11, it suffices to consider the case k = k' , and hence we
need only to study Ri~T/<>o (1n'" .c). We will show that the stalk of Ri~I1<>o (m'" C) vanishes at all points

S E (Al)an xk ka . By definition the stalk (Ri~'I<>o(m'" C))" consists of a direct system of A-modules {M;}
inclexed by the ordered set of positive real numbers p. Hence it suffices to consider a given p and show
that M; = O.

Let Y = (At Xk lPl x Al) xp~ lP1(oo). We define a map T : Al Xk lPl Xk Al ---+ Al Xk lPl by letting
(x, v, z) H (x + z, y). Then Tinduces a smooth map of pro-analytic spaces Y ---+ X which we denote
again by /. Proposition 4.3.5 applies and we obtain

T;(Ri~I1<>o(m"'C))~ Ri~I1<>o(T;<>om"'.c).

In particular

(8.4.2) (Ri~I1<>o (m'" C))1l ~ (Ri~'I<>o (T,~"", m'" C))(O,s)'

By (8.4.2) (see also section 4.3 for the notation) and a standard argument we obtain

M; ~ lim tim Hi(j;;.IUr, (T"'m'" .c)r)
rEIp U;

where (r'" m '" C) r denotes thc restriction of T'" rn'" C to (AlT)an X kT t (T) X k T (AlT) an and UT ranges on all
the etale neighborhoods of (0,00,8) inside (A1

T
)an XkT IE(oo,PhT XkT (A1

T
)an. Let CT be the partially

ordered set consisting of all such UT and let C = UTEZ
p

Cr . We introduce the family Cf consisting of all
the va.rieties of the form Br x kT Wr such that

1) Br is an open disc in (AkT )an, of radius rB and centered at 0, and WT ~ (P1T X kT A~T )An is an
etale neighborhood of (00, 8) E (IP1T X kT AlT )an;

2) the image 4>(Wr ) is containcd in an open subset of the form BI XkT N(P), with B' an open disc of
radius rw around 00 and N(s) some fixed open neighborhood of 8;

3) the ratio rB / rw is equal to the constant O.

Lemma 8.4.3. For any real number 0 > 0 tlle family Ci5
;:: UTEIp C~ is cofinal in C.

Proof. This is of course just a special case (up to swapping thc axes) of lemma 7.1.7, with S =Speckr. D
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Fix areal number eS strictly greater than P('Ij;, t). Let B r XkT WT E C~ be any neighborhood aB above,
and set WT = WT X (P~T)'''' t(T). In view of thc lemma, thc theorem will follow if wc show that

(8.4.4) (i 2:: 0).

Let pr23 : Br x WT --+ W T be the projection. Dcfine m' : Al Xk Al ~ Al by settillg (y, z) H yz. An
application of the Yoga of torsors gives us the isomorphism

(r*rn* C)T :::: pri2L(rn) <:9 pr;3L(ml).

Now we can proceed exactly as in the proof of theorem 7.1.6 and conclude that Rpr23*(r*m* L)T = 0,
which, by virtue of the Leray spectral sequence far pr23 , implies (8.4.4). D

Next, let X be the IP1(oo)-space (IPl Xk PO xp~ IP1(oo) = IPl Xk JP'1(oo) so that there is an embedding

of IPl(oo)-spaces X --+ X. We have two natural projections

(IPDan..!- X~ 1P1(oo).

Given a k-rational point s E IP1, we will also consider the pro-analytic spaces IPk(s) and 1]". For any
sheaf F of A-modllies on (Al)an we will let F(s) = HO(Tjs' F'I.) which carries a natural strllcture of
1Tl (1]6' x)-module.

For a given sheaf G on (Al x kAi )an we denote by G the extension by zero of G to (IPl x k Al )an; then
.:iG determincs a unique' sheaf on X'7oo' We are interestcd in studying complexes of thc form

;} K p = niiJ1/oo (p* F @ln*L)

, where F is a sheaf on (Al) an .

Lemma 8.4.5. Let F bc a shea/ 0/ finitely generated A-modules on (Al)an which is locally constant 011

the complement 0/ a finite set S C (Al )an. Set U = (Al )an - S. Then K p vanishes on U x k ka. 1/,
moreover, SeAl (k a

) and F is the extension by zero 0/ F1u then F(F) is a complex concentratecl in
degree$ 0 and 1, and F 1(F) is supported on a finite set.

Proof. Let Y be a IPH 00)-analytic space, j : Y'7oo -7 Y the open imbedding and i : Y00 --+ Y tbe
imbedding of the special fibre. Let G be a sheaf on Y 1/ and H a locally constant sbeaf on Y. Tben one
has the standard general formula

(8.4.6)

Let F be the extension by zero of F to (IPk ym; clearly p* F is 10eally eonstant on U x k S. Then from
proposition 8.4.1 and (8.4.6) we derive

K FIU ::: i* FIU 0 (R~7joo (m* .c))lu = 0

which proves the first claim.
Assume now that F is extended by zero from U and S c Ak (k a ). By Poincare duality and proper base

change, it is clear that Fi(F) can be non-zero only for -1 :S i :5 1. Sincc F is extenoed by zero from a
10cally eonstant sheaf on U l it is also obvious that F- 1 (F) = O.

\Ve show timt F 1 (F) is supported on finitcly many points. The llsual argument (Sl.'C e.g. the proof of
lemma 8.2.2) shows that we can assume A to bc a field. Let T = {tl, ... t n } be any finite collection of points
in (Al )an I with the property that :F1 (F)!; f:. 0 for all ti E T. Let!( be a complete algebraically closed
extension of k large enough to contain the re.."idue fields of all thc points ti. Let 1r : (Ak )an ~ (A1)au be
the base change morphism. Define JJi : Ak ~ Ai< aB x H tiX, By Poineare duality we obtain

HO (Uit ,1T*1iom(F, A) @ J.l;1r* LI/J-l) f:. 0

for all ti. This impli~ that 1r* F contains tBiJJi (1T* LI/J) as a direct summand. Since F has finitely generated
stalks, it follows immediately that the eardinality of T is boundcd, i.e. F 1(F) has punctual support.. D

Suppose that for a certain point 8 E IPHk) the stalk F s vanishes. The definition of R~7joo being purely
Ioeal, it is clear that the stalk of K p at 8 only depends on F1/~ E I(1]sl A).

By an argument like in the proof of proposition 4.1.7 we get a flllly faithful functor

(8.4.7) V I-t V.
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Definition 8.4.8. For any point s E IP1(k) let prf1~ : TltJ Xk Tlco --+ 1]s be the projection on the first factor.
The loeal Fourier tmnsfonn at the point s is the functor

:F/:~c;) : Repcnt (1T'1 (ryll' xs ), A) --+ Rep(1T'1 (1]00' xco ), A)

whieh sends a 11"1 (ry.'l,xs)-module V to HO(oo,Rl~f1oo(pr~~V® (m"' .c\b)If1~xltf1oo)'

Theorem 8.4.9 (Principle of Stationary Phase). Let F be a sheal on (AUan, whieh is the extension by
zero 01 a locally constant sheal 01 finitely generated A-modules, defined on the complement 01 a finite subset
SeAl (k) and meromorphieally ramified around the points 01 S. Then there is a eanonical equivariant
direet sum deeomposition

:PJ(F)(oo) :::: ffisESU{OO}:FI~~~)(F(s».

Proo/. Let sES U {oo} and define r/J : rys Xk IPl (00) --+ X as the map of IP1 (00)-spaees indueed by the
obvious imbedding. Notice that 1J is a smooth morphism. Thus, from proposition 4.3.5 we derive

Hl(~Kj;.) ~ Rl~'loo(1J~<,.,(pr"'F®m·CT,/J»~ :F}:~co)(F(s».

It follows from lemma 8.4.5 that, under tbe stated hypotheses, :F~(F)f1oo = 0, i.e. :F1jJ(F)f1oo reduees to a
single ind-sheaf placed in degree zero. Hence the spectral sequenee of eorollary 4.3.7 gives

~ (F)( (0) = HO (00, RJ qj f100 (:F1jJ (F)f1<~J).

Oll thc other hand, from proposition 4.3.6 we derive

J nit'loo (:F(F)'/oJ :::: R~'/oo.Rqf1oo.(p· F ® m·LIjJ)[l] :::: Riioo.(I<j;.)[l] .
•1 .

FrorI:i lemma 8.4.5 we know timt the eomplcx K p is eoneentrated on the set SU{oo}, therefore R'7jOO* (K})
vanishes for i > 0 and the claim of the theorem folIows. D

Corollary 8.4.10. For all stable ind-representations V of /1(1]11, xtJ ) represented by a finitely genemted

A-module we have R.i~'/oo(pr~.V® (m* L\b)f1. x lof1oo) vanish for i -::j:. 1.

Pr?!!f. It follows by inspeetion from the proof of theorem 8.4.9, by taking for F thc canonical extension
of V. D

Remark 8.4.11. The formula of theorem 8.4.9 holds for general locally constant sheaves of finitely
generated A-modules. A proof valid in this generality was given in [RaJ].

To conclude this seetion we propose to show how our loeal Fourier transforms honour their name with
a behaviour whieh, in many ways, mimicks that of their namesakes introdueed by Laumon.

Proposition 8.4.12. For any 8 E JPl(k) let M(s) be the category 01 stable continuous representations

01 t-L(TlII, XII) into free A-modules 0/ finite rank. Then :F~~(;,) restriets to an exact functor from M(s) to

the category 0/ stable objects 01 Rep (7T"t (7}COI xoo ), A) which are represented by free A-modules 01 finite
----=--C,l t

rank. Mon~over :F~~t:~) commutes with extension 01 scalars A --+ A'.

Prao]. Exaetness is clear from eorollary 8.4.10. Then tbe rest follows formally as in tbe proof of lemma
8.2.1. D

LernlUR 8.4.13. 1) Let V E M (8) be unramified, Le. suppose that the t-L( TJs, Xs) -action on V lactors
through the quotient Gal (ka / k). Then

:F~)~OCJ)(V) = O.

2) 11 we denote by A the trivial representation 01 rank one, then

:F(O,OCJ) (A) = A
lb,loc .

Proof. For (1), we observe that
:F(OCJ,oo) (V) ......, :F(oo,oo) (A) ® V

t/J,loc - t/J,loc

whieh allows us to reduee to the ease V = A; from lemma 7.1.4 we derive :F1jJ(On)(oo) =0 and tbe claim
follows from theorem 8.4.9. Part (2) is dealt with in a similar way, by considering the (global) Fourier
transfonn of the extension by zero of the trivial sheaf AG,., , and using theorem 8.4.9 to analyse the loeal
contributions at infinity. D
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For s E Gm,k(k), let f-J8 : Al -+ Al be the map x 1-+ sx and set L(s) = (J1:L1/J)1/oo' This A-modllie is a
rank one objeet of J\;f(s) of Swan eonduetor oue. The translation map T s : Al -+ AL defined by x t-t X + 8

induces a morphism 1]0 -+ TJs and henee a group homomorphism

T8 • : J1(TJo,xo) -+ J1-(TJs,xs)

as weil as a functor
T: :M(s) -+ M(O).

Proposition 8.4.14. (1) If V E M(oo) is a tame representation, then .ri'7~~)(V) = O.
(2) If V E M(s) and 8 E Al (k) then

.r~~;:) (V) ~ .ri~i:)(T;V) ® L( -8).

Proof. For the proof of (IL thanks to proposition 4.3.11 we ean base change everything to ka , at the
cost of replacing everywhcre the vanishing eyele functor with its generalization RQJf1oo/k' We leave to
the reader to state thc obvious variant of the principle of stationary phase for the more general functor.
Basically all the statements remain formally unchanged. Thcrefore we ean assurne that k = "ka , in which
ease

1r~19(T}oo,rjoo) ~ 1r~l9(Gm,k,X) ~ Z(l).
Next, by proposition 8.4.12 we ean assurne that. A is a field and V is absolutely irreducible, hence of
rank one. The canonieal extension of V is therefore a rank one sheaf of Kummer type K x on (Gm,dan

\,extended by zero to (Al )an. The case of a trivial character has already been taken care of in lemma
/8.4.13. So we assurne that X is a non-trivial charaeter. Now, let JE be an open disc in (Al)an, eentered
'i at O. Denote by K~ the extension by zero of j.KxlEo Then K~ imbeds in j.Kx and there is a short exact

sequenee
o-+ K~ -+ i.Kx -+ K~ -+ O.

An argument as in the proof of lemma 8.4.5 shows that .F(K~) is a complcx concentrated in degree zero,
and hence we obtain a short exaet sequence:

o-+ .ro(K~) -+ :FJ(j.Kx ) -+ .ro(K~) -+ O.

Let s E Gm,k (k) be any point. It is easy to .check that J1:K~ is isomorphie to the extension by zero of
i.Kxl~-;l (E)' It follows:

H~((Al)an, K~ ® jL;LtjI) ~ H~(f-J;l (EL j. Je x ® LI/;).

From proposition 5.2.9 of [BI] we know that

H~((Al)au, Kx ® Lt/J)::: lim H~(J-(;l (E), Kx 0 LI/;).
lsl-+o

Proposition 8.1.3(1) says that the left-hand side of this equation has rank one, therefore the limit is
al ready attained for some value Iso I. This mcans that on the complement U = (Al)an - J1-;ol (JE) we have
PJ(K:~)\U ~ PJ(Kx)\U' and therefore .ro(K~)lU = 0; in particular .ro(K~)'loo = O. Next, notice tImt
thc sheaf K~ is locally constant on thc complemcnt of a single point p (of type (2) in the notation of
[BIL paragraph 3.6) in (Ai)an, namely the point corresponding to the sup-norm on the disc E (see [BI],
remark 6.3.4). Therefore lemma 8.4.5 applies, allel shows that !<X:." is cOllcentrated on {p,oo}. It. is also

elear that the stalk of Kk~ over 00 is isomorphie to the stalk of !<{x over the same point. Now, tlle same

argument which was used in the proof of theorem 8.4.9 shows that .'PI (K~) (00) ~ HO ((IP'l)an , Kk). This

implies I<k:~ = O. It follows that also the stalk of I<k", vallishes over 00, and therefore F~'7~~) (K:X"'oo)
vanishes, as stated.

For (2), let T;V be the global extension of T;V, as provided by lemma 5.1.21. According to part (1)

and theorem 8.4.9, the only contribution to Fg(V)(oo) (resp. ~(T:V)(oo)) comes from F~~i:)(V(s))

(resp . .r~~;:)(T:V(O))). Proposition 7.2.2 allows to eompare the two terms and yields the claim. 0

Proposition 8.4.14 says that it suffices to study the funetors :F;p~j:) for the values 8 =0 and s = 00 to
know aB of thelIl.

Remark 8.4.15. Ir we take the formal multiplicative group Gm as thc llnderlying Lllbin-Tatc gToup,
then the theory above can be refined by using the constructions of seetion 6.3. Suppose that a shcaf F is
defined over (the completion of) any algcbraic extension ko of Qp. In this case the principle of stationary
phase gives a canonical dccomposition of thc semilinear 1r1 (TJocn xoo)-represcntation which deseribes the
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asym'ptotic behaviour of :FTJJ(F), in terms of loeal eontributions. In particular the Ioeal Fourier transfonns
land in the eategory of these semilinear representations.

8.5. Behaviour at the origin. The setup for this section is as in the previous olle: we consider a sheaf
K of free A-modules of finite rank on Al, which is the extension by zero of a meromorphie loeal system
on thc eomplement of finitely many k-rational points. We want to understand thc behaviour of :PJ(K)
around tbe origin 0 E (Al)lln, i.e. we want to study the eone Ri'lo(K) of the natural morphism

j!K --+ R~1/oCp"'(j!I() ® m" [TJJ)

where p : lfl Xk Al --+ Al is the projeetion and j : Al Y IPl the obvious imbedding. This is a complex
concentrated on I?l = (IPi Xk Al) XAl {O} and we remark timt

(8.5.1) IUio"R~flOW (jIK) 0 m" Lt/J) ~ Rr(Tio, :F(I<)flO [-1])

where as usual :F(K)1]O stays for the stable ind-eomplex associated to :F(I().

Proposition 8.5.2. With the notation aboue, Ri~1/O(K) i!J a skyscraper sheaf concentrated at the point
00 E (IPD!lH X k 'ka and vanishing in degrees i :/: 1,

Proof. Let Xl, .. , X n E Al be the finitely many points where I(x; = O. It follows from corollary 4.3.9

timt R~'lo(K) vanishes outside {XI,"'Xn,oo}. For any c > 0 let IE"'(O,c) = IE(O,c) - {O}. We recall the
standard formula

'~ Riii!,Jo(p'" (j!!() 0 m" [Vi)x; :::: I!!!:,-Hi(U XAl XAl (Al X Gm),p"'!( ® m" [Vi)
~ U
:\

wher~ U ranges ov€r a certain projective system of loeally algebraic neighborhoods of E(Xi ,e) x E* (0, e).
If U is sufficiently smalI, m'" [t/J is constant on U, hence we reduce to studying the cohomology group

Hi(E(Xi' e) x V,p" K)

for V ranging over the system of locally algebraic coverings of JE* (0, c:). By smooth base change, we need

only to understand Hi(IE(Xi' g) Xk ka , In. Since by hypothesis I( has only meromorphic ramification,
this group vanishes when e --+ O. This shows that RiP flo (I() is concentrated at 00.

It is also easy to check that R°iprlO(K)oo = 0. For degrees > 1, we observe that :F(K)'lo is locally
constaut and concentrated in degree 0, so that wc ean rewrite (8.5.1) as

(8.5.3)

But according to lemma 4.3.10 the rightmost term in (8.5.3) vanishes for i-I> 0, hellee RiipfJO (I() = 0
for i > 1, as stated. 0

Definition 8.5.4. The functor (see (8.4.7) for the notation)

:F~c;~~) : RePcn/7fI(7J=,x=),A) --+ Rep(7fI (TJo,xo), A)

sends a 7rl (1]=, x=)-modllie V to the 7fl (rio, xo}-module HO(O, R 1 ii!rlo (p~oo (V) 0 (m$ Lf/J)I1/oo X'IO»'

Theorem 8.5.5. The locrd Fourier transform :F~c;~~) is an p..xact functor and for euery mcromorphic sheaf
K as iu proposition 8.5.2 there is a Jour teNn exact sequence oJ stable 'TrI (TJo, xo)-ind-representations

o--+ H~((Auan Xk ka,K) --7 ,rD(K)(O) --+ :F~c;~~)(K(oo») --+ H;((Al)un Xk 'ka,I() --+ 0.

Proof. Since we know that :F(K)1]O is conccntrated in degree 0, the exact sequence above follows from
proposition 8.5.2 and the long exact sequence for vanishing cycles on proper varieties.

To show that Ji7~~) is exact, we use the canonical extension functor to reduce to aglobai question,
and then we apply proposition 8.5.2. 0

Lemma 8.5.6. With the notation aboue, suppose that V is unramified. Then we haue

:F(='O) (V) ""-' V(-I)
t/J,loc -

(as usual (-1) denotes Tate twist).

Proof. lt suffiecs to compute the global Fourier transform of the constant sheaf on (.A1)un with stalk
isomorphie to V, and apply the exact sequence of theorem 8.5.5. 0
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(x, y) I-t fo(Y) + x' ft (y).

Proposition 8.5.7. (1) ~~~~) restriets to a /unctor /rom M(oo) to tlie category 0/ stable objects 0/
Rcp t(1Tl (1]0, xO), A) wliich are repreBented by /ree A-modules 0/ finite rank. Moreover :FS,oo[ ,0) commutes
~n ~,oc

with extension 0/ scalars A --40 A'.
(2) 11 V is a Jl(1100, xoo)-representatian with all slopes ~ 1 then F~~~~)(V) == O.

(9) 11 V is a tarne representation, then rk(.F~~~~)(V)) = rk(V).

Praa/. (1) follows formally from the exactness of ~c;~~), as in the proof of lemma 8.2.1(3).
To show (2), let J( bc the canonical extension of N; it follows from theorem 8.3.6 that :PJ(K) is locally

constant around thc point 0 E (Al)an, so thc result is immediate from the exact sequence of theorem
8.5.5.

For (3) one reduces to the case k = 'ka using proposition 4.3.11. Thanks to (1) we can also assurne
that A is a field and that V is absolutely irreducible, hence of rank one. Then the claim follows easily
from proposition 8.1.3(2) and the exact sequence of theorem 8.5.5 above. 0

Remark 8.5.8. It is also true that :F~~~~)(V) is tame if V is , but the proof is more delicate than in thc
"dassical" case. We leave this for later.

Lemma 8.5.9. Let I be same polynomial in ane variable and K"X. some tarne lacally constant sheal 0/
/ree jinitely genemted A-modules on Gm. Then H~ ((Gm )an X k 'kG

I Lw(f) @Kx ) is a free A-module 0/ rank
equal to deg(f) . rk(Kx)'.

\ ':)Prao/. Let n = deg(/) and fo(Y) = Gnyn so that I(y) = !o(Y) + JI(y) where JI(y) has degree < n. We
"'fconsider the morphism

Set J( :::: R.1 q! (p* Kx ® Jlio.J, Lw). Clearly H~ ((Gm )Gn Xk 'kG, Lw(!) ® Kx ) ::= K{l}' On the other hand

H~((Gm)(lll Xk k(l,KX @ Lw(lo)) ::= }<{O} and we know that this eohomology group is a free A-module
with the predieted rank, thanks to lemma 8.3.1. Hence it suffices to show t.hat the sheaf K is locally
canstant on (Al )an. Ta this purpose we apply lemma 8.3.3 to the ease f = /0 and g :::: ft and we argue
using Huber's theorems, as in thc proof of theorem 8.3.6. 0

Theorem 8.5.10. Let (V, p) be a representation 0/ /-,(11001 xoo ) in a /ree A-mod'Ule V 01 finite rank, with

all slopes < 1. Then :Fio':.~)(V) is a /ree A-module 01 rank

rk(:F/:'~)(V)) = rk(V) - sw(V).

Prao/. \Ve ean assume t.hat V is irreclucible af rank N. and that A is large enough so that, by virtue of
theorem 5.2.16 we ean write V :::: Ind~~ (M) where M has rank one, henee is of the form M = JCx ® Ll/J (I)
for some tarne eharaeter X and some polynomiall of degree equal to sw(V). The eanonical extensions
V and M of V and M are locally eonstaut sheaves on Gm related by 4>N"M ::= V. Let j : Gm --40 Al be
the imbedding. Then we have

J1U! V)o ::= H~ ((Al) an X k k(l, j!V) ~ H~ ((AL)an X k kG
, i!M)

henee by lemma 8.5.9, ~U!V)o is frce of rank equal to sw(V). On the other hand, for the stalk at the
point 1 E Al wo have

~(jIV){l} ::: H~((Al)Gn Xk k(lj!V@ Llf!) ::= H~((Altn xk kG,j!4>N.(M @4>'NLw))

and again lemma 8.5.9 says that ~(j!V){l} is free of rank rk(V). But we know that ~ (j! V) is loeally
constant on (Gm,k )Gn 1 tlms the claim follows immediately from theorem 8.5.5. 0

8.6. The fortnula of Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich. The main result of this seetion is the ctale
analytic analogue of the formula of Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich which computes the Euler-Poincare
charaeteristie of a meromorphically ramified sheaf on a curve in terms of Swan eonductors. For the proof
we reduce first to the case where the curve is the affine line, and then we apply the principle of stationary
phase to analyze the situation. To this purpose we must gather some preliminary information on the
loeal Fourier transforms of representations of Il(1]8' x).

Theorem 8.6.1. Por any representation (V, p) 0/ p.(l]o, x) into a /ree A-module V 0/ finite rank, we have

rk(:Fi~i:)(V)) = sw(V) + rk(V).
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Prooj. We can assume that V is irreducible. Let V be the canonical extension of V, extended by zero to

(Ak)an I so that Vf/oo is tamely ramified. By proposition 8.4,14 we have .r~'7~~) (V
'
/oJ = O. Hence by the

principle of stationary phase we obtain

By theorem 8.5.5 we have

rk(~(V)(oo)) = rk(H~ ((Al) an x k ka
, V)) + rk(.r~~~~) (V(oo)))

and from proposition 8,5.7 it follows that rk(.r~c;~~\V(oo)))= rk(V). An argument like in the proof of

theorem 8.5.10 shows that rk(H~ ((Ai )an Xk kn
, V)) = sw(V), which implies tbe claim. 0

Let C bc a smooth affine eurve with eompletion C. We eonsider 10eaJly eonstant sheaves F of free A
modules on C whieh are meromorphieally ramified around the finitely many points {Xl, ... ,Xn } = C - C.
The Euler eharacteristic of the constant sheaf Ac is also called the Euler diaracteristie of C and denoted
simply by Xc(C). For any point 8 E C we obtain a finite rank representation of J-L(l}s, xs) in the free
A-module F(s) whose Swan conductor we denote by 8w(F(s)).

Theorem 8.6.2 (Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich). With the notation above we have the equality
n

(8.6.3) Xc(C, F) = rk(F)xc(C) - L 8w(F(xd)·
i=l

, ~J

Pro'Oj. By proposition 8.2.5 we can assume that A is a field, henee we can compute Xc(C, F) as thc literal
tl . .....

al terpating sum of the ranks of the H~(Clln X k k ß
, F). Let U bc any dense open subscheme of C. One

eheel(s easily that the formula holds for Xc(U, Flu) if and only if it holds for Xc(C,F). Henee we can
rem6\re any finite number of closed points whenever we wish to. Pick a finite morphism f : Cf ---t lPl
sufficicntly general, so that J is etale around the points Xi, .•. , Xn. Let U be the open subseheme of C
obtained by removing all the fibres of J which either intersect the brauch loeus of J 01' contain Olle 01'

more ofthe points Xi. Let V = J(U) c lPl alld set {Zll""Z",} =C - U. Then f: U --+ V is a finite etale
morphism and we consider G = f .. F. Clearly G is locally constant on vun and meromorphically ramified
at the points {YI' ... ,Ym} = IP1- V. By eonstruction, we sec easily that

(8.6.4)
r m

L sw(F(zd) =L sw(f.F(Yi))'
i=l i=l

(8.6.5)

\Ve are going to show that the equality (8.6.3) for Xc(V, f.F) implies the same equality for Xc(C, F). Sy
the remarks above we ean instead eonsider Xc(U, FIU)' Then we have

Xc(U)=Xc(C) - r
Xc(V)=Xc(lPl) - m.

From Hurwitz formula, we derive the relation

(8.6.6) dcg(f) . m - r = deg(J) . Xc{IPl} - Xc(C),

Taking into account that rk(G) = rk(F) . deg(f), the formula for Xc(U j Fju) follows by combining (8.6.4),
(8.6.5) and (8.6.6)

It remains to prove (8.6.3) for the ease when A is a field and j : C Y Al is an open imbedding. 'Ve
ean even assurne that F(oo) is unramified. Moreover, we can assume that Fis geometrieally irreducible,

so that ei ther F is a geometrically eonstarrt sheaf 01' HO (cun X k kU
, F) = O.

Formula (8.6.3) is trivial for a geometrically eostant F j hence we reduee to the ease H; (cun X k"ku , F) =
o= H~ (can X k ka

I F) and we have to show that
n

rk(H;(can
Xk ka

, F)) = L sw(F(x,)) - rk(F)xc(C).
i=l

FrOfi theorem 8.5.5 and lemma 8.5.6 we derive

rk(H~(cnn Xk kajF)) = rk(P(jIF)(O)) - rk(F).

On the other hand, from theorem 8.3.6 we obtain

rk(P(jIF)(O)) = rk(P(j!F)(oo))

and thc principle of stationary phase ean be applied to eompute the rank of thc right-hand side. We leave
it to the reader to verify that formula 8.6.3 follows by eombining lemma 8.4.13 and theorem 8.6.1. 0
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Remark 8.6.7. One may wonder whcther the condition on the ramification on F is really necessary for
the finiteness of the cohomology. 'Ve will not attempt here a precise analysis, but we give an example to
denlOIlstrate the general situation.

\Ve construct inductively a sequence of polynomials in one variable h(t) (i = 1,2, ... ) and posit.ive real
numbers Tl < T2 < ... such that limi-+OO Ti = 00 and limi-+oo li = J is an entire power series on the
affine line (Al )an. Suppose h of degree i and Ti have already been constructed, with the property tImt.

H~ ((Al )an Xk Jia, [,(1,)) = H~(D(O, Td Xk Ji\ [,(h)) is a free A-module of rank equal to i - 1. Choose an
element 6 E k X of norm small enough so t,hat 1151 . Ti < Pt. Set h+1 (t) = (1 + öt)J,(t). Then it is clear
that

[,(/HdlD(O,rd :::: [,(h)[D(O,ri)

and as a consequcnce wc get an imbedding

H~ ((Al t n x k ka , [,(J,)) 4 H~ ((A1 )an X k ka , C(Ji+l )).

On the other hand, the polynomial J'+I(t) has degree i + 1, hence by the usual argument (and by lemma

8.5.9) wc find Ti+l > 0 s~ch that H~ (IID(O, Ti+d x k i a
, [,(Ii+d) is free of rank i. Clearly the sequence

ft (t), h (t), ... converges to some J (t) and the cohomology of I:-(J) cannot be fini tely generated.

8.7. Special calculations. As we saw above (theorem 8.3.6) the Fourier transform T(I() of a sheaf
J( with meromorphic ramifieation on the affine line, is a constructible sheaf. However, we da not know
at present, whethcr T(I() has again meromorphic ramification. This is clearly the first important open
question in thc theory, and ean be translated into a problem eoncerning the loeal Fourier transforms of

:, a meromorphic representation. I woulel not be overly surprised, if it turned out timt the answer to this
Iqucstion is not always affirmative. For this reason, I will refrain from stating a precise hypothesis, and

. ,'will place the whole issue under the general heading of "infomal conjectures".
However, in this section we offer some pretty calculations, adapted from unpublished notes of Katz,

whieh could be interpreted as lending a modest support to our informal conjeeture.
'\Te start with some preparation. Let X be an affine smooth scheme over k, purely of dimension d +Ij

let C be an open algebraic smooth curve, geometrically eonnected and dcfined over k. Suppose that
J : X ~ C is a smooth affine morphism of relative dimension d. Now, let F be an analytic etale sheaf
of A-modules over X a

". Notice that x an is a-compact, hence we can find an exhaustive sequence of
subspaces UnEN X n = x an as in definition 4.1.1.

Definition 8.7.1. 'Vith the notation above, we say that F is locally algebraic over X an if for all integers
11. E N there cxists some algebraic eonstructiblc sheaf Fn on X such FIX" :::: (Fn)f.~" .

We remark that, for any kU-rational point 8 E C, the natural action of 11"1 (11 ... ,x) on Rd 1!(F)(s) restriets,
via (4.3.2) to an action of the group 18 = 7r1(~,X).

Lemma 8.7.2. Suppose tlwt F is a locally algebraic and locally constant sheal of A-modules on X au
.

Suppose also that G = Rd fl(F) is a constructible sheal on Cau (i.e., it is locally constant of finite mnk
outside finitdy many kU-rational points). Then we haue an injection

GT ,-+ C(s)/.

lor any kU-rational point 8 E C.

Proof. It suffices to show that H~ (cun ,G) = O.

Claim 8.7.3. R i I! (F) = 0 for a1l i < d.

Pro01 01 the claim: For this it. suffices to check on the stalks. By Poincar6 duality, we are reduccel to show
that H'(f-l (x), F) = 0 for all i > d and any geometrie point x of can . For all integers n E N we let
Yn = X n n I-I (x). Then, by [B3} eorollary 5.5, a1l the groups Hi(Yn , F) are finite A-modules, therefore
by Mittag-Leffier, we are further reduceel to prove that Hi(yn , F) = 0 for aB 11. E N anel i > d. But since
by hypothesis, F is loeally algebraic, this follows from [B6] theorem 6.1.

From the claim anel the Leray spectral sequence' for I it f01lows easHy that H~(can,R dJ!F) =
H~(xan,F). But again, dualizing and applying [B6] theorem 6.1 we obtain that H~(xan,F) vanishes
and the claim fallows. 0

For our applications, we will need a slight twist of lemma 8.7.2, i.e. we want to add a group action
to the picture. So, let T a smooth affine curve with an action a : G ~ Aut(X) of a finite group C,
and suppose that there is a point 00 E T which is fixed by G and such that the G-action is free on the
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(8.7.4)

complernent T = T - {oo}. Set C = T /G and let f : X --+ C be a morphism which satisfies the hypothesis
of lemma 8.7.2. Let fT : X Xc T --+ T be the base change of fand let 9 E G act on X Xc T by the
morphism Ix Xc o-(g). This action makcs fT a G-equivariant morphism. Finally, let j : X Xc T --+ Y be
an cquivariant morphism into a G-variety Y, slIch that there cxists a smooth morphisIIl 7T fitting into a
commutative diagram

X~XxcTL!.....y

,! !Tl t7T

C
1fT n-<

1 ~-----+-) T.

Now, suppose that Fis an etale sheaf Oll X Cin which satisRes the conditions of lemma 8.7.2. Then 7I"*(F)
is a G-sheaf on·X Xc T. Suppose that we can find a G-sheaf Fon .y such that j*(F) ~ 71"* (F). In this
situation, lemma 8.7.2 yields a G-equivariant imbedding

(8.7.5) (Rd7T!F)OCJ Y (Rd fT!(7I"* F»)(oo)/o;o.

Let x be a coordinate on Al and let ( be the dual eoordinatc on (AU' ::: AL. Let K = k((l/(» be thc
eompletion of thc Reld of fraetions of the Ioeal ring OPL,OCJ' Let E(oo) a dise of small radius p in (p'l)an
ccntered at 00, and let JE* (00) = lE(00) - {00}. Let also K N bc some finite extension of !( of degrec N. The
imbedding !( C KN corresponds to a finite analytic morphism 'lj;N : E* (00) --+ E* (00) of degree N (for all
radiuses p sufficiently small). If k is algebraieally closed, any such KN is isomorphie to a Reld k((l/r»
whei'e r N = (. By lemma 5.1.1 the map "ljJN induecs an injection "ljJN * : 71"1 (1]00' x) Y 7l"1 (7JOCJ' x). Hene€,
for ~y reprcsentatioIl V of 7l"1 (1]00' x) we ean eonsider the indueed representation from the subgroup
Im(WN*) to the whole group. We denote by

Ind~N (V)

this induced representation. Clearly, if V is meromorphic (i.e. factars through the meromorphie quotient
p.(7Joo , x» then IndZN (V) will again be meromorphie.

Lemnla 8.7.6. With the notation above, let X be a mnk one meromorphic chamcter 0/7l"1(71oo,X) whose
Swan conductor is an integer a ~ 1 prime to N. Then Ind~N (X) is an absoluteIy meromorphic represen
tation.

Proo/. The argument is weIl known: the indueed representation has all slopes equal to a/N. Hut sinee
(a, N) = 1, the existence of non-trivial subrepresentations would eontradict the Hasse-Arf theorem 5.2.13.

o

Corollary 8.7.7. Suppose that k is algebraically closed. Let p be a meromorphic representation 0/
1rd1]OCJ ,x) /or which there exists some N ~ 1 such that the restriction 0/ p to the subgroup Im (1/1N *)
contains as a subrepresentation a character X who,<;e Swan conductor is an integer a prime to N. Then
p contains the representation Ind~N (X).

Proo/. By Frobenius reciprocity we obtain

Hom1f1 (1Ioo,Z) (Ind~N (X), p) ::: HOIIlIn1(IflN.) (X, PIIm(IflN. ).

Sinee, by lemma 8.7.6, the representatioll Ind~N (X) is irreduciblc, the claim folIows. 0

\Ve denote by K.2 the unique Kummer character (see definition 8.1.2) of order 2 (i.e. x:?2 is trivial).
Rceall timt for any morphism 1J : X --+ Al we denote by Lw(1J) the sheaf </J* Lw' Similarly we may write
K.2 ('IjJ).

Proposition 8.7.8. Suppose that k is algebraically closed. Let fE k(x] be some polynomial 0/ degree N.
Let !(N = k((l/r» be the finite extension 0/ K = k((l/(» such that f'(7) + ( = Q. Then we have

(8.7.9) :F~c;;r;)(LIfl(f(x))= IndZN (1C2 (f"(» 0 Lw(f(() - (. J'(»).

Proof. In view of eorollary 8.7.7 it suffiees to show that there is a 7l"1 (7JOCJ' x)-equivariant imbedding

K.2(/"((» 0 Lw(f(() - (. J'((» Y (-!'(»* :FfjJ(LfjJ(f(x»(oo)

because then, thc principle of stationary phase and theorem 8.6.2 imply that the two sides of (8.7.9)
are both free modules of the same rank. Let us introduec the morphism 9 : Al Xk Ak --+ Al defined by
g(x, () = f(x) - x/'((). We obtain

(-J'((»* :Fw(Lt/J (f(x» ::: RP2I(P~LIfl(f(x») 0 LIjJ(-X' f'(x») ::: RP2!(g* Ll/J).
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Let. r : Al x k Al ~ Al be the translation map (x, () H (x + (, (). It follows

RP2!(g- Lt/J) :::::: RP2!(r*g- L1JI) ::: Lt/J(f«() - (. J'«()) 0 RP2! (Lt/J (f(x + () - f«() - x· J'«())).

\Vrite f(n)«() ::;::: ;ho, f«(). Then we derh'e

C1JI(f«() - (. J'«()) 0 (-!'«))'" :FT/J(C!JJ(f(x)) ::: RP21(Ct/J(L xn . f(n)«))).
n2:2

53

Let T be the ramified double covering of Al dcfined by T ::;::: Spcck[(, t]/(f(2) «) - t2). The restriction of

T ~ Al to some open subscheme C c Al is a Z/2Z-Galois covering T ~ C; if 00 denotes the unique
point "at infinity" of T, we set T ::;::: TU {(X)} which is a smooth open curve with a Z /2Z-action fixing
the point 00.

Now, set X ::;::: p;-l (C) ami let f : .X ~ C be the restrietion of P2. We define fT as in (8.7.4) and we
take for Y the variety Ak x k T. A Z /2Z-equivariant imbcdding j : X Xc T ~ Y is obtained by

(x, t) H (x . t, t).

Then wc let F ::;::: Ct/J(L n>2 X 'l . f(n)«)). To define the sheaf F on Y we introduce the morphism

ep : Y 4 Al giyen by -

I

. We let F ::;::: cp- C!JJ' and it is easily seen that 11'- (F) ::: j. (F). Moreover, sillce C1/J is locally algebraic,c _

the same holds for F; i.e. we are in the situation of (8.7.4). The restrietion of r.p to Al Xl. {oo} is the

. morphism x H x 2 , hence V = H~ (7~1 (00), F) has A-rank one and by (8.7.5) there is an imbedding

Hence for eit.her i ::;::: 0 or i ::;::: 1 we have

\Ve havc to show that indecd i ::;::: I, i.e. that the Z/2Z-actioll on V is non-trivial. This follows easily
from the following lemma 8.7.10. 0

Lelnrna 8.7.10. The action of Z/2Z on H~ «AUan x kka , L1JI(X2
)) induced by the automorphism x H -x,

is non-trivial.

Proof. The imbedding j : Gm,k ~ Al is Z/2Z-equivariant, therefore, from the exact sequence

o~ j!(C1/J(x2)lGm,k) 4 C1/J(x2) ~ A{o} ~ 0

we derive an equivariant short exact sequence

04 A~ H~«Gm,k)an xI. ka,C1/J(x2
)) ~ H~«Aoa71 xI. ka,C1JI(x2

)) -+ 0,

In particlllar, it sllfficcs to show that the Z /2Z-action on H~ «Gm.dan x k ka , C1JI (x 2
)) is non-trivial. But

by the Leray spectral sequence for the Galois Z /2Z-covering Gm,k ~ Gm,k : X H x 2 wc see that

(8,7,11) H~ «Gm,dan
Xk ka, C1/J(X2))Z/2Z::: H~ (Gm,k)an XI. kU

, L1JI(X))

and the right-hand side of (8,7,11) has rank one, which implies the claim,

9. THE HOMOMORPHISM r

o

9.1. Definition and basic properties. From now on we restriet for simplicity to the Lubin-Tate torsor
arising from the multiplicative group Gm j morcover, the base field k is taken to be equal to the field Jen
of section 2.1. Accordingly, the value PI equals p-I/(P-l). Also, Gn equals thc group Jlpn of pn-th roots
of unity. We pick a non-trivial character 1jJ of the group Goo ;:;:: JJ.p<ro with values in the ring of integers
() of the l-adic complction of Ql(JJ.p<ro). Then, by composing with the natural projections we obtaill a
compatible sequence of characters 1j;n : /lp<ro 4 0/en

• Ir q is the cardinality of the residue ficld of k, we
denote by E,\ the f-adic completion of the field QdJJ.p<ro, ql/2), and by 0,\ the ring of integers in IE,\. We
need the extension R,\ to make sense of the "half Tate twist": the Tate module E,\ (1/2) is the unramified
Galois represcntation on which Frobenius acts (1..<; multiplication by q-l/2.
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Lef V be a k-vector space, (J' : V --+ V' asymmetrie k-linear isomorphism and f : V --+ k thc associated
non-degenerate quadratic form. \Ve take inspiration from formula (1.0.1) of thc introduction to make the
following definition:

r(f) = l~ H~im V (von X k Tin, f* [!PT..) 00 E,\ (dirn V12).
n

In this chapter we will be concerned with thc study of thc GaJ(k O Ikoo)-modulc r(f), seen aB a function
of f. 'Vith the present setup, this cohomology group carries also a semilinear action of Gal(ka Ik), as
explained in section 6.3. Even though it may be interesting and worth exploring, we will not deal here
with this extra strueture.

The next two results establish the elementary properties of r.

Lemma 9.l.1..For any J as above, r(f) is a Gal(kO Ikoo)-module 01 mnk one, which depends only on
the isomorphism class 01 f.

Praof. It suffices to prove the corresponding result for the torsion modules rn (f)" = H~im V (von X k

ka
, f* I:-t/ln)' Let 9 be another non-degenerate quadratic form, in the same isomorphism dass as f. Then

wo have 9 = f 0 h for some automorphism h : V --+ V. We get

H~im V (V nn X k "k0
, g* [t/l,,) :::: H~im V (von X k "k0

, h* f* 'c!pn) :::: H~im V (von Xk "k(l, f* [,pn)

which proves the second assertion. Since the charactoristic of k is different from 2, we can always find a
basi~~{el, ... , e m } of V, such that the quadratic form f diagonalizes in this basis. Let Vi for i = 1, ... , m
be tp;e span of ei, and let Pi : V --+ Vi be tohe projection such that pi(ej) = 8ijei. Denote also by fi the
restri.ction of f to Vi, The yoga of torsors (for which we refer to [SGA4~]) implies the formula

!
f* I:- :::: prf~ I:- ~ ... (2) P':nf;lC,

Sinco H~(Vi(ln x k kn lft'c) = Hü(Vian x k 'k0 lft.c) = 0, it follows that Hg (Vion Xk kG, ft C) :j:. 0 if and only
if j = 1. Then, by Kunneth formula we have:

HeIlce 1 to prove the first assertion it suffices to assume dirn V = 1. Let l' be the inverse transpose of 1,
defined as in proposition 7.2.3. Combining proposition 7.2.3 and the involutivity theorem 7.1.2 we obtain

L L
.c(f) :::: 1:-(1) (2) rn(f) 0 rn(l')

which implies that r n (f) is free of rank one. o

Remark 9.1.2. The proof also shows that the groups H~ (von X k "ka , f* 1:-) vanish for i :j:. dirn V.

Proposition 9.1.3. The map f ~ r(f) descends to a group homomorphism from the Witt group W(k)
of k to the group of isomorphism classes 0/ rank one Gal(kO Ikoo)-modules (with multiplication giuen by
tensor product).

Proof. Again, we reduce easily to the corresponding statement for torsion coefficients. Let f : V --+ k,
9 : W --+ k bc two nondegenerate quadratic forms, and let f E9 9 : V E9 W --+ k be their sumo Denote also
by PV (resp. pw) the projection of V EB W onto V (rcsp. onto W). From another application of the yoga
of torsors, one obtains

(9.1.4)

Using (9.1.4) and the Kunneth formula it follows

rn(f) 0 rn(g) :::: H~lim V+dim W ((V EB W) X k "k0
, Pv f* C 0 Pwg*,C) :::: rn(l EB g)

which says tImt rn induces a homomorphisrn from the monoid of isomorphism dasses of quadratic forms,
to the group of isomorphism dasses of Gal(kO1koo)-modules of rank one. Let fv : V EB V' -)- k be the
standard quadratic form induced by the dual pairing: fv(x, €) = (x, €) for all x E V, € E V'. We want to
show that rn(fv) is the trivial Gal(kn Ikoo)-representation. But this is nothing else than a special case
of lemma 7.1.4. Since the relations in the Witt group are generated by all the isotropie quadratie forms
of the form fv, the claim folIows. 0
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9.2. Computatio~·,of f(f). In this section we obtain same information on the Galois structure of f(f).
For a E k X

, let M a denote the l-adic representation of Gal(ka / koo ) corresponding to the character
a H a(.ja)/.;ä = ±~ and let fa : 'k ~ k be the quadratic form x H ax2 .

Lemma 9.2.1. With the notation above

f(fa) ~ f(ft) @ M a.

Praol· Deflne a projective system of sheaves Mo = {Mo,nlnEN on (Al)an, by requiring fa- (0). jen) =
(0). / l") EB A1 a •n . Then we have .

H; ((A1)an X k kO
, f: t.: Wn ) ::: H; ((A1)an X k ka, !Wn @ fo_(O>. / in)) ::: H; ((A1)an X k k~, l.wn @ .A'1 a,n).

By /\11 a :::::: MI @ AIa, the assertion folIows. 0

Given a general non·degenerate quadratic form f : V -+ k on a vector space of dimension n, denote
by D(f) the discriminant of f. Set H~(van,f-l.JjJ)= I!!!:H~(V,f-l.1/Jn) @o JE>.;

n

Proposition' 9.2.2. With the notation above, let n = 2m (resp. = 2m + 1) and d = (-1)mD(/). Then
we have

n even

n odd.

q = n - 1, n even
q = n - l,n odd
q = 2n - 2
otherwise.

Proof. Let U = f-1(Gm,k X ka) and W = f- 1(0). Then from Theoreme 3.3 and Table 3.7 of (SGA7}
Exp. XII Quadriques, we derive

1
Md( -(rn - 1))

q /\I1d( -m)
R flU,E, '" ~,(-(n _ 1))

From this and the prajection formula we abtain

H~([rm l f-l.JjJ) ::: Hm H; ((Gm .k x ka,LWn 0 Rq-1 fIU!(o/e n )) 00 IE>.,-n
Since 1V is the affine cone over the non-singular quadric Q c P(V) defined by 1 l we can compute
Hg (1van , I~ l.w) =' Hg (lV, IE>.) by using [SGA7] Exp. XV 'Formule ele Picard-Lefschetz. \Ve have
Hg (lV, JE>.) = Hfo} (Ht, IE>,) by Prop. 2.1.2 (ii) loc. cit. In the long emct sequence

... ~ H{O}(W,E>,) ~ Hq(W,IE;d ~ Hq(W - {O},JE>.) ~ '"

we have Bq (W, E>,) = IE>, for q = 0 and = 0 otherwise by Prop. 2.1.2 (i) loc. cit. Finally, since W - {O} is
a Gm -bundle over Q, we obtain

q = n - 1, n even
q = n, neven
q = 2n - 2'
otherwise.

Fram these camputation we can easily deduce the claim. (Warning: in this praof we have used somewhat
freely an i-adic language: this is only a harmless abbreviation for some more cumbersome notation, and
does not imply that we rely on a formalism of analytic l-aclic sheaves). 0

Corollary 9.2.3. With the notation above

f(la)0 2 ~ lvl_ 1

and the Gal(ka / koo )-action on f(/) lactors through 1-l4'

Proof. It follows immediately from proposition 9.2.2 and proposition 9.1.3. o
As an example we consider the classical case of the norm of the quaternion algebras. Recall that

for any pair of elements a, b E k',one obtains an aSsociative k-algebra (7!) of dimension 4, with basis

{I, i,j, k}, and multiplication fixed by the rules:

i2 = a j2 = b ij = - ji = k.

Let 1r be a uniformizing parameter for k. If a E (kO)X is not a quadratic residue modulo 1r, then the
algebra (T) is a division algebra and any two division algebraS arising in this way are isomorphie. \Ve
denote by H this division algebra: it is the quaternion algebra over k. The algebra ~ is endowed with a
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norm map N : n-n ~ k. The norm map induces a homomorphism from the multiplicative, group IHIx to
k x. In terms of the basis given above, one has

N(x . 1 + Y . i + z . j + w . k) = x 2 - ay2 - IrZ
2 + aIrw2 .

The following result is now a straightforward consequence of proposition 9.2.2 and corollary 9.2.3.

Theorem 9.2.4. The action 0/ Gal(ka / koo ) on r{N) 19 trivial. 0

In [We] it is proved that, with the notation of the introduction, the constant -y(N) eqmils -1. This
shows that Weil's invariant is not a homomorphic image of our r.
9.3. The deformation from Kummer to Artin-Schreier. The aim of this section is to obtain an
explicit formula for the action of a Frobenius element on the stalks of a Kummer sheaf !CVJ' This
formula will be applied in the next section, to determine the Galois action on r(x2 ), thus completing
the computation started in section 9.2. The method followed here exploits the group scheme g(A) of
Oort-Sekiguchi-5uwa, originally introduced in [0-8-5] for other purposes. Alternatively, the main result
of this section could be seen as a special case of the general formula of proposition 6.2.3, and could have
also been obtained just by quoting some of the classical Iwasawa's explicit reciprocity laws, which would
have made the treatment somewhat shorter. Our choice is based mainly on a matter of personal taste.

\Ve start with same notation. Let [P] : D(1, PI) ~ D(1, p{') the etale covering x t-+ (x + l)P. The etale
local sections of the map [P] gives us the usual Kummer torsor K, and therefore, given any homomorphism
'l/J : J.lp ~ AX 1 the rank one sheaf of A·modules K,p. To study KtIJ we introduce the group scheme g(t) of
[0-5-5]. We recall here the main features of this theory. First, for any t E kfo = k(J.Lp)OO we define

g(t) = Specknx, 1/(1 + tx)].

It is shown in [0-5-5] that g(A) is a group scheme over Speck~, with addition law given by

(x,y)..,. txy + x + Y

. The ring homomorphism

k~[Yly-l] -+ k~[x, 1/0 + tx)] y H tx + 1

defiIles a morphism of group schemes O't : g(t) ~ Gm,kl' which restriets to an isomorphism over the

generic fibre of Speckf. On the other hand, the specit:~.l fibre of g(t) is the additive group Ga k'
In particular! let (p be a generator of the cydic group Jlp; we define ). = 1- (p. Tbe defor~ation from

Kummer to Artin-Schreier is the etale morphism w : g(A
P

) ~ g(A) of group schemes over kf induced by
the ring homomorphism

k~[x,1/(1+ -\Px)] ~ k~[y, 1/(1 + -\y)]

One checks easily that there is a commutative diagram

9(A)~g(AP)

:}.•r~GJ.:;'
Let Q be the eanonical zero section of the group scheme g(A

P
), i.e. Q: 5peck~ ~ g(A

P
) is induced by the

ring homomorphism
knx, 1/(1 + APX)] ~ k~ x H O.

Then clearly w- 1(Q) is a reduced finite group scheme isomorphie to (Z/pZhl" with a map of group
schemes w- l (Q) y g(A) given explicitly by the ring homomorphism

p-l

x H E9((~ - 1)/-\.
i=O

Let 11 : k'l ~ k'l / k'l° = /Cl == Je be thc map "reduction moduln kfoM. The aasignment ( H 11((( - 1)/-\)
defines a group isomorphism 17 : J.Lp ~ Fp , and we set 1jj = 1/1 0 17-1 : IFp ~ Ax. Again, the etale sections of
w define a w- l (O)-torsor, and via the character 1jj this gives rise to a locally constant sheaf of A~modules
of rank one on tbe etale site of g(A

P
), which we can denote by (};p. By the remarks above it is dear that

the restriction of g"$ to ~a,k = g(A
P

) X.l:l' k is nothing eise than the Lang torsor usually denoted L1jj. On
the other hand, we have
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Let x E IIJ)( 1, Pt')(kd be any k}-rational point. We can see x as a morphism x : Speck} -+ Gm,k 1 anel
clearly we can find a unique morphism x: Speckf -+ gp.P) which fits into a commutative diagram

Speck l '--------+. Speckf~ g(.\P)

x! !0"

Gm •kt (......----------+-)0 Gm.ki'

Let Fr denote any lifting of the canonical Frobenhls generator on Gal(ka /k), trk/ Fp the trace for the

residue field extension Fp C k and denote by Tr(Fr, M) the trace of Fr on the Galois module M.

Proposition 9.3.1. Let x E D(O, Pi)(k l ) be any kl-rational point. Then the stalk (Kt/J)z is the unramified
A-representation 01 Gal(k1/k1 ) such that

Tr(Fr, (Kt/J)z) = 1jj(trk/Fp v((l - x)/ ,\P)).

Proof. The restrietion x'" (~) is a locally constant sheaf on Speckf, corresponding to some unramificd
representation of Gal(kf / kd. For any x as above we derive

1jj(trk/Fp v((x - 1)/)l))-l = Tr(Fr, (L:~l'((z-l)/.\)) = Tr(Fr, x"'~) = Tr(Fr, (Kt/J)z),

D

9.4. Quadratic Gauss sums. In this final section we obtain an explicit description of the Galois action
; on r(x2

), thus complementing proposition 9.2.2. Unfortunately our method works only when the residue
characteristic is different from 2. Therefore in this chapter we assume throughout that p is odd.

Let !I : Al -+ AI be the quadratic form in one variable x H x 2
• Let D(r) be the closed disc of radius

r in (Al)lln, ccntered at thc origin and j : (Al)lln - ]l)(r) -+ (Ak)lln thc imbedding of the complcUlcllt
of D(r). Suppose that the restrictioll of li Lt/J to D(r) is not the constant sheaf. \Ve derive an exact
sequencc in coholIlology

H~((A1)lln Xk ka,I;Lt/J) -+ H1(ID!(r) XI.: kU,f;Ct/J) -+ H;(((A1)an - JIN:r)) Xk kB,ft"'Lt/J).

By Poincare duality H;(((A1)an - Hb(r)) Xk ku,It"'Lt/J):: Hom(HO(((Al)an - D(r)) Xk k'liL~l),A) = O.
An argument like in thc proof oflemma 8.2.1 shows that aB these groups are free A-modules, and therefore
Hl((Au an XI.: ka,liCT/J):: H 1(D(r) XI.: ka,liLw) if and only if H1(ID(r) Xk kU,liLt/J) f; O. Hence, let us
assume timt r is large ellough, so that H 1 (D(r) Xk 'ka , li Lt/J) f; O. In this case,a little juggling (see tbe
remarks in scction 8.3) shows that thc grollp Hl ((Al)an X k ka , li LVi) computed in Berkovich's theory

coincides with the b'TOUP H~ (D(r) X k "ka , fi LVi) computed in Huber's thcory.
Hence in the lollowing we will switch again to Huber's theory. This change is not strictly necessary,

but in our view it simplifies the exposition (and it also shows Ollce more, how much more desirablc wOllld
have been to use Huber's theory consistently throughout the paper).

Set rl = p~/2. \Ve will show that indced HJ(ID!(rd Xk kll,liLt/J) does not vanish.
Lct T : IDJ(O, PI) -+ ID!(l, PI) be the translation map x H x + 1 and E: : ITll(O, PI) --1 ~1, Pi) the analytic

isoltlorphism x H ePz . Looking back at section 2.1 we obtain easily the equalit.y

[PI 0 T = E: 0..\.

We derive an isomorphism of rank one sheaves of A-modules:

(9.4.1)

Let a : II}(O,p~/2) -+ D(I,pn be thc morphism x H 1 + px2
• The morphism 11 restricts to a map

11 : II}{O, p~/2) -+ II}(O, PI) and by a standard calculation we can find an analytic isomorphism (at least if

the residue characteristic is add) ß : 10(0, pi /2) -+ ID!(O, p~/2) such that

a o ß=E: o ll'
Then from (9.4.1) it follows

I; Ltb :: (3'" 0 a'" Kt/J.

In particular we have, for aB integers i ~ 0

H~(ITh(O,rd X/r. ka,ft"'Lt/J):: H~([ll(O,rd Xk "ka,n"'Klj;)
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After base change to thc overfield K = kl (.-\1/2) we can find a formal model :D for the analytic variety

D(O, p~/2); the simplest such 1) is given by SpfI(O {Tl, whose special fibre :D tI is the affine line over the
residue field k. Denote by X the scheme Ako. \Ve can realise 1) as the completion ..-Y of X along its
closed fibre X IJ = :D8' We observe that the sheaf a'"K1/; is the restrietion to [Jl(O, rt} of an algebraic
constructible etale sheaf defined over the generic fibre X l1 of X. Notice also that the set of [(-rational
points [Jl = ID(O, rl )(K) is a compact Hausdorff topological group, and denote by dJ-L the invariant measure
on D, normalized so that the total mass is equal to one. We introduce a A-valued function

- 2 2
tp: ID(O,rt}(K) ~ A x f-t 'IjJ(tTk/Fp(V(P' x JA ).

Theorem 9.4.2. Let tl denote the open subgroup Gal (ka j K (Jlpoo ) of the Galois group 9 = Gal(k a j koo )'

Thc g-action on the A-module r(x2 ) restricts to an unramified action of tl, and we haue the following
trace fonnula fOT the action of any lifting of the Frobenius generator to an element Fr E 11.

Tr(Fr, r(x2)) = q-l/2 fo tp . dJL

Proof. Let RiIl 7]: O+(X11'A) ~ O+(Xi,A) be the usual nearby cyde functorj by [Hub] theorem 5.7.6 we
have an isomorphism

H~(II~(O, rd Xk io, a'" K,1J;) ::: H~(:Di, R'I! 11 (0:'" K1J;»'

Let xE :D"j(k) be any k-rational point. The stalk (RiII'1(o:·KTjJ»x is a complex of A-modules with an action
of Gal(I(a j K). Let E(x, rd C 10(0, rd be the open disc, centered at some k·rational point x E ID!(O, rd,
and~onsisting of all the points which specialize to x (in Huber's notation, this is the analytic variety
,.\-lG{X}»). According to [Hub] theorem 5.7.9 wc have

I'"

~; (R i 1lJ'1 (0:'" KTjJ))x :: H~(E(x,rl), 0:.1(1/;)'

The restrietion of a'" KljI to E = E(x, Tl) is geometrically constant, hence, if AE denotes the constant sheaf
of A-modules on IE(x, rl), we havc

0'" KTjJIE :: AE 0 (K1/; )0(:1:)'

Then the trace formula of thc claim follows easily from the remarks at the beginning of this sectioll, alld
from proposition 9.3.1. 0
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